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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an examination of the meaning of ~evra 

(nerves) for Greek women in Montreal. Based on communîty 
J 

and clinical interviews, l discuss the importance of t~e 

concepts of 'balance' and 'control' in Greek health beliefs, 

and elaborate on the concept of nevra. The terms anxiety, 

depression, and adaptation syndrome frequently applied to 

women experiencing nevra are found to be inadequate ta 

account for the women's experience of the illness. To 

unde~stand the meaning of nevra for Greek women in Montreal,' 
, 

one mus~ closely examine the social relations of the women's 
1 

existence: the conditions of factory work, the dDuble-work 

day, and gender relations in the Greek community; in 

addition to Gr~ek concepts of ttle link between household, 

health, and control of female body boundaries, and their 

implications" for the expression of social distress. I 

propose the utility of Bourdieu's concept of 'habitus~ to 

explain how social relations become "embodied". 
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Rj::SUMÊ 

, 1 .. l~""\ 

Dans cette thèse j'examine'la significa~ion de neyra 

(nerfs), pour les femmes Grecques à Montréal. A partir 

d'entrevues fait~s dans la communauté elle-même et en 

clinique, j'analyze l'importance de l'~dée d' 'équilibre' et 

de 'contrôle' dans la conception grecque de la santé, en 

donnant une attention particulière au concept de neyra. Les 

termes 'anxiété', 'dépression' et 'syndrome de l'adaptation' 

qui sont ~ouvent utilisés dan~ le cas des femmes Grecques qui 
'l.' 
souffrent de nevra ne sont pas adéquats pour expliquer ce que 

vivent les femmes touchées par cette maladie. Pour 

comprendre ce que nevra veut dire pour les femmes Grecques il 
1 

faut examiner soigneusement leurs relat ions sociales: les 
) 

conditions de travail ~n usine, la double tâche et les 

relations entre les hommes et les femmes' dans la communauté 

grecquei en plus de la conception que se font les femmes 

Grecques des liens entre le t~~vail domestique, la santé et 

le contrôle des frontières corporelles féminines, ainsi que 

leurs implications pour l'expression de la détresse sociale. 

J'utilise le concept de 'habitus' de Bourdieu pour expliquer 

comment les relations sociales deviennent 'incorporées'. 
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CHAPTER ONE - INTROOUCTIÇlN 
"" 1 

Because the body is the most potent metaphor of 
society, it is not surprising that 4isease ia the 
most salient metaphor of structural crisis. AIl 
disease is disorder - metaphorically, literally, 
socially and politically ~Turner 1984:~14). 

, 1 

1.1 AIM OF THE THESIS 

The position of "the body" at the interface of a number 

« " of on-going debates in the social scienc~9,-- nature versus . -
'1 

//:'pulture, des ire versus reason, the individual versus _ society 

-- has led -to a reexamination of this previously taken-for

granted subject. As noted in the above quote from Turner 

(1984), the body is coming ta be recognized, as an import~t 

metaphor of society, and links are being drawn between 

disorder of the body and social dis~ress. Medical 

anthropologists hav~ ~~gun to explore the different 

perspectives from which the body may be viewed, for examp1e: 
1 

the 1ink between individual, social, and politic~ bodies 

~Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987); tthe location of body and . 
> 

bodily symptbm in spac~ and time (Devisch 1985)1 and the 

body as a mediator between subjective experience and 

sociocuitural context (Comaroff 1985b)~ More recently, the 

importance of the body as a medium of social distress, and 

the link between social relations and illness, ,have become 

the foeus of a number of studies (Guarnaccia et al.:in 

press; Lock 1988a and 1988bi and Ong 1988). 

The aim of this thesis i6 to add to this relatively new 

" body of literature b~ examining the social 'relations of 
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nevra, a frequent health complaint among Greek women in -, 

Montreal. To arriv~ a~ an understanding of 'the meaning of 

nevra l will examine the relationship between the curtural 

construction of the illmess experience, and the so~ial 

relations of work and family life for th& Greek women. l 

will discuss the meaning"of the term ne~in its day to day 

usage and in a clinical setting, and examine why nevra is 

experienced as ~ sickness primarily by women~ In this way l 

hope to contribute to a broader understanding of the concept 

and meaning of nerves, and the way in which social distress . 
is expressed through the body. 

f 

1.2 A BRIEF SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND HISTORICAL PROFILE OF THE 
GREEKS IN MONTREAL 

-~ Greek immigratiorÎto Canada began in the 19th century 

as an offshoot of migration to the united states (Gavaki 

1983:5). The presence of Greek immigrants in Montreal is 

reported as early as 1839 (Vlassis 1953:137-8). Migration 

remained sporadic throughout the 19th century but began to 

increase in the early 20th century as established migrants 
c 

sponsored relatives and friends from their native areas 

(Gavaki 1983:6). 

The earliest migrants were sailors from the Greek 

Islands, fur traders from Macedonia, and peasants from the 

Peloponnesus who were escaping the increasing poverty of 

their home areas, or political constraints of the ottoman 

Empire (Chimbos 1980:24). They concentrated primarily in , 

the urban centres of Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver in an, 
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f 

attempt to?establish commercial ~ntures or work out of the 

ports. By- 1931 there were 5,579 Greeks in Canada, 1,294 of 

whom" lived in Quebec (Chimbos 1980:30). . . 
This first wave of immigrants was responsible for the 

;estab1ishment of ethnie institutions such as the Greek 

Orthodox Church in Canada" and voluntary associations 

representing different villages and regions of Greece. The 

early migrants were concerned with preserving t~Greek 

language and culture' (Chimbos 1980:26) and maintaining 

contact with the patridha (homeland). 

The second and 1argest wave of migration occurred after 
• . 

the second wor1d war. It consisted mainly of rural and 

unskilled workers who left Greece between 1941-75. The 

destruction of Greece's national economy during Wor1d War II 
~ 

and the many years of political instability which followed 

left few opportunities for rural dwellers whose landbase wa~ 

destroyed (Chimbos 1980:9-10). Changes in Canadian 

immigration policy in the 1950's and 1960's, reflecting a 

demand for "unskilled and semi-skilled worken;; in the 

service and manufacturing and maching sector~' (Arnopoulos 

1979: 4), provided an opportunity to migrate. In the îate 

1960's a number of highly educated and professional migrants ... 

ca~e to Canada, many fleeing the repression of the military 

.. __ ~~C?,~a torship" (Chjiànbos 1980: 10) • 
l..,:!. -~ .. 

... -

Today the Greek population of Canada totals 154,365, 
r· 

one-third of whom live in Quebec. The official estimate for 

Montreal is 35,000. 1 However, leaders of the Montreal Greek 
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community, suggest the actualjhumber of Greeks in Montreal 

may pe closer to 70,000 (Sem~nak 1988:A1).2 

Upon moving ta Canada most of the immigrants sett1ed in 

the "Greek Ghetto" -- the lower Park Avenue-Park Extension 

Area -- a·-low-rent, low- income slector which has been the 
" "" 

starting p~ïnt for many waves of European migrat10n in 
~ 

Montreal. 3 The maj ori ty of the Greek immigrants still 

reside in this area, but in the 1ast decatle a number have 

moved out to Laval, the South 4 Shore and the West Island. 

The socio-economic profile of the firs~-generat~on 

immigrants corresponds to what Gavaki calls "urban 

villagers" (1983:6). Almost one-third of those age 15 and 

older have only a primary schoo1 education and most (62%) 

arè limited to the unskilled and semi-skil1ed job sector in 

garment factories, hospitals, restaurants and cleaning 

businesses kGavaki 1983: 6) .' 70rr1yJ% of thos,e in the' ràbour...." , .' 

force hold managerial or administrative positions and 

another 6% are professionals (Gavaki 1983:6). The situation 

fo~ women is even more limited with fewer women in 

management and professional occupations and more employed in 
. 

the service and manufacturing sector. The average income in 

1981 for Greek males was $11,779 and for females was $4,999 

(Gavaki 1983:7).4 

LeaderS of the Greek community report that the economi~ 

\ si tuation of Greek immigrants has radically. improved in 

recent years. They point to a number of successful Greek 
\0 

restaurant owners and merchants as proof of the community's 

4 
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new found weait:h (see Sen.enak 1988)., However, studies 
: 

, indicate that in genEa.{a1· the economic profile of Greeks in 

Montreal has not sigdificantly changed in the pa st ten 

years. The Greeks still rank second lowest in average 

income earnings among twelve ethnie groups stud~ed in 

Montreal (Gavaki 1983:7). Constantin ides argues that recent 

economic trends have resu1ted in a worsened situation for 

many Greek'immigrant~ because the type of jobs they hold are 

\ among the first affected by increased levels of unemployrnent 

(1983; 1984). It ie against this background that my 

discussion of nevra and the social relations of illness tor 

Greek women will be presented. 

1.3 METHODOLOGY'AND RESEARCH ORIENTATIONS 

This thesis is ~ased on both primary and secondary 

sources. Primary sources include original cornmunity and 
1 

-

"cliriical interviews with rnernbers of the Greek community in 

Montreal conducted between 1982 and 1984. Data collection 

took place in three phases. 

The first phase, the General Family Interviews, was a 

general ethnornedical survey conducted with 83 Greek families~ 

in Montreal (see Lock and Dunk 1986). In addition to 

general b~kground information on the family, occupation, 

place of origin, anq time of arrivaI in Montreal, 

informatio~was gathered on traditional concepts of health 

and illness, the importance of the family and social support 

, networks in dealing with health and social problems; and the 

" 
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r-
use of biomedical and alternative medical systems. Where 

possible both husband and wife were present, bu~where time 

CO~!licts arose the wife only was intervie~d. This choice 

was made because other studies indicate that in the Greek 

'. family the woman is cons idered respons ible for the family' s 
/. ~ 

health (Blum and Blum( 1965). Interviews were conducted by a , 
. .. 

~native Greek speaker, taperecorded and transcribed 1nto 

, English for analysis. 

Contacts were initially made by a Greek social worker 

and proceeded wi th further contacts ~de throhgh some of the 

families interviewed, Greek organizations, and interested 

community members. 
, 

At least one of th~ adults (and in most 

cases both) was born in Greece and most families hadr 

children. While not a random sample, care was taken to 

ensure that the families chosen do typify the profile of 

Montreal's Greek community reported in other studies 

particularly with regard to area of origin in Greeee, date 

of arrivaI in Canada, family size, occupation and ineome 
\ 

level,·religious affiliation, are a of residenee in Montreal, 

and level of eommunity activity (Constantinides 1983ai and 

Gavaki 1977) The only obvious gap in 'the sample is the 

absence df older immigrants 
, 

those who arrived before 

World War II. 

In analyzing the data from the General Family 

Interviews l was interested by the frequency with which 

nevra was mentioned as a health eoncern by the Greek 

respondents, and the direct links they drew between the 

6 
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social relations of their work, home and family experienoes 

and the causation of nerves. (These issues will be explored 

in detail in Chapter Three). At the same time, an extensive 

literature review l conducted on health and illness in 

Greece revealed no discussions of nevra as an illness 

construot. Wishing to explore this apparent paradox 

further, l de9ided to carry out a second phase of researoh 

to follow-up on the original findings. 

In Phase Two of the projeet, nineteen of the original 

families were seleeted for a more indepth interview. In 

choosing the families an attempt was made to represent the 

rfnge of responses and soeio-demographic eharacteristics of 

the first respondents. The intensive family interview • schedule (see Appendioes C and D) was designed to elaborate 

on the issues raised in the General Family Interviews. In 

particular, l explored the ooncept of nevra, and its 
~ 

relation to other hea~h concerns which were mentioned. 

Questions about di~e eausation fOI~wed Kleinman, 

Eisenberg and Good's Patient ExPlanatoky Model (Kleinman, 

Eisenberg and Good 1978) to eliait information about folk 

models of the illnesses, personal ~xperienc~ of the 

and appropriate treatment in both the popular and 
l 

biomld' al settings. Additional information was collected 

on perceptions of health and illness in Greeee and Canada. 
L , 

Work CO,ditions and gender roles which were said to 

contribu~e to health problems in the first interviews were 

further discussed. Interviews were conducted in Greek with 

7 
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the aid of a translator, taperecorded and transcribed into 

English for analysis. Although not a Greek speaker, I 

attended aIl of, the interviews to provide a contact wi th the 

families and to answer any questions they had about the 

study. 

open-ended interviews were also conducted with five 

community workers and physicians working in the Greek 

community. Background information on the Greek community 

was obtained, and views on the health and social concerns of 

the community, and use of biomedical and alternative medical 

systems were solicited. As will be discussed in Chapter 

Three, while the families interviewed felt nevra should 

generally be dealt with in the home context, the health 

professionals reported that in the clinical setting they 

frequently encountered individuals, particularly women, 

experiencing nevra. 

A tliird phase of re'search was then conducted to 

determine who experiences nevra as sickness (ie. as an 

illness requiring medical attention), whether it differs 

-from descriptions given in the community studies, and how it 

is diagnosed and treated in a clinical setting. The 

clinical sample involved interviewing 25 individuals at a 

private Greek physician's office located in the heart of the 

Greek community, and another 15 individuals at the Community 

Clinic at the Royal Victoria Hospital. Since it is not 

possible in a thesis of this 1ength to adequately address 

variations in experience related to different clinical 

8 
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settings, l will focus my clinical discussion on the results 

of the 25 interviews at the private physician's office. 

Interviews took place over a three-week period. 

People experiencing nevra, non-specifie complaints and 

stomach problems were selected at random in the waiting room 

and asked to participate in the research. While a few 

declined due to time constraints, most participated 

,,\ willingly. In addition to general background information, 

the clinical interviews focused on the individual's 

explanatory model of illness5, diagnosis and treatment by 

the physician, and perception of family response (see 

Appendix F - Clinical Interview Schedule). Interviews were 

conducted in Greek with the aid of translators (unlese the 

patient was very comfortable speaking English), taperecorded 

and later transcribed for analysis. 

Additional insights were provided by living in the two 

main Greek community loci (lower Park Avenue and Park 

Extension) for four years. l was able to observe, through 

day to day interaction, and as a member of a community 
1 
\,1 

development q~oup, the 
,~j 

~vailable to the Greek 

types of support and services 

immigrants, and the dynamics of daily 

life. 

Secondary sources for this thesis 

review of French and English li terat re 

and social relations ir Greece; Greek 
(, 

comparative 

llneas, 

America and Australia; immigrant women in North America; and 

cross-cultural material on nerves and nervios in the circum-

9 



(~ , Mediterranean area, Latin America, the united "states and 

C~nada. As will be discussed in Chapter Two, there was , 

little reference to nevra in the literature on Greece and no 

indication on the part of writers who read Greek that any 

information was available in Greek literature. 

The main aim of the thesis is to evoke an understanding 

of the express~ and experience of nevra for Greek 

immigrant w~n i~ Montreal. Thus-, l have chosen to present 

the data collected using three combined formats to broaden 

the perspective: 1) while the analysis is primarily 

qualitative, some statistical summaries are used to more 

widely situate the concerns discussed; 2) lengthy quotations 

from the interviews illustrate the similarities and 

divergences of the responses and give a voice to the 
, 

respondents; 3) finally, a number of case studies are 

presented to allow the reader ta view the dynamics involved .... 
in the ex~erience of nevra for particular individuals. 

1.4 IMPORTANCE OF THE WORK 

This thesis is designed to make a contribution to 

medical anthropology both theoretica1~y and descriptively. 

The analysis of nevra among Greek women in Montreal is the 

first such study in any Greek population that l am aware of . 
• 

The detailed discussions of nevra as an idiom of distress 
0" 

used in a daily context, and as a sickness in the clin~cal 

setting, contribut~ to the relatively limited body of cross

cultural literature on nerves. The emphasis placed on 

10 
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understa~ding the social relations of work, home and family 

life for the'Greek wornen, and how these are embodied in the , 

experiencf and expr ss ,nevra, complements current 

of the body. 

n analyse) of the anthropology 

In partic~lar, the emph~is on balance and 

control of mind and body which is evident in the Greek 

respondents' concepts of health and illness, and the 
- = 

recognition that social dist~ess has direct effects on the . 
experience of self and body, supports ~~he argument th~~ 

medical anthropology theory must transc~d the min~/bo~ 
dichotomy of cu~rent biomedical thinking and seek ways to 

reincorporate body and mind in the anatysis of health and 

illness. 

Finally this thesis contributes ta a relatively new, 
, 

but growing body of literature on immigrant women and health 

in North America. It supports the contention cf recent 

analyses that terms such'as "adaptation syndrome" or 
.tf/I' 

"refusaI to adapt" which are frequently."applied to immigran~ 
" 

wome~ facing)work, language and other problems, are more 
1 

often the result of institutional visions of reality rather 

than a reflection of the social relations experienced by the 

women. It is argued that the women's own perspectives must 
Cl' 

be taken into account ta achieve an understanding of the 

dynamics involved in health and illness and ta promote the 

development of constructive solutions ta the problems they 

face. 

11 
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1.5 PLAN OF THE THESIS 
. 

Chapter Two introduces the theoreticai orientations of 

'" the thesis. A review of comparative literature on nerves 

and nervios 'in medical anthropology is presented and 

critiqued. largue that while previous approaches to the 

study of nerves as sicknes's 'make an, important contributio~ 
by incorporating the cultural aspect's of illness 

construction and experience into their analyses, they fail 
, 1 

to locate the social relations of disease which are a 

central focus of patient's explanatory models. l suggest 

that one of the reasons for this omission ie reliance on the , \., 

disease and illness dichotomy in medical an.thropology theory 

which has res;llt$d in the "reification" of disease -- making 

disease a 'thing-in-itself' which exi~ts apart from the 

social relations in which it occurs (Taussig 1980). l 

propo~e that~ appropriate lev;l of analysis must consider 

both body'and mind by examining the way in which the 

sUbjective bodily experience of health and illness can be a 

metaphor and metonym of social distress. l suggest that 

Bourdieuls model of "habitus" in which social relations are 
;''D' 

embodi~d through daily practice is use fuI in 'u~derstanding 

the expression of distress through the body (Bourdieu 1977). 

Chapter Three is a summary of the three phases of . 
~ 

research in the Greek community. I discuss the respondents 

definitions of health and perceptions of illness in the 

Greek community. The concept of nevra is elaborated and the 
/ 

distinctions between nevra as an idiom of distress used in a 

.12 
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day/ to day context, and nevra as sickness are described" A 

nùmber of case studies are presented ta illustrate the 

experience of nevra. 
'. 
J 

In Chapter Four, comparative literature on nerves and 

illness in Greece and among Greek immigrants in Australia 

and North America is examined. largue that the use of 
f''''- •• 

terms such as "adaptation syndromen or "refusaI to adapt" in 

de~cribing the problems encountered by Greek immigrants ia 
1 

an exampîe of the reification of disease in bio~edicine. 

The social relations relating ta the more frequent 
(' 

experience of'ldevra among 'women than men-in Montreal are 

examined. The role of social and cultural factors in the 

construction of self and body are discussed and the effects 

of migration on work, family and gender roles and theIr 

implications for heal th are detailed •. The importance of the 

household as the site of women's identity, understanding the 

female body, and maintenance of health is discussed. 
1 

Chapter Five is a summation of the arguments presented 

in the thesis. comparisans are drawn between ~he experience 

of nevra for Greek women in Montreal and cross-cultural 

~eports of nerves and nervios. l discuss the implications 

of the analysis of nevra in Montreal for theory in medica1 

anthropology, and suggest directions for future research. 

') ï II' 
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ENDNOTES - INTRODUCTION 

At the time of writinq the 1986 census statistics on . 
ethnie origin wère as yet unavailable from Statistics 
Canada. Tbe information presented here is based on the 
1981 census. 

The difference in numbers is attributed to the 
limitations of the way in which the census is 
conducted. It is argued by many members of ethnie, 
minorities that data on a number of pêople who are not 
~luent in English or French, or are illiterate in~heir 
own language is either missed out comp1ete1y in the 
census or incorrect1y represented. In addition, many 
p~ople incorrectly report their first language as 
English or French for fear of stigmatization. 

3. In 1951, 2.6% of the population of Park Extension was 
of Greek origine By 1971 that number had risen to 
42.2% reflecting the dramatic increase in Greek 
immigration~after World War II (CLSe 1979:20). Gavaki 
reports that this number continued to rise into the 

4. 

-late 197,0' s, at which time the Greeks made up 90% of 
the popula~ion of this are~ (Gavaki 1977) . 

• Bee Constantinides 1983; 1984; and Gavaki 1977; 1979; 
1983 for a~etailed economic and social profile of the 
Greek community in Montreal; and Chimbos 1980 for a 
historical discussion of Greek migration to Canada. 

An explanatory model of illness is a set of beliefs 
which contain "any or aIl of five issues: etiology; 
onset of symptoms; pathophysiology; course of sickness 
(severity and type of sick role); and treatment" 
(Kleinman-1978:87-88) 
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CHAPTER TWO - ORIENTATIONS; 
NERVES, SOCIAL RELATIONS AND THE BODY 

INTRODUCTION 

-

This chapter begins with a review of comparative 

literature on nerves/nervios in the circum-Mediterranean 
D 

area and North America. Models used in the analysis of 
~ 

nerves will be discussed and critiqued. The role of medical 

anthropology theory in perpetuating a reification of disease 

will be discussed, and the need to reincorporate the social 

relations of illness into models of disease and illness will 

be stressed. l propose that by extending the sphere of 

analysis to include recent theoretical approaches which 

emphasize the expression of distress through the body ,a 

better understanding ov the link between social relations 

and the meaning and experience of illness can be achieved. 

Bourdiéu's concept of the embodiment of social relations 

through practice will be discussed as a particular model 
, ' 

which will allow the incorporation of social relations into 

the examination of the meaning of disease. 

\ 
2. 2 APPROACHES'~ TO NERVES/NERVIOs1 IN ANTHROPOLOGY 

Referénces to "nerves" have appeared sporadically in 

liFerature on the circum-Mediterranean area, Mexico, Puetto 
,/' 

Rico, the American south, North Carolina, E~stern Kentucky, 

Newfoundland, and- studies of Latin American 'migrants to the 

United states (sée for example Chapman 1971: DelVecchio 
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1980; Fabrega et al. 1967: Finkler 1980; Ga'rrison 1977;. 

Harwood 1977; Ragucci 1981; and Snow 1974). Nerves are 

general1y described as a minor aff1ication, or as a symptom 
; 

accompanying minor psychiatrie disorders such (the "ataques 

de nervios tl reported among Puerto Rican immigrants. 2 

However the analysis of nerves as an illness construct 

requiring further elucidation has only recent1y been 

undertaken. 

. One of the first efforts to seek a broader' 

understanding of the concept of nerves was undertaken in the 
1 

work of DelVecchio (1988) and Good (1977) in which the 

concept of "nerve distress" (narahatiye asab) in provincial 

Iran is cxamjned in relation to the authors' more central 

focud on "heart distress". By using a semantic illness 

network, a "network of words, situations, symptoms and 

feelings which are associated with an illness and give ~t 
,j 

meaning for the sufferer" (Good 1977:40) to unravel the 

concept of heart distress, the authers show that in popular3 

Islamic physiology concepts of the heart, blood, and nerves 

are intimately linked and thought te be profoundly affected 

by social stresses such as in~erpersonal problems and 

poverty (Good 1977). 

The first systematic study of nerves (nervios) as an 

illness category was initiated by Lew in Costa Rica in the 

-1970 's. In à- combined community and clinical study tf two 

rural villages, Low found that nervies is a common complaint 

which covers a wide range of physical 'and emotional symptoms' 

16 



including dizzyness, worry, grief and tremblinq (Bartlett 

and Low"1980:529). Viewed as a disturbance of the nervous 

system, nervios is considered by the Costa Ricans to be the 

opposite of tranquility (tranquilidad) which is achieved 

through a balance of self and the physical, social and 

psychological environment' (Low 1981: 25) . 

While there was a predominance of women in her sample, 

Low ,found no direct correlation between the incidence of 

nervios and sex, age or socio-economic status. It was 

experienced by men and women of aIl ages and social statuses 

(Bartlett and Low 1980:53). However she does note that 

informants ' often attributed nervios to economic problems, 

sex role stresses and family problems. No traditional cure 

for nervios was evident. It was treated either by waiting 

for the attack to pass, or seeking medical assistance. , 
Costa Rican physicians accept nervios as a valid symptom 

according to Low, "but usually read it as anxiety or 

depression and treat it with tranquilizers or anti

depressantsJ' (Low 1981: 36) . 

There are complex sets of meanings attached to nerv!os 

by Costa Ricans but generally it signifies a dis,turbance of 

bodily perception linked to family disruption, thus sociç' 

constraints are symbolically expressed in body processes 

(Low 1981:37-39). Low concludes that nervios is a culture

specifie complaint which allows Costa Ricans ta communicate 

distress in a cu1tural1y-apprepriate way te significant 

ethers such as the'family or the physician. It provides the 
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phypician a medium in which to explore topics such as family 

problems which would otherwise be considered taboo. 

Validation of the symptoms by the physician serves to 

reinforce family relationships anJ social equilibrium by 

encouraging adherence to c~~ral norms (Low 1981:~1) . 

The next major contribution to the study of nerves came 

in the work of Davis (1982a; 1982b; 1983; 1984; 1985). 

Davis' st~dy differed from Low's not only in examining the 

meaning of nerves in a radically different culture area -- a 

small Newfoundland outport -- but also by focussing on the 

communicative aspect of nerves in a day to day contexte 

While initially interested in the concept of menopause 

among women, Davis found that "menopause related experience 

is explained with the more general emic concepts of nerves 

a~d blood" (1982:212). The nerves are viewed as a physical 

entity (ie. strings) which have significant behavioural 

manifestations, and are often accompanied by headaches, 

fatigué and minor digestive complaints (Davis 1982a:~74-

275). Nerves can be inherited, or the result of a difficult 

life. ,The two most important facJo .in weakening the 
• nerves in women are said to be "worry ov~r a husband while 

he ia out at sea and chronic f hard work a'nd 

poverty" (Davis 1982a: 213). 

Davis found th'at nerves and worry are often viewed i~ a 

positive light by the outport women because they are seen as 
" l 

a contribution ta the perpetuation of the family and 

community. Nerves and worry over the men at sea ls ~een to 
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be the "moral dut y" of women (Davis 1984:275) and provides 

them an active role in the fishery by rei,nforcing th"eir 

s~nse of belonging to the group. Through the _ 

~xemplification of tne stoic endurance of women, nerves can 

be used to enhance female status (Davis 1982a and 1982~). 

As Davis says, 

Newfoundland nerves are rnanifest in worry. They 
are important indicators of ernotional and symbolic 
aspects of outport 'life and are important in the 
management of cris~s and suffering (Davis 1985:1). 

Davis finds that the expression of nerves can also reinforce 
/ , 

the collective identity of the wornen because they are 

articulated in an everyday context. 

Nerves are considered nOfmal in th~ outport community; , 

over'90% 'of the women over 35 have experienced them at some 
.' : 

time. They are thought to be dipt{nct from serious iilness 

or mental illness (Davis 1985;9) and are not considered to 

- 'require biomedical intervention. When chronic nerves result 
" 

in a woman going to see a physic'ian, nerves are intended, as 

in Low's Costa Rican case, to alert the physician to 

underlying social and emotional concerna. However, unlike 

the Costa Rican example, the translation of nerves into 

anxiety or depression and the prescription of "nerve pilla" 

(tranquilizers) is generally thought to he inappropriate by 

the women. It is viewed as an indication of the physician's 

misinterpretation of local illness categories (Davis 
1 

1984:227) . 

In the early 1980's a number of _new case studies ot 
, 

nerves among Puerto Ricans in New York City, Guatemalans, 
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<~astern~n.UCkians and Newfoundlanders beqan to emerqe, and 

Low underto~ a ~eanalysis of her earlier work in light of 

the new data (Low 1985). Low found the term 'culture-bound 

syndrpme, 1 which" she had previously used to analyse the 

Costa Rican material, too narrow to describe the cultural 

variation exhibited in the new studies. 

In comparing nerves and nervios among the diverse 

populations Low found some overlap in symptomatology and 

explanations of the cause of nerves among the groups. 

Howeve~ the meanings attributed to the symptoms varied -.. 
cross-culturally making a narrow definition of the concept, 

such as "culture-bound syndrome" implies, problematic. 

While headaches, fear, anger, and fatigue are symptomatic of 

nerves for aIl of the groups, and nerves are explained in 

terms of worry or sadness, the meaning of nerves is 

.. interpreted differently in each area. In sorne cases nerves 

are thought to be the expression of family problems or 

disruption, in others of poverty, and in others of anger 

(Law 1985:187). 

Law concludes that the concept of "cul~ural1y 

interpreted illness" is more appropriate than culture bound 

syndrome when referring to nerves. She suggests that 

cultural interpretation takes place on three levels: 

Symptoms are culturally expressed through the body as a 
symbo1 system; symptoms are culturally received, sorted 
and identified within the theory of disease and 
cultural rules of etiology; and symptoms are given 
sociocultural meanings based on values and the social 
system (Low 1985:187-188). 

~ The three levels of interpretation are, Low points out, 
'\ 
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particularly evident with symptoms which do not reflect a 

mind/body diehotomy, suph as nerve9 (1985:188). 

It is generally agreed by researchers s~udying nerves 

that positivisti~ approaches to di~ase (auch as 

biomedicine) which aim to classifyfthe symptoms of nerves 

according to existing Western categories such as anxiety and 

depression are inadequat~ (see Davis and Guarnaccia:in 

press). In addition to the more general question of 

applying disease labels cross-culturally, categories such as 

depression and anxiety syndrome are particularly 

problematic. Kleinman and Good note that depression is.a 

complex biochemical and paychological process and conceptual 

problems with the term make it difficult to apply even in 

Western medicine (1985:2-3). They point out that evidence 

from cross-cultural research geems to indicate a tremendous 

variation in the symptoms and meaning of depression making 

it extremely.difficult to determine whether the same lllness 
". 

is being discu~sed in aIl cases, or whether depression 
1 ,-., 

exists universally at aIl. "i} j 

' .... ) 
Early approaches to the study of nerves, with the 

exception of Davis' community study, were based on a 

symbolic interpretative approach. Such a model certainly 

improved on the positivism of biomedicine by incorporating 

the cUltural-shaping of illnesses and illness meanings Jnto 

,the analysis of illness categories. However, they have 

tended to divert attention away from the social relations of 
",,'" 

--

illness by limiting the sphere,of analysis to' the 
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interaction between an individual patient and practitioner. 

The primary emphases given to the cultural aspects of 

illness construction and the individual patient-practitioner 

encounter entailed in the symbolic interpretive model have 

recently come under criticism. Guarnaccia et al. (in press) 

argue that an appropriate level of analysis must-include the 

macro-contexts of power as weIl as the micro-contexts of 

power. In examining atagues de nervios among Latinos in the 

U.S. Northeast, the authors show that the scope of analysis 

must include not only relationships among ~he individua~ and 

family members, but also large~ issues such as political 

repression in the homecountry, experience of migration to 
( 

the United states, and difficulties faced in\the new country 

(in press:4). \ 

Van Shaik also criticizes the use of symbolic 

interpret~ve approaches in her study of nerves in Eastern 

Kentucky. In partièulap, Van Shaik argues, 

Despite their gr~ater sensitivity to the 
communicative a?pects and the social context of 
popular illnes$ terms, symbolic interpretations 
... fail to situate their analysis within ~e 
relationships of inequality and dominationlthat 
shape the social context (Van Shaik in pre$s:9). 

J 

Instead, Van Shaik suggests the use of a critical . 
hermeneutic approach in which "sources of domination and 

'--:' 
distortion in communication [such as that between patient 

and pl1actitioner] are revealed" (Van Shaik in press:ll). 

She iê concerned to include, for example, the power 

relations inherent in the medical encounter, and more basic 

questions such how some people come to be ill while 
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others do not. Applying this model to the analysis of nerves 

in ~astern Kentucky, Van Shaik argues that physician's 
"j 

tran~là:t,ions of nerves as anxiety and depression mask the 

social ori'qfns of nerves such as poverty, environmental, and 
• 1 ~ 

family probi'ems which are evident in the informants 

statements. 

2.3 THE REIFICATION OF DISEASE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL 
RELATIONS 

Elsewhere l have argued, in a s1milar fàshion to those 

authors cited above, that an emphasisllon the c'ultural 

construction of nerves may obscure the social and material 

~, conditions and gend~r relations whiGh are experienced by 
/r 

particular sub-group~~ in society and~intimately linked to 

their experience of illness (Dunk in press). Part of the 

difficulty in extending the parameters of analysis to these 

broader social issues lies in the particular orientation .. 

medical anthropology theory has taken to the analysis of 

disease and illness. In an influential article, in the mid 

'" 1970's, Eisenberg (1977) drew a distinction between 

professional and popular ideas of sickness. He advocated 

the use of the term "disease" to refer to the biological 
,~ 

abnormality treated by the physician, and the term "!llness" 
", 

~ -~-tè refer to the patient' s exp:~rience of EY~CKn~ss. 

Eisenberg's disease/illness dichotomy was aimed at directing 

greater attention to the phenomenological aspects of the 

patient's illness with the hope of bei.ng able to universally 
, 

classify the lived experience of illness (Eisenberg 1977) . 
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Kleinman proposed a scheme where disease and illness 

retain the original meanings given by Eisenberg, but a third 

; term Itsickness" is added. Sickness, in this model, is "a 
/ 

blanket,term to label ~vents involving disease and/or 

illness" (Young 1982:265). While intended to overcome the 
\ 

d~sease/illness dichotomy, Frankenberg (1980) and Young 

(1982) arg~e that the two approaches are quite similar. As 

Young says, 1 

Specifically, both views 'take the individual as 
their object and the arena of significant events. 
The point is that the disease-illness view does 
not require writers to give an account of t he ways 
in which social relations shape and distribute 
sickness (Young 1982:269). 

Young proposes an alternative rn0del in which the social . , 
relations of illnéss are incdrporated into the analysis. As 

in Kleinman's model, the terms disease and illness retain 

their original meaning, but "sickness" is defined as: 

v 

[T]he process by which worrisome behavioral and 
biological signs, particularly ones originating in 
disease are givén socially recognizable meahings 
.: .• sickness is, then, a process for socializing 
disease and illness (Young 1982:270). 

Young's three-part model makes a significant improvement to 

Eisenberg's by recognizing the importance of the social , 

~roduction of disease and illness. 

Taussig makes a similar argument for the incorporation 

of the social relations of illness into analyses. He 

believes that t~e dichotomy of disease and illness has 
~ 

,resulted in the "reification" of disease. Drawing on 

Lukacs' notion that in a commodity based economy lia relation 
1 

between people takes on the character of a thing and thus 
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acquires a 'phantom objectivity'tt (Lukacs, quoted in Taussig 

1980:3), ~aussig says that Western Medical practice has 

contributed to the 'phantom-objectivity of disease' ,by 

disguising the social relations embodi~d in illness. 

[TJhings such as the signs and symptoms of 
disease, as much as the technology of healing, are 
not ttthings-in-themselves", are not only 
-biological and physical, but are also signs of 
social relations disguised as natural things ' •.• --

~ (Taussig 1980:3, original emphasis). 

In presenting the case study of a woman suffering from 

a severe muscle disorder, Taussig shows the distinctions 

between the physician's biomedical explanation for the 

illness (the reified disease) and the patient's perception . 
. 

For the health care professionals the disease exists as a 

biological entity, and failure to resolve it lies in the 

patient's lack of compliance with professional advice. Yet 

for the patient, the cause of the disease is located in the 

ne~us of her social relations -- her poverty, family 

difficulties, and religious and moral concerns. 

In the process of labelling a disease, the physician 

selects out certain criteria for class{fication, thereby 
.f 

rejecting others. Because of the emphasis on biological 

versus social signs in biomedicinè, the physician through 

the process of symptom selection and labelling participates 
r 

in the construction of a clinical reality in which the 

disease appears to exist as a thing in itself. By contrast, 

the patient's explanations do not separate s~~ial dimensions 

" from the experience of illness. In the case study discussed 
~ 

the woman's representation links her disease directly to her 
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( experiences of poverty and oppression and family problems. 

[T]he causes she imputes as weIl as her 
understanding of the disease stand as iconic 
metaphors and metpnyms of one another, aIl mapped 
into the disease as the arch-metaphor standing for 
that oppression (Taussig 1980:6). 

For the patient, the cause and experience of the i1lness are 

both metaphor and metonym4 of the disease itself and shape 

and reshape her experience of it through time. 

2.4 THE EMBODIMENT OF SOCIAL RELATIONS 

The use of the body to symbo1ically express distress 

has been weIl documented by anthropologists (see discussion 

in SCheper-Hughes and Lock 1987). The way in which distress 
(~ 

is expressed is cu1tura11y constructed and can, as Lock 

points out, vary "from a dramatized performance or ritual, 

to the employment of altered states of consciousness, to 

direct verbalization of the problem, through to more subtle 

forms in which the corporeal body rebels" (Lock 1987:10-11). 

Among the diverse cross-cultural examp1es described in 
ê< 

recent case studies a~ anorexia nervosa a~bulimia as 

individual forms of protest against the ~umer self 

promoted in Western society (Turner 1984:180); school 

refusaI syndrome and somatization among Japanese housewives 

as reactions to the restriction of children and women's 

roles in the Japanese family and society (Lock 1986; 1987; 

1988a; 1988b); the COl1ective(hea1ing rites of Zionist Tsidi 

i~/.South African as a response to oppression by White 

society (Comaroff 1985a; 1985b); and attacks of spirit 
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possession among young female Malaysian factory workers in 

) response to the pressures of the work situation (Ong 1988). 
, 

In each of these ex~mples, bodily affliction is seen as a 
~ 

metaphor of the unequal power relations experienced by its 

sufferers~ 

While not explicitly a theory of the body, the work of 

~~ Bourdieu (1977) makes an important contribution toward 

understanding how social relations become embodied and why 

di stress is expressed through the body. Bourdieu'e 

of practice is an examination of how social 
) 

The driving force of practice ie, princ:pÎès are generated. 

ing to Bourdieu, not a set ,of rules or no~ms, but 

rather "habitus" - "systems of transposable dispositions" 
• 

(Bourdieu 1977:72). These dispositions are "structured 

structures predisposed to function ... as principlee of the 

generation and structuring of practices and~representations" 

(Bourdieu 1977:72). One of the effects of habitus ia to 

turn histo~y into nature. Because the embodiment takea 

place in the course of daily practice it is not a 

consciously acquired phenomenon but appears as part of a 

commonsense world which is reinforced by the actions of 

others who share that habitus. Bourdieu terms this apparent 

na~uralness doxa. The homogeneity of habitus, for example, 

causes practices of others to be immediately understandable 

in an unconscious way (Bourdieu 1977:80). 

Hab~s is produced in day to day living starting with 

our earliest experiences. The relationship of body and 
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space ia learned through practice and informs us of the 

embodiment of other structures in the world. Using as an 

example the Kabyle of Algeria, Bourdieu shows how through 

daily pract!ce the hous~ becomes a central location for 

generating schemes about self, family and society. The 

Kabyle house is set up in accordance with'a series of 

op~sitions: firejwater, cookedjraw, highjlow, lightjshade, 

dayjnight and malejfemale (Bourdieu 1977:90). These 
t n 

division~ which are found in the organization of spaee and 

activities in the house correspond to the organization of 

Kabyle villages and society as a whole. Children learn 

about the embodiment of their world through practice, thus 

for example, 

The child constructs its sexual identity at the 
same time as it constructs its image of the 
division of work between the sexes out of the same 
socially defined set of inseparable biological and 
social indices (Bourdieu 1977:93). 

The Kabyle child learns to "read" the holise and the world 

through hisjher body and these practices com~ to have an 

objective meaning which is not conscious. 

Habitus structures n010nlY the group's rep~esentation 
of the world~~but also the group itself which is ordered in , 
relation to its representation (Bourdieu 1977:163). For the 

Kabyle this is evident in the case of gender relations. The 

organization of MenIs and women's existence as separate in 

time and place, ie. women are in the public places-when the 

men are elsewhere, functions to both separate and rank the 

relationship. The "f~zzy logic" of practice allows both the 
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integration and th~ diversity of the division of labour in 

this example (Bourdieu 1977:163). 

2.5 CONCLUSION 
~ 

Bourdieu's theory of habitus insçribed through bodily 

practice may offer a me ans of examining how the embodiment' 

of social relations and their expression as disease tak,es .. ', 
<-

'\ 

place. While earlier<~pproaches to nerves made a valuable~ 

contribution by expanding the realm of discourse from 

positivist biomedical disease classifications to inc1ude the 

cultural construction of i11ness forms and the dynamics of . , 
the patient-practitioner encounter, they failed to explore 

the importance of ,social relations evident in the accounts 

of the sufferers thémselves. One of the reasons for this 
" 

gap has been the "reification" of the concept of disease 

which resul~d from the distinction drawn between disease 

and illness in medical anthropology theory. While intended 

to emphasize the phenomenological aspects of the illness 

experience,' this schema has perpetuated a dichotomy between 

mind and body which is not reflected in the experiences of 

the sick for whom the disease is both a metaphor and metonym 

of' ~9cial relations. 

Turning now to the example of neyra in Montreal l will 
, " " present and discuss the meaning of nevra for Greek women and 

why it i6 that women suffer more frequent1y than men from 

nevra as sickness. l will elaborate on the social relations 

involvedqin nevra as represented by the respondents 
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themselves and explore, through Bourdieu's concept of 

habitus, hownthese social relations become embodied in 

neyra • 
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ENDNOTES - CHAPTER TWO 

The terms nerves, nervios, and nQyrA Are used 
synonymously throughout the text as they appear to ba 
very similar in meaning. 

The literature on atagues de neryios iB only briefly 
touched on here. The acute epiBodes of ataguQs de 
nervios, often involving uncontrolled shaking, 
temporary paralysis, and lOBS of cbnsciousness, beAr 
1itt1e resemblance to respondents descriptions of nQyra 
in Montreal. For a detai1ed analysis of ataqueB de 
nervi os see Crapanzano and Garrison, eds. 1977; 
Guarnaccia et al. in press; Harwood 1977a; 1977b; and 
1981) • 

The term "popular medicine" refers to the medicine of 
1ay people and the home, as distinct from the official 
biomedical system. 

Metonomy i6 defined in The Concise Oxford pictionary as 
"substitution of the name of an attribute for that of 
the thing meant" (Fowler and Fowler 1964:764). In the 
particular example quoted by Taussig, the name of the 
disease cornes to stand for the causes and experiences 
of the disease, thus the term metonym iB particularly 
applicable. This usage of the term in relation to 
sickness i6 followed throughout the the6is. 
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CHAPTER THREE - HEALTH, ILLNESS, AND THE CONCEPT OF NEVRA 
AMONG GREEKS IN MONTREAL 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter-is primarily descriptive in nature. T~e 

results of the three phases of research the General 

Family Interviews, the Intensive Family Interviews, and the 

Clinical Interviews -- will be presented and summarized. 

Concerns about health and illness in the Greek community, 

and the concept of nevra are elaborated. Distinctions 

between nevra as an idiom of distress experienced in a day 

to day context (as described in the family interviews) and 
, 1 

nevra as sickness (as described in the clinical interviews) 

will be drawn. Detailed statements from the informants, and 

case studies from the clinical sample are used to illustraté 
-

the experience of nevra. The chapter concludes with a 

discussion of.health prefessionals' responses te nevra and a 
, 

summation of the research results. 

3.2 THE GENERAL FAMILY TERVIEWS 

1. Characteristics of the study Group 

As previously noted, 83 families participated in the 

first phase of the study which consisted of general family 

interviews. At least one, and generally both of the adults 

were born in Greece. The women range from 24 te 50 years of 
. 

age with a me an age of 35. The men are between 28 and 55 

years of age, with a mean age of 38. On average the men are 

4 years older than their wives. Only one of the families 

doea not have any childre~ The remainder range from one to 
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four children with an average of 2 ehildren per family. 

Fourteen percent of the families have an extended

family member living with them such as the wife or husband's 

parents or a sibling. Ninety-three percent have relatives" 

on~ither the husband's or the wife's side of the family 

living in Montreal and 42% have at least one relative of 

both the husband and the wife here. 
-

The respondents represent aIl of the major regions in 

Greeee with the majority eoming O from Central Greeee and 

Thessaly (35.2%), 'and the Peloponnesus (24.7%). The other 

areas of origin in order of frequeney are: Crete (19.1%), 

the Ionian Islands (8%), the Aegian Islands (5%), Northern 

,Greeee (4.3%), and Cyprus (1.2%) . 

were born in Montreal). Most are 

(T~~ the rèspondents 

fro~ small towns o'r 
\ 

villages of less than 10,000 people (57.8%) with almost 30% 

coming from villages of under 1,000 people. Twenty-six 

percent are from small towns or eities of between 1,000 and 
~ 

50,000 in population. Only 17% are from metropolitan 

centres with a population over 50,000. 
, 

AlI o~ the adults immigrated to Canada bet~een 1953 and 
'. 

1979. Eighteen percent arrived between 1956-60, and 18.6% 

àrrived between 1961-65. The largest single 

period of migration for the respondents was 19é6-70 during 

which time 34.8% arrived. Nineteen percent came to Canada 

,between 1971-75 and only 5% after 1976. ,The patterns of 

migration for men and women are generally similar, however, 

more women than men migrated before 1960, (27 % of the 
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The most fraquent occupations for the men are in the 

service and manufacturing sect or (58%) such as factory, 
/' 

bakery, and restaurant workers. Ten percent are semi-

skilled workers and only 6% are professiona1s. An 

additional 22% are business ownerjworkers such as in the 

restaurant industry and cleaning businesses. Many of these 
.<0 

are joint ventures with the co-owners working 12-14 hour 

days, 6 days a week. Four percent of the men are students. 

Fifty-seven percent of the women in the survey 
.. initial1y identified themselves as housewives, although it 

later became clear that a number of these women are doing 

"homework" (piecework for the garment t.rade) out of their 

own homes. Women wi th young children frequently 

"mis"represented themselve in this respect. An additional 

32.5% are employed in the service and manufacturing sector 

as sewing machine operators (20%), saleswomen (8.5%), and 

waitresses, cleaners and b~kery workers (3.5%). only 2.4% 

of the women are business owner/workers, and 1.2% are 

professionals. In addition, 1.2% are secretaries and 4.8% 

are students. 

Ninety-two percent of the families are members of the 

Greek orthodox·church. other religious affiliations 

mentioned, in order of frequency, are Protestant (2.4%), and 

evangelical Christian and born-aga in Christian (1.2% each). 

Four percent o~ the respondents are atheists. 
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2. concepts of Health in the Greek Community 

When asked "Do you think it is important to look 'atter 

your health?", aIl of the respondents agreed that it ia. 

Varying definitions of health are given, but they can be 

broadly classed into three main categories: half (51.2%) 
" 

say that heal th is necessary tqJ lead a normal, happy li fe, 

and allows one to contribute to both family and society. 

Health is normal behaviour. A healthy person can 
contribute very much to his fami1y and further to 
the society (garment worker, age 30, arrived in 
1970)2. 

If l am hea1thy l can work, l can enjoy myee1f and 
l am not a burden for others (housewife, age 35, 
arrived in 1968). 

Health is a condition where a pers on can do 
everything without causing problems to his family, 
friends and himse1f. He can work, enjoy life and 
be happy (secretary, age 36, arrived in 1968). 

, 

Good health gives you a feeling of good spirits. 
When a pers on is healthy he ia happier and can do 
better work and this leads to a normal, creative 
life (housewife, age 42, arrived i~ 1975). 

An emphasis on moderation in lifestyle and maintaining a 

balance ia also evident in a number of these comm'nts. 

Health is when you pay attention to yourSelf~
get enough rest, eat weIl and stay clean (building 
cleaner, age 38, arrived in 1971). 

Health is not worrying tao much and not eating too 
much (housewife, age 33, arrived in 1968). 

, 

l think mostly tha~'~ealth has to ~o with the 
psychology of a person, having a good diet, 
harmony in liœe (not consuming too much drink or 
cigarettes), having a clean house and eating 
healthy food (housewife, age 26, arrived in 1972). 

r,\ 

The s~cond most frequent response is that health is the 

o most important thing in life -- a gift (39%) -- as the 
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following responses indicate: 

Health is the most important thing in a man's 
life. Having good health ie like being rich 
(garment worker, age 35, arrived in 1966). 

Health i6 a feeling of we11-being, and this is the 
most valuable thing (housewife, age 36, arrived in 
1966) . 

Health means much more than not being sick. It 
gi~es you a feeling of good spirit. When you are 
hea1thy you say that you fee1 great!. You are 
happier and you do better work (teacher, age 25, 
arrived in 1975). 

Health is the best thing, to be satisfied is to be 
t 
healthy and calm (unemployed garment worker, age 50, 
arrived in 1954). 

On1y 9.8% of the respo~ents define hea1th as mere1y 

the absence of disease or i110ess. 

Hea1th is not having physical or psychological 
prob1ems (housewife, age 25, arrived in 1960) . 

Hea1th is astate where no sickness is known 
(housewife, age'25, arrived in 1977). 

One pers on feels that health is a utopia which can 

never be achieved because of poor environmental conditions 

in Canada: 

We don't create the state of "health". And even 
i~ we were the ones to create it, we couldn 1 t do 
it here because we reside in polluted environments 
and cities and we work in factories where all the 
necessary hea1th provisions are nonexistent. l 
can't reca1l myself as a healthy pers on since l 
began to live and work in these conditions. 
Hea1th is a utopia for me (garment worker, age 30, 
arrived(in 1970). 

The measures suggested by reupondents to encourage good 

hea1th include the following: regular medical and dental 

check-ups, exercise, eating a ba1anced diet (not too many 

"heavy" foods, such as Greek sauces), maintaining persona1 
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and household cleanliness; and re1axing, being calm, and 

trying not to work too harde 

3. Perceptions of Illness in the Greek Community 

When asked IIWhat stops you from being heal thy most -----.., 
often?", a1most half of the respondents '(44.1%) said 

distress, fatigue, worrying, anxiety and nevra (nerves). 

Nevra, distress and overworkJhousewife, age 31, 
arrived in 1965). 

~ . 
stress which causes nevra and overwork (h~~;ewife, 
age 36, arrived in 1969). ~\ ~ 

Distress and weather ohanges (housewife, age 25, 
arrived in 1970). , 

Nevra: the children upset you, fami1y problems and 
the economic situation (housewife, age 28, arrived 
in 1971). 

stress, overwork and nevra (which arises from 
working too much, fami1y prob1ems and prob1ems at 
my place or work (garment worker, age 25, arrived 
in 1977). ù 

worJies which result in nevra. Overwork with the 
hoY~e, thè kids, and nostalgia for my country and 
parents (housewife, age 28, arrived in 1970). 

/~nother one-third (28.3%) cite economic difficulties in 

Canada as a contrlbuting factor to poor health. 

Other factors negative1y affecting hea1th are: poor 

lifestyle (6.9%); fami1y problems (6.2%): diet (3.4%); 
,r"l.. j' 

nosta1gia for Gr~~ce (2.8%); ~ther (2.1%); 1ack of 

exercise (2.1%); environmental pollution (1.4%); and 

monotony (.7%). One respondent (.7%) blames bacteria for 

health problems and contrasts this with what she labels her 

parents more "tradi tional" view of illness: 
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Our parents tell us that the biggest obstacle to 
good health is anxiety or stress. However we in 

,life today know that it is bacteria and we must 
rely dn doctors to find the source (housewife, age 
40, arrived in 1~6~). 

About one-third of the respondents (30.1%) know someone 

who is ill quite often. 
\ 

These illnesses are attributed by 

almost half of the respondents (42.3%) to nevra, distress, 

depression and nervous breakdowns. other reasons frequently 

given are: migraines or headaches (19.2%); heart or 

circulatory problems (11.5%)°; and pneum~nia (7.7%). 

Headaches are the single-most frequent complaint people 

have after a difficult day (60".2%). This is followed by 
. 

nevra, distress, and depression~(19.3%), fatigue (4.8%), 

back and body aches (6.0%), stomach aches (3.6%) and 

allergies (1.2%). Only 4.8% said they have no complaints. 

When asked "What are the maj or heal th problems· in the 
1 

Greek cornmunity?", a frequently cited response is "nev-ra, 

di stress and tension, especially for women" (21.8%). Nevra 

ia attributed to stress, conditions of work in the garment 

factories, gender roles, and family problems as indicated in 
°M 

the following statements: 

Nevra. Very rnany people are using pills for nevra. 
What causes nevra? Too much work, stress, farnily 
problems, and anxiety about whether to return to 
Greece (salesclerk, age 30, arrived in 1959). 

Nevra, among women especia1ly. When J say nevra l 
Mean this continuous alertness -- that is, getting 
up at 6:00 a.m., rnaking breakfast, bringing the 
children to the babysitter, then going to work, 
and working quickly to make as Many pieces of 
clothing as you can, while having the forelady on 
top of you urging you to work faster and faster. 
At 6:00 p.m. you come back to the house, cook 
dinner, wash clothes, Iron them, clean the house 
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and all that. After that is the stress of life 
generally -- how to make your life and living 
conditions better, and how ta become in a way 
successful (garment worker, age 40, arrived in 
1965) • 

From what l hear, nevra. When l say tha,t l mean _ 
distress, hard work, and nostalgia for our country 

, (garment worker, age 41, arrived in 1963). 

Nevra among women especially (garment worker, age 
40, arrived in 1965). 

Twenty-one percent cite stomach problems for both men 

and women as a major concern, while others mention too much 

work (8.2%), cancer and heart problems (7.3% each), 

thalassemia,3 and arthritis (~.5% each) , headaches (2.7%), 

hypertension (1.8%), fami1y prob1ems and nosta1gia for 

Greece (.9% each). 

A major health prob1em is the constant strugg1e 
for economic security. It i6 a constant burden 
that affects our we11-being (unemp1oyed garment 
worker, age 50, arrived in 1954). 

The major hea1th problems in the Greek community 
are stomach pr,oblems, stress, overwork and high 
blood pressure (garment worker, age 30, arrived in 
1966) . 

We have problems of adapting to the climate and 
overwork (housewife, age 31, arrived in 1965). 

Stomach problems are our biggest problem 
(housewife, age 27, arrived in 1969). 

Twenty-one percent of the respondents say they do not know 

what the major health prob1ems in the Greek community are. 

When asked what causes nevra, stress and tension, over 

one-third (36.7%) attributed these problems to overwork. 

What causes navra? Prob1ems, worries and too much 
work (salesclerk, age 30, arrived in 1959). 

Fatigue and overwork are the causes. (cleaner, 
age 38, arrived'in 1971).-
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Neyra is caused by overwork. We must take care of 
our fami1ies and we are away from our own country. 
(garment worker, age 31, arrived in 1966). 

Many mothers l have heard suffer from nerves, 
because of worries from their children and the 
rèsponsibility of their families. It is because 
of the anxiety they suffer from. That is why they 
have aIl of these problems (garment worker, age 
36, arrived in 1968). 

other causal factors mentioned are nostalgia for Greece 
) 

(26.7%), family problems and the new environment (13.3% 

each) , and the climate (6.7%). 

Fatigue and nevra are due to too much work and 
nostalgia for our country (housewife, age 36, 
arrived in 1972). 

stress and nostalgia for our country are the 
problems (housewife, age 33, arrived in 1968). 

The Greek community suffers most from family 
problems, sorne more, some less. Th~ir children 
with whom they don't communicate cause them 
distress when they get involved with bad company. 
There is disharmony in the home, overwork and not 
enough interest in the home (housewife, age 36, 
arrived in 1966). 

Three percent are not sure what the causes are~ 

Stomach problems are primarily attributed to distress, 

worries, and depression (41.9%); smoking and drinking; po or 

diets including spicy foods and heavy sauces (each 23.1%); 

overwork (2.6%); and poor circulation and stomach acid (each 

.9%). A small number (7.7%) were not able to suggest what 

the causes are. 

4. Summary of the General Family Interviews 

The concept of health elaborated by the Greek 

re pondents is physiological in nature. Health is viewed as 
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a positive state which is achieved through th~ balal'f8 of 

mind, body and emotions. This is distinct from ontological 
-

approaches such as the biomedical system in which health 1s 

viewed as the absence of disease. The respondents 

emphasized the importance of balance and moderation in work, 

diet, and control of the emotions to maintain health. 

Nevra, distress, fatigue and headaches are frequent 

illness complaints mentioned by the 1nformants, and are 

perceived by them to be significant problems in the Greek 

community as a whole. Nevra is' attributed variously to 

overwork, econemic difficulties, worries created hy these 

difficulties, family problems, ~nder roles and nostalgia' 

for Greece. Nevra is thought to he experienced more 

frequently by women than men hecause of women's home 

responsibilities in addition to work and the pressures of 

their jobs. These issues will be further ~lahorated in the _ 
~~~ ... 

discussion of the Intensive Family Interviews below. 

3.3 THE INTENSIyE FAMILY INTERVIEWS 

1. Comparative Experiences of Family Health 

Almost half of the respondents (42.1%) feel that in 

general their family was healthier in Greece than it is here 

in Canada. This is attributed by the respondents to the 

difference between Canadian and Greek climates ("you are 

healthiest in the place you were born" was a frequent 

comment), and te concerns about the ~ifficult lifestyle in 

Canada (working too hard) and less pollution and cleaner 
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food in Greece. 

l personally feel that a person, the constitution, 
will feel better in the place he was born. This 
1s the hea1th1est place for h1m. For myse1f, l 
th1nk it 1s better 1n Greece j for my chi1dren, 
maybe 1t 1s here (housewife, age 33, arrived 1n 
1966). 

To be honest, l don't 11ke it here. l fee1 that 
when l go back there l'm better, healthier, 
although now 1t 1s a b1t of a problem going there 
with the child. l think it 1s hea1thier there due 
to the Greek c11mate, we have the same regular 
routine, and we aIl speak our language. Here it 
is very d1ff1cu1t (housewife, age 40, arrived in 
1960). 

l think wherever the best c1imate is. Here 
(Canada) because people work too hard there is 

'more anxos (anxiety) , to gather money and return 
to Greece. In Gr.eece people stay there, they have 
less anxos. Here young~r people have heart 
problems at 40 or 42 years of age. They are 
healthier where there is less anxos (housewife" 
age 32, arrived in 1976). 

People are hea1thier in Greece because of the 
climate. When ,l came here l suffered aIl over, in 
the legs, my back, everywhere. In 1979 l returned 
to Greece for two to three weeks and when l was 
there l had no prob1ems (garment worker, age 35, 
arrived in 1966). 

One-third of the respondents (31.6%) s~id that their fami1y 

ia healthier in Canada. These people cite the better 

Canadian medical syatem4, and prosperity in Canada as 

reasons for their improved health. 

In rny opinion my family is better off here, 
especial1y the children because in Greece the 
lines were long and doctors didn't pay too much 
attention. In Greece you had to have money to 
provide for the fami1y and there was not mu ch 
information for new mothers. We have a lot of 
opportunities here to learn (salesclerk, age 35, 
arrived in 1962). 

WeIl it has to be here because here people have 
what they want, they don't worry for anything •. 
Whatever they want, they buy or can have. In 
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Gre~~e if you want somethinq you can't necessarily 
buy it, whereas here you can. AlI thesQ worries 
cause illness (garment worker, age 42, arrived in 
1973). 

It's better here because the doctors, the machines 
and the hospita1s are better (garment worker, age 
45, arrived in 1966). 

Five percent fee1 that their family's health is the sama in 

both eountries, while another 10.5% say that each country 

offers some advantages and disadvantages. 

When asked whether the health of .wornen, men and 

ehildren is generally better in Greeee or Canada a number of 

interesting distinctions arose. Resp~dents are split on 

where children are healthier with 36.8% answering Greeee and 

Canada alike. 

For the ehildren as weIl, the better country is 
Greece . . .beeause of the climate (housewife, age 
33, arrived in 1966). 

It is eleaner there [Greeee] and they ean play 
outside (housewife, age 36, arrived in 1964). 

For children it is better-here (salesclerk, age 
35, arrivedlin 1962) . 

. Ten percent feel that children's health is the same in 

-- - 'both eountries. 

Half of the respondents (47%) say that -men are 

healthier in Greece, while 26.3% believe ~hey are healthier 
~ / 

in Canada. The remaining one-quart/( are not sure where men 

are healthier. However two-thirds of the respondents 

(63.2%) state that women are healthier in Greece, while only 

,10.5% feel that they are healthier in Canada. Again one

quarter are not sure where women are healthier. The prima~ 

~easons mentioned for the differences in women's health are 
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the pressures of work in Canada, the double-work day 

experieneed by women, nostalgia for Greeee, and difficulties 

in adapting to the elimate in Montreal. 

For the ~en, let me tell you, it's better here 
(housewife, age 36, arrived in 1964). 

Men are healthier here. l think men adapt better 
than women. Men don't hav,e the same longing 
within them as me to go back to Greece (housewife, 
age 42, arrived in 1975). 

Women are less healthy here. Maybe it's the 
weather or we work harder here so we are less 
healthy. It's not the country, but the weather. 
We work for a different reason. It's the same 
thing for men. People work too hard here. In 
Greeee the body has an afternoon break to relax 
(salesclerk, age 35, arrived'in 1961). 

A respondent who felt that men are healthier in Greeee said, 

Because most Greeks have more freedom in Greece, l 
think the men have more difficulty in adapting 
than the women. In Greece they [the men] are more 
open, here they're more resr.rained (closed), like 
they're holding back (housewife( age 26, arrived 
in 1972). 

-- 'Ir ) 

2. Elaboration of the Concept of Nevra 

The symptoms of nevra are said by the respondents to 
1 

vary in an everyday context, but 'ar,e usually described as a 

feeling of 'loss of contro1', of being grabbed by one's 

nerves which 'burst' or 'break out' resulting in behaviour 

not usually characteristic of the person. A pers on with 

neyrà i8 8aid to sciream or shout and sometimes throw things 

or hit the child~;. The behaviourial changes described are 

often said to be accompanied by headaches, dizzyness, 'and a 

feeling of melancholy5. The expression commonly use~ by 
, \) 

sufferers is "1 've had it up to here, (gesturinq to the, top 
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of the head) my nerves are brokenl" 

When l get nevra l am a wild beast. Best no one 
should talk to me when l am feeling this because l 
.can' t cope. . l may burst out crying, or l get __ 
melancholic, or l might talk it out. l'Il talk 
and talk and talk until it is over (housewife, age 
35, arrived in 1968). 

When l get nerves l' get various symptoms. My nose 
gets blocked and l can't catch my breath, l have 
trouble breathing (garment worker, age 30, arrived 
in 1972). 

When you are nervous you are very, very different 
-- yau are not yourse1f. Yaur head hurts, your 
very being is tense. You scream and shout. 
(housewife, age 42, arrived in 1975). 

\1/ 

Most of the G~eek women l knaw are compla~ning 
that they have nevra. This is the Greek curse • 
... l 'fee1 the same way. l have headaches and l 
don't feel good. l scream and shout (garment 
worker, age 42, arrived in 1964). 

When l have nevra l fee1 Iike ki11ing a person, in 
a manner of speaking. lt helps if l shout or 
scream. Ta he truthfu1 when l have nevra l cry a 
lot (housow!fe, age 27, arrived in 1980). , . 
l feel as though l am boiling inside. l want to 
hit the sma1l ones so l must 1eave the children 
when l have nevra (housewife, age 32, arrived in 
1976) • - ~ 

A person~ith nevra is 1ike a crazy p~rson. They 
don't even know what they say or what they are 
doing. A person who is nervous can do the 
greatest evil, not because they want to, but 
because their nevra makes them act like they are 
crazy. That is why someone who has neyra has to 
get away so as not to 'burst out' or 'break out' 
(housewife, age 36, arrived in 1972). 

\ .... 
Nevra is attributed by the respondents to the variety 

of difficulties faced by immigrants in North America. 

Economie concerns are frequently mentioned, as are language 
\' problems, po~r condit~ons of work, the anXQS (anxiety) 

created by piecework in the factories, gender roles and 
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women's double-work day, family problems, the weather, and 

in general, the distress Cstenoxoria) 6 of their life in 

Canada. A few respondents said that certain individuals 

were more susceptible to nevra because of their weak krasis 

(character or constitution). 

It depends on the individual. There are some 
women that,are bothere~_-being shut up in the ) 
house, just like some(men are bothered by monotony 
on the job (hOUsewife) a~e 26, arrived in 1972). 

The Greek comes to a f~eign land and he has ~his 
-anxos (anxiety) to return to the patridha 

(home1and). with the fami1y, they can't manage 
and this anxos stays within them and they always 
suffer. We constantly hear -i t -- "the anxos has 
us" (housewife, age 33, arrived in 1966). 

lt's stenoxoria. The local ways of life, the 
unempl~yment and when you donlt have that with 
which to overeome it. Sometimes itls the 
children. Sometimes everything is at fault 
(housewife, age 36, arrived in 1964). 

l believe that aIl Greeks suffer more from this 
illness ~ecause they attempt to get money and 
return to Greece. This ereates nevra in the 
family situation and they have anxos from the work 
in the factory (housewife, age 38, arrived in 
1968) . 

l th~nk nevra is caused by the type of lifestyle 
in whieh we live. Life is too fast, too quiek, we 
are always rushing about~ Even if l donlt work 
and l stay home l always have this stress. We aIl 
do. In Greeee it is different beeause we relax in 
the afternoons, we nap (hpUsewife, age 40, arrived 
in 1960). 

Nevra cornes from worries, trouble and poverty and 
from the pressure to work quickly at the factory 
(male, restaurant worker, age 46, arrived in 
1973) • 

Nevra is usually set off by your husband or yqur 
children. When you tell them something and they 
don't listen to you it makes you nervous 
(housewife, age 27, arrived in 1980). 

l think that nevra is an illness that everyone is 
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accustomed to today. Without a doubt, when you 
don't lead a normal life, when you are constantly , 
tired, in the house and sorrowed (stenoxoria) ... 
All these things cause nevra. And monotony •.• 
when you stay inside the house constantly, and you 
lead a life of the saroe things aIl the time, you 
get nevra Or when you have to work all of the 
time, and you have to be there on time, or you 
,have trou le wi th your job .... aIl these things. 
Life tod y is just nevra (housewife, age 36, 
arrive 1972) . 

While men, women and children can all-experience neyra, 

women are thought to experience it much more frequently. 

This is generally attributed by the respondents to women's 

family responsibilities and their work both inside and 

outside the home. 

In the afternoon, when the woman comes home-'from 
work there is the house, the need to cook, and the 
children in the'middle. All these things will 
cause her stenoxoria and to nevriasi [to become 
nervous] (housewife, age 33, arrived in 1966). 

There are men who have it, but l believe women 
"have it more 'because it is they'who have to deal 
with the children, with the family. Everything ia 
connected with the woman: the cooking, the 
washing, and so on (garment worker, age 30, 
arrived in 1972). 

l think it is the women who stay inside the house, 
who don' t go outside to work. They can' t cope 
with the anxos and the children. They don't have 
a proper job and when they're locked inside the 
house they get nervous (housewife, age 32, arrived 
in 1976). 

1 

The men pretend they have nevra, but what ia it 
that can give them nevra? They have one 
responsibility, and that is to bring home money. 
At least with those that l know. A woman has so 
many things (housewife, age 35, arrived in 1968). 

l suppose men get nevra, but not as much as the 
women. The woman ha~ more responsibilities in the 
Greek family and more troubles. The men wear the 
~ants for real life in the Greek house in every 
way so that makes life easier for them (garment 
worker, age 42, arrived in 1964) . . 
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r WCllIlen are much more nervous because they have many 
more responsibilities: the house; if tney work 
they have that plus the boss; if they are home, 

. the household responsibilities; the children; and 
for the Greeks the woman does everything. The man 
doesn't towel the dishes, the broom, nothing. The 
woman does everything (housewife, age 27, arrived 
in 1980). 

One respondent feels that women are more susceptible to 

nevra because they have a "more sensitive metabolism" than 

- ~n (housewife, age 40, arrived in 1960). 
~ 

Those respondents who say that men have more nevra 

attribute this to the more "spontaneous character" of men, 

and problems men have in adapting to the Canadian lifestyle. 

l think it depends on the1type of life of each 
individual, but from what l hear, men have more 
nevra. A woman can stay at home with the children 
~nd has more patience with them. A man can only 

'endure them for one or two hours, and the littlest 
thing on his job will make him nervous (housewife, 
age 37, arrived in 1970). 

If one's parents have nevra it is thought by some that the 

children may inherit it from them. 

l knew a young girl who when she reached 14 
inherited her mother's nevra. Her mother suffered 
a mental breakdown when she was very young too. 
Even here l knew such a woman who was ill from 
nerves who got married and gave birth to a child -
- weIl at 12 years old it was fraught with nevra. 
The doctors said it was a bundle of nervous tics 
(garment worker, age 35, ar~ived in 1966) • 

One woman who suffers from nevra can remember her mother 

having frequent attacks and says "the whole of Athens could 

hear her shouting when she did" (housewife, age 27, arriv:,ed 

in 1980). 

While some people do not think that nevra exists in 

Greece (according to one respondent there is nothing to 
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worry ~,:rut in the vi~lages), others say that it doea occur 

there but is much more common in Canada, particularly among 

women. This is' again attributed by the respondents to the 

hectic pace of life in Canada and the pressures of work in 

the factories. 

We were born in Greece and that ia where we grew 
up. We came here as adults. Naturally we had 
gotten used to a different way of life and we were 
used ta freedom. All of us Europeans suffer more 
here. It must be the way people live their life 
here, even the doctor tells you this (garment 
worker, age 30, arrived in 1972). ' 

People get more nevra here because they worry 
about money (male, restaurant worker, age 46, 
arrived in 1973). 

People get nevra more in Canada because they came 
with nothing and they are trying to get ahead 
(housewife, age 35, arrived in 1968). 

They have nevra in Greece and they have them here" 
but here in Montreal life is much narrower [more 
constrained]. l hear a lot of women in Montreal 
are using pills for nevra, more here than in 
Greece (garment worker, age 35, arrived in 1966). 

There is more pressure here .... l come from a 
city of about 40,000 in Greece and they donlt have 
the pressure we have here. My au nt works in a 
factory in my city and ahe says the work is hard, 
but not like here. You know here you have someone 
on top of your head aIl of the time pres8uring you 
ta work more (garment worker, age 42, arrived in 
1964) . 

One respondent says that men are more susceptible to nerves 

in Greece than women: 

To be truthful, in Greece men aiso have nevra. 
Men tend to be very spontaneous. l noticed that 
when we lived there men were always more quick to 
boil, to become nervous. But here men stay at 
home more than they do in Greece. It i8 women who 
have nevra more in Canada (hou8ewife, age 40, 
arrive~ in 1960). 

In general, attacks of nevra are thought ta be 
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temporary and do not prevent the sufferer from going to work 
1 

-
or carrying on with their regular dai1y routine. Most 

people fee1 that nevra will pass if those around the 

sufferer are sensitive to his or her needs. The appropriate 
\ 1 

means of dea1ing with an attaek of nevra depends on what 

causes the attack and how serious it is. In genera1 

respondents say that it shou1d be dea1t by the sUfferer, or 

by the fami1y. Whoever is nearby shou1d he1p out. If an 

attack is precipitated by an event at home, the family 

shou1d he1p out with the work around the house, or whatever 

ia required to a11eviate the prob1em. 

Genera11y, whoever is in the fami1y shou1d he1p. 
It might not be the father or mother -- whoever is 
close by the person can he1p them. When it is not 
possible for others to he1p him or her, then by 
themse1ves l think they can escape it (housewife, 
age 26, arrived in 1972). 

The closest person should he1p -- it's a fami1y 
affair (housewife, age 33, arrived in 1966). 

Those who are we1l have to he1p with their 
patience and understanding '(housewife, age 35, 
arrived in 1968). 

They have to he1p themse1ves. They shou1dn't 
worry and shou1d let incidents pass which make 
them nerv~us. They shouldn't let it bother them 
that their chi1d has broken a dish or whatever 
(garment worker, age 42, arrived in 1973). 

You have to take control of yourself. When l come 
and find my house a mess~this makes me angry and 
nervous and natura1ly my husband has to help me 
out with the work when l'm full of nevra (garment 
worker, aga 35, arrived in 1966). 

Severa1 people mentioned that the best me ans of dea1ing 

with nevra is to lie down and try and restore "tranqui1ity" 

or to "tlraw the nerves back inside". others pre fer to go 
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out and visit a friend or relative for a few hours, to dp 

needlework or clean the'house, and for a few "having a g'oOd 

cry" seems to help. 

Some people who have nevra can be led to clean the 
entire house, and this makes them feel better. 
Some people do needlework to quiet their nerves •. 
My mother used to get on the loom and you could 
hear her banging on the spindles as fihe worked off 
her nevra. . l don' t 1 ike tO do anything when l 
have nevra. l just sit on a chair (housewife, age 
27, arrived in 1980). 

It depends on the nevra. Sometimes from tOQ much 
work or monotony you need a vacation, to go 
somewhere and see other people (housewife, age 36, 
arrived in 1972). 

Genera1ly l go and lie down for awhile. l lay my 
head down for a few hours and l don't want to see 
anything in front of me (housewife, age 35, 
arrived in 1968). 

If you are really in a bad state you go outside 
until it passes. Go outside for a walk or you 
visit someone and talk for awhile (garment worker, 
age 30, arrived in 1972) . . 

Most respondents do not think it appropriate to see a 

doctor unless the attacks of'nevra are very severe or 
1 

chronic.' In these cases, medical attention is considered to 

be warranted, but most people remain skeptical about the 

efficacy of medic~tion in curing nevra. 

l don't believe that l have to go to the doctor. 
It is an illness that l can overcome alone. It is 
not an illness for me, but something tiring, 
something that does not leave a person, but in the 
end slowly, slowly, wastes them (housewife, age 
26, arrived in 1972). 

They should not go to the doctor for nevra. The 
best drug for nevra is to sing and throw it out. 
You must have a lot of nerves to go to a doctor, 
and they must affect things that you would not 
normally be doing (garment worker, age 45, arrived 
in 1966). 
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If you are really in 
for any reason or if 
doesn' t allow y ou.., to 
The doctor will give 
(garment worker, age 

a bad state, and can't cope 
you have the nevra which 
sleep then you need help. 
you some kind of pills 
30, arrived in 1972~. 

" , 

The doctor can't do anything for you (housewife, 
age 42, 1975). 

If your nerves are very heavy then you should see 
the doctor. From what l hear they have pills for 
that (housewife, age 35, arrived in 1968) . 

You have to reach a high stage before you go te 
the doctor, but when you reach this level l don't 
know of something to calm the nerves. The doctor 
will give you drugs but l don't think this will 
he~p (male, cleaner, age 36, arrived in 1974). 

l believe even with medical help the nevra can't 
be treateâ. It is one of the difficult illnesses 
(housewife, age 38, arrived in 1968). 

One woman sa id going to the doctor is inappropriate because 

medication is prescribed too frequently and does not resolve 

the basic problems. She knows many women who are taking 

pills and do not even know what they are taking. Another 

pers on feels that anyone with nevra should go to the doctor 

who can "make a thera~ to hold your nerves inside" 

(housewife, age 36, arrived in 1964). 

One woman describes herself as having been a chronic 
l' 

nevra sufferer. For years she had taken pills for her 

nerves which she says were caused by the pressures of life 

.in North America. Her doctors told her she would have to 

take pills for the rest of her life. Her solution was to 

become a born-again Christian ~nd to give up her medication. 

Since she knows many other Greek women in Montreal who were 

having a similar experience with nevra, she has had an extra 

phone line installed in her home to do informaI counselling 
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with other~'~omen. She describes her solution to the problem 

of nevra as follows: ~ 

Your nervous system gets weak from poverty and the 
sickness aroUnd you. Now l believe in God, and He 
will help and give me strength. If people don~t 
trust in God they need someone to listen to them. 

~ l am a good listener, but after awhile they must 
turn to God, especially the women who are more 
nervous. Women hav~ more pressure from the family 
and society and we try to be perfecto We expect 
too much from ourselves. 

People must learn to control the problems 
themselves ..•. Doctors can't help because they 
have their own nerves. A nervous person needs 
someone to talk to aIl of the time but a doctor 
gives you 2 or 3 minutes at the most ... Most of 
the women who calI me have problems with their 
nerves and are being prescribed a lot of 
medication. l tell them to give up on the 
medication and pray to God as an alternative, 
(salesclerk, age 35, arrived in 1961). 

Respondents said that going to a psychiatrist or 

psychologist is also inappropriate. Several people note 

that in Greece you would be thought of as crazy if people 

found out you had visited such a doctor because mental 
fi 

illness is thought to reflect badly on the family'~ 

reputation (see Blum and Blum 1965 for a further discussion 

of this issue)-., 

3. Summary of the Intensive Famil~ Interviews ' 

Respondents varied in their perceptions of whether 

their families were healthier in Greece(or in Canada, but 

most people felt they were healthier in Greece. This was 

attributed to the better climate in Greece, and the slower 

pace of life. Respondents were split on the.relative health 

of men and children in Greece and Canada, but two-thirds 
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felt that women were healthier in Greece. This was 

primarily attributed to work conditions in Canada, the 

double-work experienced by women and difficulties adapting 

to the climate. 

The diftièulties of life in North America, including 

economic concerns, language problems, and pressured work 

/ situations are thought to be the causes of nevra, which 

respondents report is most often experienced by women. The 

symtoms of nevra vary in the respondents' statements, but 

involve 

said, to 

a Sd-~;10SS of control", where the nerves are 

"burst out" or "break out". This results in what is 

considered inappropriate behaviour for women such as 

screaming and shouting and sometimes hitting the children. 

Neyra may be accompanied by headaches, dizzyness and/or 

feelings of melanchoiy. V 

Respondents report that attacks of nevra are generally 

temporary and should be dealt with by the sufferer or with 

support of the immediate family. Solutions are situational, 
~ 

depending on the cause of the attack, but generally involve 

trying to restore a sense of balance or tranquility and 

"drawing the nerves back inside". Medical attention is 

generally not sought as most respondents feel that it has 

nothing to offer the sufferer. 

To illustrate the use of nevra in a day-to-day context, 

the following prOfile of a woman suffering periodically from 

nevra is presented. 7 This will'be contrasted with the 

experience of women with nevra as sickness in the following 
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section of this chapter. 

4. Case study No. 1 

/ 

, Oespina is 28 years old, is married and has 
two small children. She came to Canada from a ~ 
sruall village in Greece as a child. She received 
a Grade 10 education in Montreal and then went to 
work as a sewing machine operator in a garment 
factory where she met her husband. After the 
birth of her first child, Despina did not go back 
to the factory but was employed part-time doing 
homework for the garment industry. She has not 
worked since her second child was borne 

Despina would like to go back to work even on 
a part-time basis but cannot afford the cost of 
daycare. "Now with the kids l would like te work 
too •. My first son is very miserable. He doesn't 
keep himself quiet for a minute and l get tired. 
If my mother wasn't working she could take care of 
my sons so l could work outs,ide. To work part
time would be nice.' To~t "out just a few hours 
from the house." Oespina would even consider 
doing some "homework" as an alternative to work 
outside the home, but she lives in an area which. 
is zoned residential and her landlord has 
threatened to report her to the city officiaIs if 
she does commercial work in her home. 

While she enjoys spending time with her sons 
she gets frustrated QY the monotony of housework 
and her isolation in the house. Her apartment has 
no yard for the children to play in. She takes 
them to the park in the summer, but says they are 
stuck indoors aU., winter. Her husband \<lOrks 49 
hours a week aS;fa leather-cutter so their only 
opportunity to get out together is on Sunday. In 
addition they are feeling economic pressure. )~ 
Oespina's husband was out of work for six months 
,in the past year and though he is currently 
employed the piecework:"system makes financial 
planning difficult as his salary yaries 
substantially from week to week. "My husband 
likes the job but they don't pay mu ch beca~~e it 
is piecework. To make a leather vest completely 
with the lining inside and everything he gets 
$1.50 so he pushes himself but he can't make 4 or 
5 an hour. It makes it worse because if he gets 
used to one style'and can maybe make 3 or 4 an 
hour weIl then they give him another style. 50 
it's like he's beginning again. So one week his 
salary goes to $213, sometimes $234 and sometimes 
if they give him a different style he gets $174 
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like last week." 

Despina gets nevra when she is having 
problems with her children or husband or is 
frustrated ab'out being housebound. She says she 
feels like screaming and shouting anB loses 
control. "I feel like l want to be alone for a 
few minutes. Sometimes when my husband is home, 
when l've got my nerves l just leave them and go 
on the balcony in the summer. In the winter 
sometimes l just say "goodbye" and l go to my 
sister's house and spend an hour or 'go visit my 
mother. If l am home alone l just turn on the 
radio, don't listen to anything and relax. That's 
it. There is nothing you can do." 

Despina feels lucky that her husband is so 
responsive in these situations and contrasts this 
with the experience of her sisters and friends: "I 
have my husband and he helps me a lot. Sometimes 
when l ask him ~ stay home with my kids, one of 
them or both so l can go outside and spend a 
little time with my sister or my mother, h~ 
doesn't mind. l can go. It makes me feel happy 
sometimes because usually when l talk with my 
sister or with my mother they say that only 
happens to one in a hundred people that the father 
will stay with the kids to let the mother go 
outside. Because my sisters are married too and 
when they tell their husbands to babysit for a few 
minutes so they can go ~utside, the husbands say 
'No way. You take the ki'~ wi th you. '" Getting out 
to visit, or having a few\minutes alone is all'she 
needs to alleviate an attack. As she says: "after 
l go out, for some reason i t is okay and l feel. 
happy. " 

Despina is an example of someone experiencing nevra as 

a normal expression of distress. She attributes nevra to 

her isolation in the house and the monotony of housework and 
, 

childcare. The pressures of her family's economic concerns 

are heightened by the fact that she is unable to work while 
". 

her children are at home. Despina'does not seek medical 

assistance for her nevra because it occurs infreqÜently and 

she is able to manage it with the assistance of her familY. 

An attack of nevra for her is a way of communicating her 
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distress and is alleviated by the support ive response dt her 

husband and family. Her husband's assistance with the 

housework and childcare allows her the opportunity to qet 

out of the house. visits with her mother and sisters 

provide an important context in which to express her 

distress. As long as her family is able to cope 

financially Despina feels able to deal with her own 

problems. 

3.4 NEVRA AS SICKNESS 

l will now turn to a discussion of the Clinical ( 

Interview results. The concept of nevra as sickness will bo 

elaborated and a number of "case studies from the Clinical 

Setting will be presented and discussed. 

1. Characteristics of the Study Group 

The sample includes 21 women and fQur men. The women 

are between 29 and 60 years of age, with an average age of 

43. The men range from 33 to 55 years ~ age. ~ll' but one 
~~ 1 . 

of the respondents are married (two are-widows, one iB 

currently separated from her husband) and aIl but four have 

children. The average number of children per family ià two. 

AlI of the respondents emigrated from Greece between 1948 ~ 

oand 1974. Roughly two-thirds are from rural areas and the 
1 

remaining one-third lived in cities like Athens and Sparta. 

The women are primarily employed in the garment trade. 

Eight of ther women are currently doing factory work and 
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four others are laid-off from their factory jobs but 

continue to seek employment. These latter women are 

skeptical about their ability to work again as they are all 

in their late forties or early fifties and find themselves 
. 

being replaced by younger workers. One woman currently does 
\ 

piecework i~ her home (several of the others have done this 

in the past) and another does domestic work for other 

people. Two of the women are employed part-time (one as a 

hairdresser and the other as a 'saleswoman) and two others 

are retired. Only one of the women has a semi-professional 

job. She is emplayed on a multi-cultural grant to sew 

traditional Greek costumes for one of the Greek cultural 

organizations. She is paid a manthly salary and has a 

flexible work day. Two of the men are unemployei (one 

previously a pizza delivery man ~ the other a cook), the 

third is a salesman, and the fourth is a restaurant worker. 

2. Results of the Clinical Interviews 

In the clinical sampl~ nevra is a 'frequent complaint 
, 

(22 of th~ 25 respondents) either al~ne~ or more commonly as 

part of a complex of sympt6ms including headaches, neck, 

shoulder and/or back pain, and dizzyness. Two people '(one 

male and one female) are primarily concerned with stomach 

ulcers, but have also suffered from nevra. Another 

respondent is concerned about attacks of dizzyness and 

suspects they might be Iinked ta high blood pressu;e. 

While a few of the respondents could offer no 
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exp1anation for their nevra, most gave rasons similar to 

those discussed in the General and Inte sive Family 

Interviews: prob1ems with their husba dS/families; 

pressures of the piecework system: the c1imate of Montreal 

(perceived as cold and humid with Greece) resu1ting 

in fami1ies being "closeted" in the use aIl winter ~ 

stresses of the competing role of ho emaker and homeworker 

for the woman doing piecework at ho e; and the pressure of , 
life in genera1 as an immigrant, lit get established and 

make a better life for one' s chi1d en". 

There is sorne variation in tpe experiences of the 

respondents, but those experienci4g nevra are primar7lY 

women (21 of the 22 respon~ents Jith nevra) and'three 
/ 

particu1ar profiles emerge. The1most frequent profi e 

(about three-quarters of the re~ondents with nevra) la the 

factory worker (usually a sewint machine operator) who is 

experiencing stress at work be/ause of the piecework system, 

the added pressures of the doub1e-work day, and the monotony 

of what the women called IIworkLhome, work-home" with no time 

for 1eisure. The woman doing ornework has similar 

comp1aints and, in addition, 

her piece-work from 'her home 

for sorne of the women, also 

The second most ~ornmon 

.une~pIoyed garrnent worker or 

difficulty in finding replace 

unable to separate out 

These difficulties are, 
8 

ravated by family problems. 

file ia that of the older 

ski1led worker. The 

places a tremendous 

economic strain on these families. Four of the women and 
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two of the men fall into this category. The third profile 

(characteristic of only two of the respondents l 

interviewed) is du~ed 'The Restaùrant Owner's Wife's 

Synd~ome' by one 0 the physicians interviewed (se~ 

discussion below). oth of these women are middle-aged 

housewives who are experiencing isolation as a result of the 

new found prosperity of the~4~es. Having improved 
...... 

their financial situation, these families have moved out of 

the Greek "ghetto" into the suburbs where no one speaks 

Greek. Both women's husbands are restaurant co

owner/workers wh9fwork long shifts, seven days a week . 
leaving little opportunity for the family to get out 

~ogether. 

To illustrate nevra as sickness, l will now present 

four case stùdr~s of respo~dents interviewed. A general 

discussion of nevra as sickness will follow. 

3. Case Study No~ 

Yiannoula is 60 years of age. She was born 
and educated i:n Athens and came to Canada 28 yéars 
ago. She is married and has one son. Her husband 
was a mechanic for the railroad and has recently 
retired. Yiannoula worked as a sewing machine 
operator since coming to Canada has recently been 
laid off. 

Yiannoula has been having problems with nevra 
" and headaches for several years. She says she 

feels tired aIl of the time and gets upset very 
veasilY. She feels like she is always out of 
control. She attributes her health problems to 
the pressures of her job: "the factory, that i.s 

, the problem. That is the big problem, for that 
everybody is sick and has the pressure. You work 
seven hours like a horse. l say like a horse, 
because if l speak with you ,at work l lose money, 
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because it's pa id by pieces. Every minute the 
packet [bundle of clothes to be sewn] is no good, 
you lose money. You understand, the pressure?" 
In addition to the pressure of the work itself she 
t~lks about problems with the organization of the 
job: "I used to make good money. l made $500 
each week •.• because l am fast in the factory. l 
mad& 1,400 pair of pants and skirts each day ... 
but the bosses decided the workers were making too 
much money. They broke up our section •.• and they 
Iowered the priee paid for the pieces. Il Y iannoula 
says: "Tha t is the pressure. It makes you 
nervous. You donlt sleep the nights. l see the 
mountains of pantalons. l finish this colour in 
half an hour and then they bring me the next. l 
finish the black and then they bring the red 
mountain. l never stop." 

She says she feels that her body is out of 
control because the schedule of work (starting at 
5 a.m.) and the few breaks in the day donlt 
coincide wi th her body' s needs. "At 5 0' clock in 
the morning you are not hungry. About B olclock 
you are hungry. Five olclock is too early. You 
drink your coffee fast and go. At 8 o'clock you 
'are hungry but you are working sa you canlt eat. 
At 10 0' clock you get one fast coffee break. The 
organism is not on an electric button. The 
organism knows what is night and when you should 
he sleeping and when you should eat lunch." 

Yiannoula has been seeing doctors for several 
years and has taken pills for her nevra but they 
persist. She feels in some ways that it is too 
late for her. After aIl these years in the 
factory she finds that she can't relax now that 
she is at home. "You give your life for the, 
piecesl My dreams [of a happy life] are broken" 
she says. 

Yiannoula has enjoyed many things about life 
in Canada but says she has never gotten a~customed -
to the weather and she misses the beauty of her 
country. She would like to go back ta Greece to 
live, but her husband likes Montreal and her son 
does~'t really know Greeee. She says she feels as 
t~~ugh she ~s living in twa countries. She goes 
back ta Greece as often")she ean to visit, but 
it isn't the same. 

, 

Yiannoula is experiencing nevra She 

describes a feeling of Dactyls 
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rhythms because of the artificial schedule of work and the 

continuoue pressure of the piecework system., Now that she 

ie laid-off work, she finds that she is no longer able to 

'relax. She has a good relationship with her husband and 

son, but seeks medical assistance because she is unable to 

resolve her chronic attacks of nevra. Although she has < 

tak;en many kinds of medication and seen many doc tors she has 
'" 

not found a satisfactory solution to her proble~. 

4. C~s~ Study No. 3 

Anna is 29 years old. She is married and has 
no children. She was educated to Grade 6 in ê 

Greece and ,came to Canada Il years ago with her 
brother who has since returned to Greece. She 
works as a sewing machine operator in a garment 
factory and her husband worka as a short order 
cook in a restaurant. Artna works a 9 hour day ahd 
does the housework when she comes home. Her 
husband works the 5 p.m. - 2 a.m. shift at his 
restaurant so she rarely sees him on workdays. 

Anna has been having problems with nevra, off 
and on, for a few years. Lately she feels that 
her nerves been getting worse. SIle says, "I have 
nevra aIl of the time. l get headaches and pain 
in the back of my head, and sometimes l feel like 
l am going crazy. l seem to spend a lot of time 
crying". Anna's husband gets frustrated with her 
when she is upset ~nd she is worried that their 
relationship may suffer as a result of her nevra,. 

Anna describes work as something which she 
has ta do, but does not really enjoy. She likes 
the social aspect" of seeing her friends, but finds 
the work itself unrewa]:"ding and very pressured 
because of the piecework. "I have too much nevra. 
If you have a good job i t 1 s okay. If l got a good 
job that would be different, but maybe it's better 
to stay at home because l have too much nerves. 
My husband says 'it's better if you stay at home 
than go to work.' But l don't like to stay at 

-home. We don' t have any fam~ly so l don' t l ike to 
stay at home." 
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In describing the situation at work, Anna 
says: "the machine' s are no good, the work is no 
good, the boss is telling you 'vite, vite, vite.' 
Sometimes if l take a good job the other ladies 
ask why l got a good job. l have\too mueh, too 
much nerves. l don't know why. Too much nervea. 
l go to work and l come back. l atay at home, l 
can't relax. Sometimes l just feel like erying 
and l don' t know why." 

While she has wor~ed at the same faetory for 
11 years, Anna has recently begun to have trouble 
on her job. Changes are being made in the factory, 
without consultation with the workers. There ia 
more pressure to work quickly and any prote st 
brings a threat of firing. She attributes this to 
high levels of unemployment and her employer's 
sen~that there are plenty of 'Unemployed people 
to eplace an unhappy employee. "Before they 
did 't puslli you. Npw they push aIl the time and 
say you 'don' t l ike i t, go. Il 

Ann~ould like to move back to Greeee, but 
her husband enjoys living in Canada. ' Shé feels 
that life ia more relaxed in Greece, work is 
different there and more time can be spent outside 
and with friends. She de scribes her life here as 
monotonous - "You go to work, come home at 7 p.rn., 
cook dinner, clean the house, do the laundry and 
go to bed. Tomorrow you get up and start the sarne 
thing over again." 

Anna misses her farnily in Greeee. She has 
one sister here but they are rot close. While she 
and he~ husband generally have a good 
relationship, he gets frustrated with her constant 
complaints of nevra and doesn't want to talk about 
her problems. "Last week he said 'ple,ase l den't 
like to see you nervous"~ l would like to relax. 
A!l of the time you are nervous and then l am 
nervous.' He said 'just stay quiet. l don't like 
to see you nervous aIl of the time'''. Anna says 
"before, l \<las very happy. Now l am not happy. He 
doesn't like me to always be nervous, beeause l 
talk and seream all of the time. It's no good 
like that. \.I understand that it's no good. But l 
can 't do anything abO~ i t . " 

Anna says: "1 can' t really talk to my 
husband, but if 1 talk te someone it feels better. 
You see l am talking to you now and it feels 
better. It's crazy like that. My sister doesn't 
like to talk, and my husband do~sn't like to 
talk. " 
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Anna h~s recent1y begun taking medication 
(ativan) but doesn't think that it is having any 

~ effect. She wou1d 1ike the doctor to preser.i;.be 
something e1se for her. Whi1e she says she 
doesn't 1ike to take pills, she is not sure what 
e1se to do. Anna likes to ta1k with the doetor 
about her prob1ems because she a1ways finds that 
he1ps a bit. "The doctor he1ps a lot. We have a 
ta1k, about what my trouble is, why l am nervous. 
Afterwards l fee1 a 1ittle bit l;>etter." 

Anna is experiencing nevra as sickness. Rer attaeks of 

ne~es involve headaches and pain in the baek of her head 

and she i8 feeling herse1f "lose control". Nevra for her is 

prompted by the inereasing1y pressured situation·at h~r job. 

Whi1e she has experienced nevra in the past, she feels a 

difference this time. Anna's i11ness has started to 

negative1y affect her relationship with her husband which is 

a concern for her. Ann~ has no one to diseuss her prob1ems 

with as h~r husband's hours of emp10yment mean that they 

rare1y see eaeh other, and when they do, he does not wish to 

ta1k about her nevra. 

For Anna an attack of nevra does not prompt a 

support ive fami1y response thus she has turned to her doctor 

both as someone with whom to discuss her prob1ems and as a 

professiona1 to provide medical assistance for her siekness. 

5. Case Study No. 4 

Panagiota is 44 years olti. She is married 
and has three chi1dren aged 22, 20 and 18. Sh~ 
came to Canada from a town just outside of Sparta 
when she was 16 and has worked as a domestic in 
Canada since that time. 'She has a grade three 
education. 

panagiota has had chronic problems with 
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nevra. She says, "I have had headaehes sinee 1972 
(when her husband was seriously ill with a heart 
condition) and I~often get a pain in the back of 
my head which moves down my back. Sometimes l 1 
have pain aIl ove!!:'." She sereame and yelle a lot 
when she has nevra and fights constantly with her 
husband and chilâren. She says: "I feel tired and 
nervous and l have a 'fear inside me. l see the 
dream over and over and ove~ and over. l fight to 
the last by myself. l have nobody there to help 
me out. l find myself somewhere in the desert 
with no way to come back. And l see that dream 
more and more and more." 

Panagiota has no extended family members in 
Canada. She had one brother with whom she was 
very close but he died last year. She ~as had 
many problems with her family in Greeoe sinee then 
because they refused to accept her brother's body 
for burial. She had to bury him in Quebec, but 
she feels strongly that it was his wish to be 
buried at home in Greece.' 

Panagiota is not happy with her marital 
relationship. She says her husband yells and 
screams aIl of the time at home. "One thing with 
my husband, we ean't talk. He cornes home always 
mad. He's always screaming. You know if l come 
home from work and he's tired to begin with and on 
top of me aIl the time, l find that a litt1e bit 
too mucha You know what I-want is to get out, to 
go someplaee. Just me, not with,people." Her 
husband goes out to the kafenia (coffee bar) most 
evenings to meet, with friends for a drink, but 
doesn't like her to go out. When she'does go to a 
friend's place for tea she ean't stay long or he 
gets angry. She says she feels like a prisoner in 
her own house. While they ooeasiona11y have 
friends over to their home, Panagiota says that 

,this just makes more ~ork for her as she does aIl 
of the domestic work.' 

fpanagiota feels that she is always eaught 
trying to mediate between her husband and her 
daughters. Her husband doesn't like any of the 
girls' boyfriends and gets mad at her for allowing 
~r daughters to go out. On the other hand her 
daughters get angry if she tries to stop them. As 
she says, "things are different in Canada than in 
Greeee. Children behave differently here, but my 
husband doesn' t understand that." 

~anagiota has seen a number of doetors over 
the years and has taken many different kinds of 
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medication. She has had numerous medical tests 
(x-rays, EEG's, etc.) but says "No one can find 
anything wrong with me. l don't understand why. 
l am sick. l feel sick." She likes her current 
doctor because he is very sympathetic and easy to 
talk to. She says, laughing, "1 feel sorry for 
him because he is trying hard to help me and l 
come to see him so often." Panagiota is currently 
taking valium but doesn-' t feel as though it is 
making any difference-:-"''\.. 

_Panagiota would like to take a short vacation 
by herself but her husband controls thé family 
money and will not give her permission!. She (says 
that he doesn't believe that she is sick. She 
can't talk to him about her problems and though 
she has a few close friends she doesn't feel that 
it is right to talk about her family concerns with 
them'. She says "1 don' t want to embarrass my 
family by talking about our problems." She is 
hoping that the doctor will speak with her husband 
and convince him that she is ill and in need of a 
reste She isn't optimistic about the outcome, but 
feels that it is worth a try. 

[ 

panagiota is a good example of a chronic nevra patiènt. 

She traces her own illness back to 1972, a year which was 
\, 

particularly difficult for her since she had small children 

to look a-fter and her husband was seriously ill. Her 

attacks of nevra usually result in her yelling and screaming 

" and losing control. She often e,xperiences headac~es and has' 

difficulty sleeping at night. Pan~giota links her prob1~ms 

with nevra to her family. She feels angry about what she 

refers to as her husband' s "old-fashioned" view of women' s 

roles, both for herself and her daughters. She is also 

angry with har husband's unwillingness to acknowledge her 

sickness. Seeking medical assistance allows her to validate 

her sick role and provides ~n outlet to express her 
, 

distress. However, medicalization of her nevra has not 

offered a solution to her p+oblems, but has resulted in 
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rein forcing a chronic sick role for Panaqiota. 

6. Case study No. 5 

Maria has come to see the doctor because "I 
-qet so nervous i t makes my nose bleed now." She 
is 55, married and is the mother of t~ree 
children. He~wo sons (age 26 and 21) live at 
home with her. Maria came to Canada in 1952 from 
a small village in Greece where she worked on her 
parent's farm. She was originally employed as a 
domestic by a wealthy family and then worked as a 
sewing machine operator in a garment factory. Her 
husband is a cook in a restaurant. 

'Maria has been,'unemployed now for l 1/2 
years. "1 was laid off because 1 am too old now 
they said. 1 have tried to find other work, but 
it is Nery hard to find now with aIl of the 
unemployment. I do a good job, l am a good 
operator. It's just my age that's no good." 
Maria enjoyed the social contact of her previous 
job. The factory was small (only 10 people) and 
she was paid a good hourly rate. "At one time", 
she says, ".I did piecework, but no more. It' s no 
good because you get too nervous." 

Maria identifies herself as a "nervous type" 
and says her attacks are becoming more frequent 
because of her unemployment and her family 
situation. She feels "out of control" and finds 
herself yelling and screaming a lot at home. In " 
addition to the recent death of her brother, she 
is troubled by problems with her husband. Her 
husband was a gambler for many years and "when the 
kids were young, I was always alone in the house. 
That's the Greek way. They leave the family alone 
and the wife is with the kids like a slave." For 
the past two years her husband has stopped 
gambling, but the home situation hasn't improved. 
"He stays in the house now and makes me nervous. 
He doesn't like ta go out with me much. He would 
like to be out by himself, to be free. That's how 
Grcek men are." 

Lack of money is an added tension because 
Maria's unemployment insu rance has run out. She 
says that the only time she had any money to 
hèrself was when she was working (although she 
spent the bulk of it on the house). Her husba~d 
doesn't believe in giving her any spending money. 
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She finds herself caught between her children 

and her husband. She notes that cultural values 
regarding children'a behaviour vary markedly 
between Greece and Montreal and while she doesn't 
consider herself old-fashioned, she says her 
huaband ia quite traditional. When her daughter 
wanted to date boys as a teenager, she says, "it 
was very bad for me, because my husband said he 
would kill both'of them, and me too, if anything 
happened, yet l felt l must support my daughter." 
Luckily, she says, her daughter decidem to marry 
while still young. "She married a nice Greek boy", 
says Maria, "so everyone approved". 

Maria's attacks of nevra have become more intense 

culminating in a visit to the doctor. She is experiencing 

frequent nosebleeds, and is concerned because she feels 

herself losing control and yelling and screaming a lot at 

home. She links her health concerns to longterm 

difficulties with her~husband -- initially his gambling and 

now his lack of interest in doing things with her -- and the 

financial difficulties the family is facing. Her 

unemployment insurance is coming to an end which is adding 

further economic pressure. 

3.5 SUMMARY OF NEVRA AS SICKNESS 

The symptoms associated with nevr~ as sickness are more 

consistent than those associated with nevra as a normal 

exp'ression of distressj As sickness, nevra is inevi tably 
, 

described in physical terms, as a feeling of "loss of 

control",accompanied by headaches, dizziness and pain, and 
/ 

strong feelings of melancholy, stenoxoria (distress) and 

anxos (anxiety). Some of the wornen describe a sharp pain 

starting at the back of ~he he ad and moving gradually down 
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the spine. The "loss of control" and resultinq tendency to 

scream and shout are said to contribute to family,_problems ~ 

AlI of the respondents feel ~nable to deal with their neyra 
'.1 0 

alone, and the majority say that their families do not 
, 

providè them with adequate support. 

Many of the clinical respondents, su ch as Yiannoula and 

Panagiota have suffered for ~ears with nerves, and most have 

taken medication,at sometime in the past (usUally 

tranquilizers or anti-de~ressants). A few, such,as Anna, 

and Maria, have only periodically suffered from neyra but 

have experienced a recent intensification of'their attacks. 
\ 

, 1 .. 

Sorne respondents hope to get medication from their doctor, 
r 

while others such as Panagiota would like the doctor to 

phone 'their husbands and negotiate a more syrnpathetic 

response on the part of their faldlies. Many of the women 

want someone to talk to about their problems. The etiology 

of nevra is clearly linked in the explanatory statements 

~qiven by respondents to social and economic problems, but 

nevra is also experienced and expressed as a physical and 

emotional problem. It is 'clear that respondents ~o not make 

a distinction between'mind and body in the experience of 

nevra., They fully expect that social problems have physical 

consequences and vicè versa. 

3 • 6 MEDICAL RESPONSES TO NEYRA ( 
, 

To look at how nevra is interpreted and dealt with by 

health professionals working.in tlle Greek community, l will 
l 
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now turn to a summary of the me1ical responses t~ nevra. 

Interviews were conducted with two Greek physicians (one in 

private praetice and one working at a local community 

clinic), two community workers at the local clinie, and a . 
psychiatrist. Four of the professionals interviewed were 

l 

~ either born in Greece or of Greek-Canadian heritage. AlI 

speak Greek fluently and dea! frequently with Greek 

elientole. 

Responses to the concept of nevra vary among those 

interviewed. All of the health'professionals recognize it 

as a complaint commonly encountered in the clinieal setting. 

While'none of the respondents could provide any quantitative 

data from their practices, they aIl believe that it occurs 

more frequently with Greek wçmen than Greek men, or women of 

other ethnie groups. There is agreement that nevra is 

generall~ aeeo~panied by headaehes, non-specifie body pain 

and sometimes d~~yness. f 

The health professionals are generally aware of the 

- social and material ~onditions of the immigrants, and· 

recognize the conditions of women's work in the garment 

factories, traditional notions of malejfemale roles, and the 

double-work day experieneed by many of the women, as 
. 
signifieant eontributing factors to nevra. Another issue 

mentioned was the sense of loss that women feel after having 

~left Greece which is expressed as nostalgia for the patridha 

(homeland). However, most of'the health practitioners 

perce ive neyra as occurring primarily among middle-class 
._~ 
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Greek women (those exhibiting the Restaurant Owner's Wite's 

Syndrome) who are experiencing isolation in the suburbs .. It 

was ~ikened by some to the situation among middle-class 

North American housewives who may experience ~epression as a 

result of i~olé}tion in the suburbs and the so-called "empty 
Il 

nest syndrome" at middle age. This perception differs trom 

the data presented above which indicates that neYr~ as( 

sickness occurs primartly among women working in highly' 

pressured jobs who also maintain full responsibility for 

,looking after the'household a~d the children. 

The physician in private practice describes neyra as a 

"hostag~ syndrome" and \riews it as a form 00ession. He 

says that most of the women he sees have little or no social 

life "they just work and ,go home". He views language 

problems as limiting job prospects for the womep to the 
, 

garment industry and restaurant businesses. He thinks the 

wdrkillace difficulties are further complicated by the ,J 

do~ble-work day faced by women which he attributes to a 

strong hesitancy on the part of men to contribute to 

household chores. He says that husbands have more freedom 

to go out, and socialize at the k~fenia (coffee bars) and 

voluntary associations, and he strongly encourages the women 

he sees to do the same. He tries to focus on the 

psychosocial 'aspects of the illness and allows his clients 

to ventilate their feelings. He discourages the use of 

medication and pre fers to give placebos (multi-vitamins 

intravenously) to those who are,insistènt on medication, but 
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he does report giving medication (mild tranquilizers) in 

some cases. 

The psychiatrist believes nevra to ès more of a problem 

here than in Greece and relates this to the doubla-work day. 

However he says that his patients are not a homogeneous 

group and symptoms vary among them. The common element he 

sees is a certain "irritability" or explosiveness where the 

slightest stress will lead to'yelling and screaming. 
, 

Because he must assign a label to a patient's illness he 
\ 

normally categorizes nevra as depreslüon, but he' is not 
, . 

entirely satisfied with its appropriateness. He recognizes 

three main types of nevra sufferer: 1) those who are 

depressed and having trouble sleeping; 2) women who are 

" experiencing behavioral difficulties such as yelling at 

their husbands and hitting their children because even 

though they are-Blightly better-off financially, they are ,-_c 

isolated in the auburbs while their husbands work extremely 
., / \, 

long.hours (he dubs this "The Restaurant Owner's Wife's 

Syndrome"); and 3) tpose who suffer occasional panic 

attacks. He thinks those in the firet and third category 
• 

are responsive to medication. He also notes that his 

patients resist accepting a psychiatrie diagnosis. -In 

general he says mind and body are not separated by the 

Greeks and people want their emotional problems dealt with .. 
as somatic complaints. He finds his patients hesitant to 

sp~about_-f~ily problems and says t~~~~ is more-of a 

~end~ncy to tal~ -int:erms-of-~ehêr;i lzed emotions l ike '~ 
o ' li-
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"sadness". 

The physician working out of the local community clinic 

says that "psych9somat~c" complaints are frequent among. his 

Greek clientele and estimates this was true of about 40% of 

his clients. He believes that people tended to exaggerate 

their complaints and that their problems are generally 
\ 

psychological (~orms of depression and anxiety syndrome) and 

related to people's unrealistic expectations about life in 

Canada. He finds it difficult to help many patients because 

the'referrals he makes to social workers and psychologists 

are rarely followed through. He described a few efforts 

made at the commùnity centre to offer assistance programs 

for the women but says that these were po orly attended. He 

attributes this to people's lack of spare time, and the lack 

of value they see in the programs. He prescribes medication 

(usually anti-depressants) in'some cases. 

All of the physicians interviewed say they discourage 

-the use of medica~ion for their nevra patients. However, 

they are concerned that tranquilizers are frequently 

prescribed by other physicians who aee patients 'with neyra. 

This is viewed as most likely when women see physicians-who 

are not Greek. The health professionals point out that 

- those not familiar with the particular forro somatization 

takes among Greek patients send the women for a battery of· 

tests if no readily identifiable pathology is found. When 

the test results turn out to be negative the patient's 

complaints are dismissed as psychosomatic, and the patient, 
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who is still feeling distressed, recommences the process 

with another doctor. The cycle continues to repeat itself 

resul ting in what they see as a chronic sick rO,le for the 

women. 

One community worker interviewed is reluctant to fodus 

on health problems unique to the Greek community. She feels 

that a focus on the individual rather than an ethnic group 

ia more appropriate and says that the problems faced by the 

Graeks arè the same as those faced by many groups who 
\ 

"refuse to adapt" to life inaCanada. She priinarily 

attributes nevra to adaptation problems and argues that,the 

sooner people became accustomed to a Canadian lif~style, the 

s90ner their problems will be over. She does recognize a 

strong gender difference in the expression of nevra as 

sickness, and notes that"'the behaviour associated with nevra 
, . ' 

ia considered appropriate for men, whereas for women 

screaming and shouting are considered unaoceptable. She has 
"---

many clients who are taking medication (particularly valium) 

for nevra. 

Another community worker attributes nevra to the 

changing roles of warnen, "that they are caught between two 

different worlds of Gl.-eece and Canada", and women 1 s poor 

condi tions of work and low p'ay. .9he sees a lot of, family 

tension, mainly due to lack of communication between 

husbands and wives, and parents and children. She views 

neyra "as both a reason for and cover-up of the problems" 

which she says are social in nature. She finds people very 
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hesitant to see social workers and feels that the potential 

for overmedication'of wornen suffering from navra is a 

serious problem in the community. 

In general, while aware of the social and material 

conditions of the Greek community and their effects on 

health, the health professionals report that they deal with 

nevra sufferers on an individual basis. A few mention 

\feeling constrained by the limitations of the biomedical 

. '~~del with regard to categories of disease labels and 

.. 

treatment, but most continue to work within the model, 

labelling nevra as depression or anxiety syndrome. 
J 

Treatment is airned at the individual, or individual family 

'leyel and frequently results in the prescription of minor 
- ~ 

t~anqu{lizers. 

, 
3.7 CONCLUSION 

Nevra is a~ idiom of,distress used 1n-a daily context, 

prim~rily by wornen, but sometimes by men and children, to 

express unhappiness about work, family life and economic 

difficulties. While most respondents believe that nevra 

should be dealt with alone or in the family context,' it ls 

perceived by health professionals to be a~_~requent complaint 
, 

in cJinical settings. Nevra as sickness, as in the case. 
\ l ' 

studies presented,'is almost exclusTvely reported by women. 

The complaints are described in physical terms, and usually 

are a combination of headaches, dizzyness~and generalized 

pain... The physical discomfort is accompanied by feelings of 
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stenoxoria, anxos and melancholy which lead to a ,sense of 

"loss of control" and a tendancy to scream and shout. The 

women attribute their nevra to the stresses of the piecework 

system in the factories, the double-work day, the monotony 

of homework and childeare, family problems and general 

omi '-difficul ties, lack of social, support, and nostalgi~ 

Greeee. Despite sensitivity to the living situations of 

Greek immigrants, nev~a is frequently diagnosed in a 

clinical setting as depression or anxiety syndrome and 

treated with tranquilizers. As illustrated in the cases of 

Yiannoula and Pangiota, such a response reinforces a chronic 

siek role for the sufferer, a solution which ïs satisfactory 

to neither the patient nor the practitioner . 

• 

" 
--1 
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~ ENDNOTES - CHAPTER THREE 
l,';: t 
':J' 

1. Lambiri-Dimaki argues that high levels of migration 
among young Greek women may be se en as an atte~pt to 
earn money for a marriage dowry or to find husbands in 
countries where dowries are not required. She reports, 
"a study conducted ••. at the Social Sciences Center of 
At~ens among the families of Greeks who had emigràted 
to Germany, Be~gium, etc., concluded that the great 
majority of single girls who had emigrated had left 
Greece in order to earn more and be able to build up a 
dowry" (1968:77-78). -

2. The quotations from respondents have been trans1ated 
from interyiews conducted in Greek. To ensure 
anonymity, the names of respondents will not be used, 
but general background information about the person, 
such as occupation, age, and date of arrivaI in Canada, 
is given in the brackets following direct quotes to 
help the reader contextua1ize the comments. AlI of the 
quotations are from women unless otherwise indicateq. 

1 

Appendices A and B at the end of the text are listings 
of the General Family Intervièws and Intensive Family 
Interviews quoted in the text and offer more extensive 
background information on the respondents. r 

3. Thalassemia major ia a severe inherited anemia 
beginning in early childhood, which occurs more 
frequently among Greeks and Italians than other 
populations. There is no cure for thàlassemia major, 
however prevention is possible through prenatal 
screening. Individuals with the disease require 
frequent blood transfusions to control the anemia, but 
their lifespan is greatly reduced. It is estimated 
that 15% of the Greeks in Montreal are thalassemia 
carriers. Carriers of the gene have thalassemia minor 
which is a harmless form of the condition (The Montreal 

. Thalassemia program 1977:i). 

The Montreal Children's Hospital, in cooperation with 
Hellenic community groups and Montreal school boards 
prov~des information on tha1assemia èb the population 
at risk through Montreal high schools. After 
conducting research into community attitudes about 
genetic screening of the disease, a screening program 
was set-up at local high schoole. Pre-natal screening 
is now available to prospective parents through the. 
genetic clinic at the Montreal Children's Hospital (The 
Montreal Thalassemia program 1977). 
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,A number of the respondents felt that the anadian 
medical system was superior to that of Gree e. In 
particular people praised accessibility of edical 
services and efforts by Canadian physicians to explain 
illnesses to patients. This was contrwsted with more 
~egative experiences in Greece which somet' es involved 
blribing doctors to receive care, and wher the . 
physician played a more paternalistic ro1e, often 
relaying little information to the patient. 

The term me1ancholy comes from the Gréek melaqkolia and 
means literally black (melas) bile (kho1e). In the 
Hippocratic corpus (4th and 5th centuries B.C.) 
melancho1y was thought to be a prolonged feeling of 
fear and sadness sometimes accompanied by anxiousness 
which was caused by a surplus of black bile (Simon 198 
:228). Melancholy was viewed as a somatic condition, 
with both, mental and physica1 disturbances treated by 
physical means; "no possible cause is sought in > 

emotional disturbances" (Simon 198 :229). Treatments 
included hellebore, assIs mi1k, and 'cleansing of the 
head. Today melancholy is used to refer to habituaI 
sadness or depression. As is evident in the 
respondents comments in this chapter, melancholy is 
thought to resu1t from overwork and the difficult 
lifesty1e in Canada indicating that they continue to 
regard the emotions as profoundly affected by physica1 
and environmental circumstances. 

, 
Stenoxoria is translated here, f01lowing co110quia1 
usage in the interviews, as distress. It is a 
difficult word to translate as it can also be used to 
mean stress, depression and sometimes to be sorrowed. 
Literally translated stenoxoria means narrow (steno 
space (xoria). This is metaphorically interesting in 
relation to its frequent link with nevra in the 
rèspondents statements. The need to "burst out" or 
"break out" which'nevra often entails results in a loss 
of balance and control which is considered so important 
for women. 

'J 

Comaroff ,discusses a similar metaphor of "oppression" 
among the Tsidi-Baralong of S. Africa. She views this 
as a sense of the invasion or compression of body space 

~caused by the'unequal power rela~ions experienced by 
the Tsidi. 

7. The names of informants have been changed to ensure 
anonymity. 

') 

/ 
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CHAPTER FOUR - THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE,lMPLICIî 

The real task of therapy calls for an archaeology of 
the implicit in such a way that the processes by which 
social relations are mapped into diseases 'are brought, 
to light, de-reified, and in doing so liberate the 
potential for dealing with antagonistic contra~ictions 
... (Taussig ~980:7). 

INTRODUCTION 

In the disc~ssion of nevra in the previous chapter it 

is evident that the explanatory models of the sufferers 

differ from those of the health professionals. The women 
, 

~ experiencing nevra as sickness describe the ailment in 

physical terms, but do not draw a distinction between the 

physical and social dimensions of the illness. The problems 

of g~nder roles, family problems, difficulties with work, 

and the double-work day are described as continuous with the 

experience of nevra -- they stand as both metaphors and 

metonyms of the disease. To exam~ne the meaning of nevra 

for Greek women in Montreal, and why it is women who 

experience nevra more frequently as sickness, it is 

necessary to explore two particular issues. The first ia an 

examination of the role of cultural factors in the 

construction of illness experience and expression of 

distress for the Greek women, and the second i8 an analysis 

of the particular social relations experienced by the women 

and how they becom~~emb6died in illness. comparative 

analyses of health and illness in Greece and among Greek 

immigrants in Australia and North America will be discussed. 

The importance of the concepts of balance and çontrol in 

Greek views,of health and illness, and the link between the 
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househo1d, order and hea1th will he' e1ahorated. Gender 

differences in appropriate means for the expression of 

distress and their implications for i+1ness are explored. \ 
, \ 

largue that while cultural factors play an important\ 

role in shaping the expression of iilness for Greek women ~n 

Montreal, our understanding of nevra in Montreal is 

incomplete unless the cultural façtors are contextualized 

within the very real social relations experienced hy Greek 

women. In particular, the effects of migration upon gender 

'roles, the family structure, the nature and experience of 

work, and their implications for the health of Greek women 

wjll he discussed. 
, y 

" 4.2 NERVES AND ILLNESS IN GREE CE 

Literature on nevra in Greece is very limited and while 

a few authors make passing reference to nerves or nervous 

disorders they are not generally treated as a suhject for 

analysis. The Blums's study, Health and Healing in Rural 

Greeee (1965), is the most comprehensive work on popular 

health beliefs, but no mention is made of nevra although 

anxiety is noted as a prominent motif in the lives of the 

rural Greeks, and the "emotions were often sa id to account 

for illness" (1965: 22) . 

An extensive literature review uncovered only four 

Greek etudies which refer to nerves as an illness category. 

The firét is a study of images of mental health workers in 

Athens in which it is noted that a number of respondents 
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believe that the role of a psychiatrist is to trea:t ttthe 

neurasthenics,. the nervous people, and the people with 

nervous disorders" a,nd the psychologist "examines the 

nerves" (Vassiliou and Vassiliou 1967: 225). The second 

study, a discussion of the effects of culture on the 

psychoanalytic encounter, notes: 

The majority of Greeks will regard the 
psychiatrist as a neurologist. This is partly due', 
to the fa ct that when Greeks talk about disturbed : 
feelings and troubled emotions, they refer to them\ 
as 'nerves', which is not unusual in the United \ 
states ei ther; also in Greece most practiqing , \ 
psychiatrists are also neurologiste (Samouilidis 
1978:225). 

A third mention is made of nervous ailments in a study 

of changes in the household economy on the island of 

Arnouliani. The authors report that: 

In a random survey, forty-three women were asked 
if they presentIy suffered from any physical 
complaints. Nearly a majori~y offered the 
complaint of anhos [anxiety] and related nervous 
ailments; twelve said they had constant headaches 
and nine claimed stomach prob1ems, including 
ulcers (Salamone and stanton 1986:n.119). 

'" 
More recently nerves have been mentioned as a growing 

concern for r~al women whose productive role in the home 

has declin~q,; as male wage ear!1ing opportunities have ) 
," \ 

increased (Pavlides and Hesser 1986:91-92). The authors 

\ 

point out that the much valued embroidered goods which were 

former1y produced by women for dowries a~e now being 

replaced by furniture and appliances bought with the men's 

wages. The status of women in the villages has declined 

resulting in discontent which,-IIa1though verbalized by a 

few, is more widely reflected in the frequent consumption of 
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prescribed tranquilizers for 'nerves'" (Pavlides and Hesser 

6 o 
1986:92) • 

The only reference to a phenomenon similar to nevra is 

found in a discussion of the Anastenaria -- a trance and 

possession ritua~ performed in Northern Greece (Danforth 

1979). Danforth reports that the Kostilides recognize a 

close relationship between one's emotional state and state 
, 

of health. They believe that: 
\ [A] wide variety of symptoms ranging from general 

malaise to deviant or 'crazy' behaviour, which are 
attributed to an illness known as nevrika ('a 
nervous disorder' or a 'nervous condition'), are 
caused b~ the harmful effects of emotions such as 
anxiety, grief, despair, or anger on the 'nervous 
system' (1979:155). 

Danforth argues that women experience nevrika more 
.. 

frequently because of the confined nature of their lives, in 

particular, the way they are shut in or restricted in daily 

\r-'activities. 

The close association of images of confinement 
with feelings of anxiety and hence with the 
illnesses such feelings m~y cause is indicated by 
the fEct that the word most frequently used by 
villagers to de scribe feelings of anxiety or worry 
is stenaxoria .•• which literally means . 

o 'na~rowness' or 'lack of space' (ibid.:156n) • 
... 

This confinement leads to an inability to release anxieties 

and tension and often results in illness (ibid.:156)1. 

/ 

4.3 EMOTIONS AND ILLNESS AMONG GREEK IMMIGRANTS 

The literature on migrant Greeks in Australia also , 
emphasizes the "emotional" basis of complaints among Greek 

patlents. Moraitis and zigouras repo+t that depression and 
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anxiety were frequently experienced by their G~eek patients 

(1971:598). They estimate th~t 20% of the cases they ~aw, 

were psychosomatic in nature, and there was a high emotiona'l 

component in many?others. While acknowledging the poor 

socioeconomic conditions of the Greek immigrants, they' 

believe that the Greeks "have a tendency to visi t doctorla 

for the most min~r of comp~aints" (ibid.:598) and attribute 

somatization (the expression of di stress through the body) 

primarily to the Greeks "sense of insecurity and fear of 

dying in a foreign country" (ibid.:598). 

A similar approach is taken in the few analyses of the 

health of Greek immigrants in North America. Dunkas and 

Nikelly's article "The Persephone Syndrome" (1972) ia an 

examination of 60 married Greek women in Chicago who were 

classified as experiencing anxiety, depression, 

psychophysiologie manifestations and gross stress reactiona. 

The authors f6cus their analysis of the women's somatic 

complaints on what they view as a "traditional" mother-

daughter attachment in Greek culture. They draw a parallel~~\ 
1 

between the Chicago women's negative reactiona to 

immigration and desire to travel frequently to Greece with 

the myth of Persephone, who after having been kidnapped and 

taken to the ~nderworld by Pluto, is only able to resolve 
\ 

her longing to return home by spending part of the year with 

ber mother and th~ remainder with Pluto. 

Dunkas and Nikelly talk about the tendency of Greek 

women to externalize problems but do not give the 

\ 
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explanations given by the women,themselves any credence. 

The women cited language difficulties, alienation in the new 

country, poor work conditions, long hours of husban9's work, 

husband's gambling, drinking and/or extra-marital affairs as 

,contributing to their anxiety and des ire to spend long 

vacations in Greece (1972:214). However, the authors 

dismiss these as "circumstances which had no apparent 

relevance to their emotional state"(1972:214). Instead, 
( 

Dunkas and Nikelly attribute the problems to the women's 
, 

refusaI to 'adapt to the new culture and social demands, and 

guilt about leaving their mobhers behind in Greeee. The 

authors go on to suggest that the "Persephorie Syndrome" may 

be "a mani'festation of a more pervasive phenomenon which 

encompasses the Greek woman's basic orientation to'life" 

(1972:211). They suggest that the appropriaèe forro of 

therapy is to "direct responsibility back to'the individual 

member .•• by shifting the focus from external factors to 
1 

the individual's own negative motivations" (1975:406). They 

thereby reduce the meaning of soclal distress for the 

Chicago women to a pathologieal aspect of Greek female 

CI' ' 

~ .J 
psyche/culture and rem ove it fro~ the social, material and 

historieal context in which it occurs. 

Two analyses of health among Greek immigrants in Canada 

also mention the frequency of- "psyehosomatic" complaints 
,1\ 

among Greek patients, but do not explore the phen~enon 

further. Patterson's study of Greeks in Vancouver notes 

théit several physieans interviewed: ~ 
,\, 
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Feel that tension and anxiety exhibited by the 
Gr~eks may be considered, as an ethnie 
characteristic for they state that the level is 
considerably higher than that of other immigrant 
groups (Patterson 1976:57). 

A, study of the Greek community in Toronto also repor~èd 

a tendency toward "psycho'somatic" complaints particularly 

on the part of Greek women. 

wives who are isolated in the home with sm~ll 
children miss their former social contacts w~th 
relatives and neighbours. They become depressed 

'and develop psychosomatic symptoms. They may 
complain of headaches, faint or have dizzy spells 
and end up in an emergency room in~a nearby 
hospital. When a check reveals no physical 
illness, they are sent home. They tend to deny 
any psychological problems because there is a 
stigma attached to mental illness. T~ey are not 
referred to a psychiatrist and go from doctor to 
doctor looking for help (Ontario, Goverment of 
1977: 6) • r 
One reference is made to the use of the term "nervas" 

by Greek immigrants in thè un'~ted states. According to 

Welts, 

,[M]ore traditional Greek Americans will view 
'emotional and mental problems as "nerves", 
pnysical problems that reflect the inability to 
deal wlth stress. Common complaints are 
headaches, dizzyness, ringing in the ears, 
w~akness, shortness of breath, fainting, 
tachycardia, or peculiar physical sensations 
(1982: 283) • . 

, While nevra was not discussed in the literature on 

illness among Greeks and Greek immigrants, the mention ~f 
, 

similar complaints such as ;nevrika and a reportedly high 

rate of tlpsychosomatic ll or' "emotion~l" complain,ts ~uggests 

thàt it may be present. It ia more +ikely that recognitio~. 

of such a concept was-limited by the resea!chers' assumption 

of the universality of biomedical disease categories 
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resulting in an attempt to classify. the ~omplaints with 

familiar labels su ch as d'epression and anxiety syndrome". 

pre~imiRary research report from a village on the island of 
1 

Naxos, Greece in 1984, for example, indicates that nevra is 

considered a significant problem: , 
... ~p 

People re~orted that nevra is, caused by family 
problems, poor relations between villagers and 
concerns about the future. Nevra is said to 
affect the entire body. It causes high blood 
pressure, headaches, miscarriage and infertility. 
It results in alcoholism and laziness. It causes 
eyes to pop and hands that need to slap. Neyra is 
not only a mental state, its physical state ie 
easily diagnosed but rarely cured by a doctor" 
(Bardanis, personal communication). 

It 16 evident from the above discussion that the 

classification of complaints by health professionals as 

anxiety or depression does hot adequately represent the 

experience and concerns of the sufferers. The frequent 

reference to "emotionally-based" and "psychosomatic" 

complaints which are described in physical terms and 

attributed to social concerns by the Greeks would seern to 

indicate that the experience of illness is not divided 

between mind and body, and as in Taussig's example of the 

A 

wornan sUffering from a muscle disease (discussed in Chapter 
, 

Two), the ~llness becomes both'metaphor and metonjrn of the 

social relations. 

Difficulties caused by strict adherence'to the 

biomedical model is, of course, not unique to the case of 

Greeks and nevra. Recent studies of the mental health 

concerns of immigrant women throughout Canada have shawn 

that problem~ which are primarily social in origin are being 
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medicalized as "adaptation s~nq,rome" or "mental health" 

pro~lems by health care professionals in Canada (see'Bodnar 

and Reimer 1979; Epstein, Ng and Trebb~e 1979 and Szado 1987 

for example). Bodnar and Reimer's study of the use of 

social services by Spanish and Portugese wome~ in Toronto 

concluded "that social service ins~ 

different' concept of the reality 

immigrant women themselves. For exa 

very 

igration than the 

e1igibility for 

social programs to assist with adjustment to the new country 

is limited to three years after arriva1 in Canada sinee it 

is assumed that immigrants will be completely "assimilated" 

after this period of time (Bodnar and Reimer 1979). 

However, the immigrant women report that economic 

difficulties, language problems, difficulties finding work 

and difficulties on the job last far beyond the alloted 

three year periode When the women seek assistance for 

problems generated by the difficulties of migration, health 

professionals tend ta reinterpret them as mental illness, or ~ 

a lack of motivation on the part of the women to adapt to 

life in Canada (Bodnar and Reimer:1979). 

The problems women face are handled by agencies in 
individual terms as problems of "mental illness" 
or"cultural background. These approaches preveht 
a woman from seeing her difficulties in relation 
to the social contexts in which they occur. The 
i&ldivi'dual becomes the problem: her cultural 
background, her mental state. The social matrix 
of her experience is not relevant. A disjuncture 
is created between the official explanations and 
the actual situations which created difficulties 
'for her to b~gin with (Bodnar and Reimer 1979:1). 

Skodra discusses a similar situation with Southern 
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European women in Toronto (1987). The socio-economic 

. difficulties experienced by the women continue for many 

years after immigration. She reports that the women seek 

a'ssistance when they can no longer wi th the problems or 

when they literally bec~me painful and re thus interpreted 

~ by them as medical problems. However e social origins of 

the problems are generally reinterpre 

mental health problems by health professionals and treated 

with drug therapy (Skodra 1987:39-40). The social char~ter 

of the illness is lost in this encounter as are the women's 

own Interpretations of it. 

Interestfngly, as indicated in the above examples, the 

reification of disease also perpetuates ,the mind/body 

dichotomy of Western medicine. It appears that the 

classification systems of the health care professionals 

allow the problems to be considered as either dis3ase QX 

illness but not both. The woroen described by Skodra are 

seeking medical assistance because the social problems have 

become truly painful, the social distress is continuous with 

the physical discomfort. However the models of the health 

care workers limit classification to either diseases 

requiring medical inte~ention, or "psychosomatic" problems 

in which the physical dimension of the illness is thought to 

be absent or greatly èxaggerated. 

4.4 The Importance of Balance, Control, and the Emotion, in 
Greek concepts of Health and Illness 

!~ Concepts of health-and illness, labels of and 
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explanations for disease, and decision-making processes for 

seeking medical assistance vary across cultures. T~ey are 

formed through practice as part of the process of 

enculturation in relation to different social, cultural, 

economic and envfronmental experiences and beliefs. 

Because the Greek families interviewed are farst-generation 

immigrants, the "archaeology of the i<fnt>l ic i t" must beg in 

with an examination of concepts of health and illness in 

Greece to achieve an understanding of the meaning and 

.xperience of nevra for Greek women in Montreal. 2 

In both the Hippocrat!c and Galenic treatises, 

(approximately 400 B.C. and 150-200 A.D respectively) the 

environment and climate are said to be threats to health and 

emotional complaints 'such as anxiety, grief, me1ancholy and 

sadness are reported as being associated with physical 
( 

illness (Lock in press:10). The concept of nerves was 

particularly important in G~lenic medicine where their 

function WqS portrayed as carrying the psychic pneuma (or 

vita~ essence) to the organs thus serving "as the vehicles 

for communication between mind and body, reason and action" 

(Lock in press:9-10). 0 

While there are large gaps in the history of,popular 

medicine making it difficult to trace the development of 

concepts such as nerves, Lock rêports an apparent continuity 

in certain b~~,~. precepts over time. In particular the 
\ 

importance of maintaining physiological equilibrium through 

balancing both internal and external forces is stressed 

r' 



(Lock in press:10) and the lack of division between mind and 
l 

body is apparent in such apprcaches. Recent anthropologica~ 
; -!' 

studies ~ nerves indicate that these ideas continue t~ be~ 
important (see, for example, Davis and Guarnaccia:in press). 

In a study of three rural Greek communities in the 

1960~~, the Blums note that health ie greatly valued and i~ 

010sely linked to notions of balance and moderation: 

[There is a] general exhortation to be moderate: 
INothing ta excess. 1 Moderation in work and 
appetites is not enoughi there must also be 
moderation in onele internal state sa that one has 
emotional balance, avoids undue worry, and pursues 
both internal tranquillity and external stability. 
Man, some of them say, was put in nature by God to 
be the harmonioue ~lement; to achieve this 
harmony, he must himself be in balance (1965:138). 

The emotions are said to account for a number of illnesses 

such as stomach aches, headaches and dizzyness and 

contribute to diseases of the organs along with fatigue, bad 

food, overstimulation and harsh weather (1965:115, 122). 

The appropriate therapy for a number of disorders includes 

the reestablishment of "emotional tranquility" ~nd avoidance 

--of excesses of worry, work, food and alcohol (1 : 116) . 

The descriptions of health reported aboya are_very 

similar to those given by the Greek respondents as d 

in Chapter Three. A physiological notion of health 
~ 

involving the balance of emotions, body, and environment was 

common in describing the concept of health by the Greek 

immigrants and explaining reasons for illness. Health 

depends on maintaining a balance and exercising moderation 

in lifestyle, work and activities~ Loss of control through 
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overwork, overeating and being overly emotional figured 

predominantly in explanation~ of illness. 

In a study of rural Greek women's, concepts of health, 

Arnold also found that health is considered to be more than 

merely the absence of disease. Health is 1inked to concepts 

of balance and the control of body boundaries or what Arnold 

calls the "integrity of self" (1983:21). She found that the 

!" human body is, considered a microcosm of the village and 

emphasis was placed on strict control of the boundaries of 
n 

the body and the village (1983:1). In particu1ar, the Greek - ~ 

women considered bodily processes su ch as menstruation 

pol1uting and t~us requiring careful control. The 

-~ i~por~ance of control in health,has direct implications for 

women's roles and behaviour in the village. 

4.5 ~ONOUR, SHAME, AND GENDER ROLES 

Roles for men and women are still associated in many 

Greek families with the concepts of honour and shame as an 

organizing principle. While the specifies of the system 

vary regionally and culturally it is generally based on the 

assumption that men protect the family honour through their 

philotimo (manliness) while women's sexua1 shame or m?desty 

(dropi) must be protected through their carefully controlled 

behaviour. 

Herzfeld cautions about generalization from the 

e_ specifie terms of philotimo and dropi to Greek society as a 

whole, because he finds sorne variation in the usage and 
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meaning of the terms in different culture areas (1980:3391. 

1984; 19~6). His critique has prompted a number~of debates 
" 

on the issu~,(see Gi1mote 1986, for examp1e). However, 
, ~ 

while specifie terminology is eontested, it is generaily 
, 

agreed that there is a strong division betw~n male and 

female roles in rural Greece. 3 

The importance of the division and, separation 
between mare and female as both a basic element of 
social structure and a key dimension of the ? 
symbolic s;ystem has long beeI'lo noted in the , ,. 
1iteratu~~ on the Mediterranean genera1ly. In 
Greece the natures of men and women, as deseribed 

.in ethnographie acc~nts, are perceived not onlX 
as different, but al~o in many ways as being in 
opposition in a mainèr which crystalizes 
fundamental cultural values. These oppositions 
may be viewed by the members of the culture as 

~ justification for the allocation of social roles 
(Dubisch 1983:186). 
-

The concept of family honour has important implications 

for appropriate behaviour and expression by women. Family 
. 

honour is constantly being scrutinized by other families, 

thus the discussion of family problems with outsiders is 

discouraged. In order to protect their dropi women must 

exert self-control both in private and public4 . As Hirschon 

notes, this presents something of a paradox for the women. 

In order for a family to mainfain its honour and prestige it 

must maintain an active social life and be "open"(1978:16), 

yet for women "openness" is a potentially dangerous state. 

It can only be overcome through the mediumship of one's 

husband and the creation of a household and famlly. E~en 

within this private sphere a women's behaviour is 

controlled, and her "uncontrol1ed"~~use, or 

l' ,,~ 
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"uncontro11ed~' ,1 sp"eech are a ref1ection on the fami1y' s 
~ ,"':,tt {~ .. " ~ 

-honour. .. 

~Ubi~Ch r~ports a simi1ar phenomenon i~er ~iscussion 

of the rel~ti6nship betw~en the body (particu1ar1y the ~ 

fema1~_bqçiy)', th~ nouse, and socta1 orde; in rura17Greece 
l '"'" _, 

(1986; 195) . Sh~ :no:tes a contrastabetweeh'the hou~ as . .. .. , . ~ , 
'oJ 

order realm Qf c1ern1inéss'and -, ,~_. J and the atreet which 

signifies the op~o~te -- ,dirt and inunora1ity. 

There i$. a para11el between ideas about the house 
and tho,àe abolit the body. Just" as there is a ( 
contra st between inside and outside the house, a 
distinction is made between the inner and outer 
body, and it is important that the boundary 
between them be main~ained (Dubisch 1986:201). . . 

a 

·".She notes that this is consistent with the view that women 

. :shou1d be confined to the house, and the discussion of 
. '.~-

~-~-fân;i1Y m~tters Sh,;>U.ld not cross the boundary of the house. 

This has implications for the health of women: 

The Greek word for dêpression (stenahoria) means 
lia .narrow p1a.ce". It is a condition more often 
comp1ained of by women than by men and suggests 
the greater restriction of women and the symbo1ism~ 
of c10sed versus open (Dubisch 1986:n.11). 

The importance 'of the househo1d in the creation of 

gender identities and the sodia1 order in Greek society 

para11e1s Bourdieu's description ,of the Kabyle. The 
1 ( 

househo1d is the site for the embodiment of the "structuring 

. 

J 

l' 

structures", to use Bourdieu's tern, which define gender \ 
<:1 

rel~tions and appropriate behaviours for men and women. In 

the ca~e of the Greeks in Montreal, howeve~, the 1ink 

between househo1d, order, and the embodiment of social 

relations has another dimension. Informants' statements 
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clear~y link the issue of women's health to concerna about 

the order a~d control of the house. Not surprisingly then, . 

disorder of the house brought on by changes~in the household 

associated witQ migration, particul~rly for women (as will 

be discussed below) may result in sickness. 

The link between body boundaries and household margina 

described in Dubi~h and Arnold's accounts is evident in the 

Greek womenl~ discussions'of nevra. In particula~, the 

"1066 of control" in ,attacks of nevra which result in 

"bursting out" or "breaking out" and the need to "draJ the 

merves back inside" stand as particularly potent metaphora 

for the social distress experienced. 
el 

Comaroff describes à similar phenomenon in her 

discussion of Tsidi rites of affliction in South Africa 
\ , 

,( 1985a and 1985b). 'She (ë'{rgues that the oppression of the 

Tsidi by the larger South African society is expressed and,~ . .~ 

in part, ~edressed in the collective healing ri~~s of 
o • 

zionism in which they partake. In particular she regards 

the two Key metaphors "thirst" and "oppression" used i'-n the 
1,. 

healing ceremonies as both metaphors and metonyms of the 

social relations experienced by the Tsidi. Patr~kego or 

oppression, 

[A]lso connotes "depr~ssion", "being forced into a 
narrow space, " or becoming "shriveled" or forcibly 
,"compressed"; it suggests a contraction Ofl . 
physical beirig through pressure on external 
marg,ins (Comaroff 1985b:19). 

The metaphor of oppression l~nks "the fprcible narrowing of 

bodily space to the severely restricted physical and social 
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mobility" of the Tsidi (Comaroff 1985b:25). Thus physical 

signs have come to indicate a"change in'the aecio-cultural 
Il' .. 

order. 

The concept of "oppression" among the Tsidi and its 

link to the forcible constriction of body ·boundaries is very 

similar to the concept of stenoxoria e~pressed by Many of 

the Greek women. The sense of "narrowness of sp~ce", 

mentioned by Many of the respondents, resulting from the 
.... 

changes in migration and difficu~ties of work and family 

life is thought to resul~ in the breaking out or bursting 

oùt of nevra sufferers. As was most vividly described by 

Yiannoula, the pressures on the body margins result in a 

discontinuity of body and self. However, unlike the Tsidi 

case, the experience of nevra among the Greek women is not . 
made into a collective ritual of resistance because su ch 

behaviour is thought to be un?cceptable for women. 

Gender differences in behaviour and forms of expression 

partially explain why Greek women seek Medical assista~ 
for their nevra. As one community worker noted, shouting- ) 

and screaming is considered acceptable for a male. The 

expression of nerves for men can be a sign of manliness, 

meaning for example, "1 'm a nervous guy /) so watch, out, l 

don't take a lot! ,,5. In, the case of Panagiota, fo.r example, 

as described in Chapter Three, her husband's yelling and ( 
screaming were not thought to necessitate Medical attention, 

yet for Pangiota it was. Women usually express nerves as a 

- sign of victimization -- "My nerves are broktn. l am 
f 
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" , 
~feated." )Phe shouting and screaming which accompany neyra 

are GonsiQered inappropriate behaviour' for women and are . 
thus seen to signify a .lack of control. This encourages a 

definition of t~em as sick'and henc~ necesRitates medical 

attention, however the medical encounter by definition is 

one between an individual patient and a practitioner and as 

seen in the case studier of nevra fre~entli results in the 

;medicalization' of the i~ess. o~' " 
-

4.6 THE SOCIAL RELATIONS OF NEVRA • 

~ While cultural factors shape the expression and 

experience of nevra, it is crucial to consider the very real 

social and material conditions of the Greek immigrants, in 

particular those experienced by the women, in order ta 

understand what is being expressed by nevra. 

The experience of migratdon from the perspective of 

immigrant women has been largely ignored until recently when 

attention was drawn to the issue by a study on Portugese 

female migrants to the United states (Smith 1980) li. Smith 
.\ ' 

argue~ that a consideration of the active role women play in 

the décision to migrate and in the adjustment of the family 

to the new country leads to a very different understanding 

of the mlgratidn process. In reponse ta this argument a 

number of studies have been initiated which examine women's 

perspectives on and experier:ce of immigration, particularly 

in Canada (see Cassin and Newton 1979; Juteau-Lee and 

Roberts 1981; Ng and Estable 1987; Ng and Ramirez 1981; 
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Rieciutelli and stamp 1987, for example). 
1 , 

The the6retiea~ or.ientation of the literature on 
, 

immigrant women to date has been to debate the extent to 
" which the problems faced by immigrant women are a refledtion 

l , , 
of ethnicity or cultural,values~ their class position as 

immigrants-, or gender discrimination both within the 

dominant society and their own ethnie group. 

As previously discussed, problems faced by immigrant 
, 

women ~re gener?lly viewed as ones of "cultural adjustment" 

and "value conflicts" while the soclal and materiât .b., 
, 

conditions of immigration are largely ignored (cf. Cassin 

and Newton 1981). Juteau-Lee and Roberts argue that 

ethnicity 'is a social construct whach is often used to 

"justify the subordination and exploitation of those to whom 
~I ' 

these characteristics are assigned" (19èlivii). Ethnicity 

is eono~ueted in institutional settings such as contact 

with immigration officiaIs, legal officiaIs and social 

services. This indicates that rather than focussing on ù 

\ < ethnie eharaeteristics per se, it ~Gi De more useful to 

eonsider those social relations which are key to the 

'. 

constitution of ethnicity. Thus here l want to suggest that ,~ 

) 

instead of focussing exclusively on the ethnie components of 

neyr~ an understanding of the health of immigrant women must 

begin by analyzing the social relations of their existence. 

Immigrant women forro a captive labour market because 

many families had to spend their entire savings to come from 

po or countries and they have an immediate need for 
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• employment. Their low level Q.f schooling i'n the home 
1 

country and lack of fluency in English or French 1imit their 

opportunities to move intô other emp10yment sectora 

(Arnopou1os 1979:89). Arnopoulos notes that immigra~t wornen 

are overrepresented in low-wage service and manufacturing 
~. ' ~ 
sector Jobs such as dOmesjic6, building cleaners and sewing 

mac~ne operators (1979: 3
i
) • In fact, one third of a1l 

·immigrant women are l~cated in the two poorest paying 

.sectors of the occupationa1 structure. Their location in 

this sector is not accidentaI but a result of immigration , 
" 
pOlicies of the 19506 and 19606 in which unskilled and serni-

skilled service and manufacturing workers were encouraged t6 

immigrate to Canada (1979:4). 

",j Kessari6 argues that lack of languâge skills restricts 

wom'en 'to jobs wi thin their own ethnie communi ty • ~ They often 

become part of a hidden, cheap labour force for other 

members of the ethnie group (Kessaris 1979:16-~7). Thus, 

the view that people "choose" to remain.y the ethnie 

community is often not accurate. 

Govarnment services in ~uebec 6uch as free language 

classes are avai1able only to workers who can demonstate a 

need for the skill in the labour market. In contrast to 

cana<t-ian wamen; over ha1f of the immigrant women work, yet:. Q 

they are classified during the imm~gration process aa 

dependents of their husbands, further, limiting their 

e1igibility for sorne social programs (Ng and Ramirez 

1981:51). Fear of deportation because of their tenuous ( 
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status as dependents often prevents women from leaving 

violent fami1y situations' (Epstein, Ng, and Trebble 1985), 

from becoming active in union activities, or being able to 

report incidents of sexua1 harrassment on the job 
~ 

(Arnopou10s 1979). 

One-half of the textile and_almost aIl of, the clothing 

workers in Montreal are women (Arnopoulos 1979:7) and as 
''i 

indicated in Chapter Three this was the predominant 

occupation among the Greek women interviewed for this study. 

The pressure of piecework, and homework, and the double-work 

day were seen by the Greek women as major contributors to 

~'the prob1em of nevra. Because these issues figure so 
l 

predom(nantlY in the info~ants descriptions of nevra 

must Jxamine the issue further. 

we 

/ 

// 

/ Much has been written about the organization and 

~nditions of work in ~he garment factoriea (see Gannagé 

1~7 and Teal 1986 for detailed discussions of the garment 

indùatries in Toronto and Montreal respectively). In 

general~ hours of work are long, pay is low, and people have 
\ 

to dea~ wi~? high noise levels, extreme'temperature changes, 

poor venti1atio~<ûnd the,pressure to work quickly 
\ ' 

(Goldenberg 1984 ;'1,.0). M~ny of the employees are paid on a 

piece rate making the day's wages de;erminate on how much 
~:J 

one produces in a day., ' There is ~ltt1e job security, no 

guarantee of full shifts, and the work is seasonal, with 

periods of intense employment followed by long periods of 

unemp1oyment. The average number of work weeks per 
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employee, per year, was reported in a 1984 study as 28 

(Go1denberg 1984:10). 
; 

The poor eeonomie conditions and pressures of the 

workp1ace and their effects on health1~e not limited to 

women, of course, but task differentiation by gen~er does 

oceur both on the shop floor and in the union structure (see 

Gannagé 1987 and Teal 1986). The few skilled jobs -- those 

of the cutters, for example -- are held by men. A two

tiered system of union bargaining often takes place by which 

good contracts are seeured for the male elite cutters and 
1 

1 
low rates are maintained for the women sewing-machin~v- ,1 

\ 

operators (Arnopoulos 1979:15). 

Another difficult situation affecting many immigrant 

women, especially Greeks in Montreal, is homework; that is, 

doing piecework in the home for the garment industry. There 

are estimated to be about 20,000 homeworkers in Montreal 

(Goldenberg 19B4: 10) .. Johnson (1982) notes that the origine 

of homework go back to cottage industry and homework in 

Britain during the industrial revolution (see also Gonick 

1987 for a discussion of the history of homework). While it 
c:, 

was banned in the united states after extensive trade union 
« , 

protest, there is a recent move to remove the ban. In 

Canada homework was never discontinued, and is now on the 

increa~e (Johnsor) 19B2:9) • 

Homework continues ta flaurish in law-incarne 
communities, and to attract ae workers the most 
vulnerable and dependent individuals -- for 
example, recent immigrants, disabled persons, 
mothers of youn~ childlon (1982:54). 
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The reasons ~or the existence of homework today are the 

same as they have alwaya been -- for the workers it ia a way 

to combine household commitments with paid employment, and 

for the employer it reduces overhead and keeps wages down. 

In documenting the conditions of the job and its pay, 

Johnson notes that homework is one of the most exploitative 

of labour situations. Workers are generally responsible for 

buying and maintaining their own machines, purchasing 

special attachments for new clothing styles, paying their 

increased home utility costs and the costs of transporting 

the g~ods to and from the factories (1982:71-72). 

The pricen paid for work are exceedingly low -- often 

calculated at the minimum wage per hour or lower, with no 

overtime benefits. Because of the seasonal nature of the 

garment tra~ the workload is upredictable and fluctuates 

fro~ intens\ periods of 12 hours per day to periods of no 

work at aIl (1982:60). 

The majority of homeworkers in Canada are immigrant 

women with young children. They are a particularly captive 

labour force, since they face problems of language, 

education, and lack of skilled work experience when entering 

the job market. The extra burden of young children to care 

for further limits their jOb flexibility. Homework is 

ostensibly a jOb which allows them to maintain their home 

responsibilities as well as earn s~e income and'is often 

their only viable option. This was certainly the case among 

the Greek respondents since many of the women who are now 
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doing homework had previously worked in garment factories 

until they had children. 

Johnson's interviews with homeworkers show the costa to 

the worker often outweigh the benefite. Among the health 

hazards the respondents reported are back problems, noise 

pollution, and dust inhalation from fabric (1982':77-79). 

The most serious health problem reported is stress from the 

intense pressures to meet deadlines and the competing 

pressure of the jobs of homemaker and homeworkert 

Johnson reports, 

When aeked to identify the disadvantages of 
homework, the most frequently cited problem was 
that the workers nover felt able to relax. 
Because there are no fixed hours and no breaks, 
homeworkers feel that they are under constant 
pressure to produce (1982:79). 

The hours of homework are squeezed in between other 

household responsibilities and the women feel totally unable 

to separate out their home life and work life. There ia 

little room for relaxation or socializing. A similar 

complaint of being unable to separate out home life and work 

life was a frequent complaint among the Greek women 

interviewed. 

# 

In addition to the pressures of work, Ng and Ramirez 

(~981) argue that other changes experienced upon migration 

and the move from a rural agricultural society to an urban 

industrial one are more than just cultural. They involve a 
, 

reorganization of immigrant families including less support 

from the extended family, the adjustment of-the wife's home 

routine to the husband's industrial work schedule, and the 
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privati'zation of women' s work in individua1 homes. For 

women who don't work outside the home, dependency_on the 

husband is increased. A similar occurrence is reported by 

Pavlides and Hesser (1986) for women in rU'ral Greece as 

discussed earlier in this chapter. 

In a comparative study of women of Portugese, Greek, 

Haitian and Colurnbian origin in Montreal, Meintel et al. 

(1987) found that while immigrant wornen's incarnes were 

increased, their work became increasingly nuc1earized in the 

home after migration, and flexibili ty in handling domestic 

chores and childcare were lost6 . 

For virtually all of them incarne increased 
substantially, but at the cost of reduced autonomy 
in the work process and a more rigorouslY 
controlled work environment such that flexibility 
for managing domestic responsibilities is limited. 
In some cases, this has meant a longer work day; 
more commonly, it has meant'an intensified pace of 
work, even when the type of work (eg. piece-work 
done at home) is ostensibly the same as before 
migration. Moreover, this intensification \ 
characterizes domestic as wel1 as wage work 
(1987:273) . 

These concerns are simi1ar ta those expressed by the 

Greek respondents. As previous1y noted in Chapter Three the 

pace of work in North America was percei ved as much more 

frantic than in Greece. The loss of chi1dcare and d'omestic 
~ 

assistan~e from,the extended family and the high cost of 

daycare often lead the women to commence homework after the 

birth of a child. 

Meintel's respondents also felt that the structure of 

homework was different in their home country than in Canada. 
ri 

Home-based craftswomen appear,- from their 
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accounts, to have worked in an atmosphere of 
sociability, sometimes in the company of mothers 
or sisters living nearby ••.• Thus home-based 
work was not entirely isolating and seems to have 
been done at a less frenetic pace than in Canada. 
Overall, the accounts collected give the 
impression that domestic needs partly determined 
the timing and pace of market work done for the 
family enterprise or out of the home (Meintel et 
al 1987:282). 

For many women who work- outside of the home, another 

frequent complaint is the double-work day. Women hold the 

primary responsibility for maintaining the household as weIl 

as their full-time or part-time job. While this ie not a 
" 

situation particular to immigrant women, or even working-

class wornen, the economic pressures these families are under 

make it difficult to alleviate the pressures they experience 

by eating out in restpurants or paying for outside help. 
• 

Lack of social support for women is another problem 
. ..,. 
discussed in many of the studies of immigrant women and was 

mentioned as a concern by the Greek respondents. While the 

men frequent the numerous coffee bars (kafenia) along Park 

Avenue and in Park Extension, as places to discuss politics 

and sports, and escape the pressures of work and home, there 

are no similar outlets for women. Fort y percent of the 

Greek respondents belong to one of the Greek associations'in 
ri 

Montreal but most do not actively participate, especiall~ 

the women. Several of the women point out that since they 

married men from outside thei~ villages, the Montreal 

organizations their husbands belong to do not include their 

. own villagers or friends. Of those who do belong to an 

organization, almost two-thirds (64%) say they would not go 
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to other members of the group fOr help or advice. Most of 

the respondents identify themselves as Greek Orthodox (92 

percent). While attendence at major celebrations such as 

Easter, weddings, and various feast days is high, most of 

the respondents are not regularly active in the church. 

Ninety-seven percent of the respondents say that the 

church had no role to play in health and social problems. 

__ Extended family members are also not generally 

perceived as social support. Many of the respondents say 

that other family members have their own problems to worry 

about. Others suggest that in the Greek community social 

ties are maintqined more closely with the husband's family 

and thus the wife has no one to talk with about problems at 

home. In addition many respondents still feel it is 

inappropriate to talk about family problems outside of the 

immediate family since it is thought to bring dishonour upon 

the family as a whole. 

The Iack of a cohesive and support ive community among 

the Greeks is echoed in analyses by Nagata (1969) and 

Chimbos (1975) in their respective studies of Toronto and 

Montreal. Divisions in the community were found to be based 

on political and economic differences, and regional 

di~ferences in the homeland. Two different waves of 

emigration (the pre and post war periods) have produced 

different interests in the new country (Chimbos 1975). The 

older more established immigrants are concerned about 
/ 

pa~sing on the âreek langua'ge and traditions to the younger 
\ 

"
\ 

\ 
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generation through language and folklore classes-;, The more 

recent immigrants are interested in improving labour 

conditions and addressing social concern's. Arnopoulos 

argues that federal multicultural polieies which emphasize 

the funding of cultural activites r~ther than social action 

'programs have reinforced the interests of the older more 

established migrants (Arnopoulos 1979:50). 

4.7 CONCLt,JSION 

It is evident in the above discussion that an 

understanding of nevra can only come from a close analysis 

of both the cultural aspects of illness construction and the 

social relations of the illness, in particular gender 

relations and the work situations of the Greek women. A 

review of literature on i11ness in Greece and among Greek 

immigrants indicates that while respondents recognize a link 

between the social relations of their existence and the 

emotional and physlcal dlstress they are experiencing, lt lB 

generally reinterpreted by health professionals as anxiety, 

depression or adaptation syndrome. 

Literature onhealth beliefs in Greece reveals that 

the concepts of balance and control are central concerns in 

maintaining hea1th and have implications for women's roles 

and behaviour which are thought to reflect on family honour. 

The household ls import~nt in creating gender identities and 

social order in Greeee and the link between body boundaries 

and household are evident in the discussions of nevr~, 
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particularly as expressed through the term stenoxoria. 

Wh11e cultural factors are important in understanding 

how illness is expressed and experienced, it is essential ~o 

_closely examine the social relations of the Greek women in 

Montreal to understand why women experience nevra more 

frequently than men and what the term means for them. The 

pressured conditions of garment work and homework, the 

double-work day experienced by the women, the lack of social 

support for women in the Greek community, and their limited 

opportunities for the expression of social,distress are aIl 

e~bodied in the concept of nevra. 

\ , 
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ENDNOTES - CHAPTER FOUR 

Danforth r~cognizes a similarity in the symptoma 
of those experiencing nevrika and those 'suffering 
from the saint' (the Anastenarians), but he notes 
that for the Kostilides the illnesses are mutually 
exclusive (1979: 55). "If someone experiencing any 
of the above symptoms is cured after consulting a 
'neurologist-psychiatrist', then it is clear that 
he was sUffering from nevrika. If, however, he ia 
cured after carrying out ~he recommendations of 
the Anastenarides, or if he actually becomea an 
Anastenaris, then it is clear that he was 
'suffering from the saint' . . 
This i8 not to suggest in a pos.itivistic fashion that 
ther~ is one unified, tim~less 'concept of health among 
the Greeks. As Herzfeld .( 1984) has aptly observed in 
writing a~out Mediterranean ethnography, the 
generaliz(tion~ created by anthropologists ha~e often 
led to "the perpetuation of cultural stereotypes" 
(1984:439) rather than the synthesis of knowledge about 
localized areas. 

l am u8ing the term "Greek concept of health" here to 
facilitate a comparison of a concept of health as 
described by many of the Greek immigrants intervlewed 
(and 8eems similar to those reported in other studies 
of health in Greece, see Blum and Blum 1965)'which is 
based on the balance of mind, body, and environment and 
contrasts markedly with the reductionistic view of 
disease characteristic of our own biomedical system. 
It is recognized that concepts of health vary in time 
and place in Greeee anq among'different individuala. 

3. It should aga in be kept in mind,that the constructs 
used are heuristie devices enabling a eomparison 
between the experience of the immigrants in Greeee and 
North America. Again variations oceur in time and 
placé, in different stages of the life cycle (see Clark 
1983), and among individuals within the'culture. 

4. An interesting exception to this is the highly 
developed use of lament (for the dead) among Greek 
women. Caravelli notes that the ritual lament is 
viewed as the domain of women because it is thought 
that suffering is a realm in which wome~ dominate 
(19B6:177)~ She draws similarities between the use of 
lament as~/a form of social protest by the women and 
forms of pirit possession experienced by women in 

~èher cul ures (cf. Crapanzano and Garrison 1977). _ In 
addition to the traditional grievance against death, 
Caravelli found that lamenta can be used to comment on 
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a variety of topics from the ffects of the changing 
economy on familes, pol events, the social role 
of women in an androce ric village and : "protest 
against doctors and pr ctices of modern medicine is a 
frequent thème" (1986:183). 

~ 
A similar usage of nerves for men can be found in 
Belmonte (1979). In discussing the use of violence in 
the Neapolitan family, two of his informants r~port 
with pride that they are nervoso and can't he 
responsible for their behaviour when they are angered 
(1979: 100, 116). 

6. Sutton reports a similar phenomenon being experienced 
by.vil1age women in Amorgos, Greece upon migrating to 
1arger centres to find emp10yment (1986). While most 
of the women had worked in 'the village, and were also 
responsible for household chores, "this housework is 
schedu1ed to match the needs of externally-directed 
work. Children are watched by relatives, 1eft to play 
in the village platia, sent to school, or taken to the 
fields when their mothers are outside ~ the house 
(1986:38) • 

. 
4 --. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - CONCLUSION 

The aim of this thesis is to explain the rneaninq of 

nevra for Greek women in Montreal and expand on our ---- ... 

understanding of how social relations become ernbodied. 

,Nevra is expressed in both a day to day context and the 

clinical setting prirnarily by wornen. The symptoms of neyra rA 

v~iy, but usually include a feeling of 'loss of control' and 

the Ibursting' or 'breaking out' of onels nerves leading to 

inappropriate behaviour such as screaming and shouting. 

Attacks of nevra are often accompanied by headaches, 

dizzyness, body pain, and feelings of ~elancholy. It ls 

~ttri~~ted by respondents to the difficulties of thelr lives 

in North America, language problems, the anxos (anxiety) of 

the piecework system in the factories, gknder roles, the 

double-work day, family problems, and the general stenoxoria 

(dist~ess) of life in Canada. Nevra as a normal expression 

of distress is êhought to be best dealt wlth alone or in the 

family context. 

As a sickness, nevra is almost exclusively experienced 

~ by wornen. The symptorns of nevra as sickness are described 

in physical terms as feelings of 'loss of control', and 

headaches, dizzyness, pa~n, stenoxoria and anxos. Loss of 
fil 

control is said to result in unacceptabla behaviour and to 

contribute to family problems. 

In a medical setting nevra ie frequently diagnosed as 

anxiety syndrome, depression, or an adaptation syndrome and 

frequently treated with tranquilizers. This tends to result 
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in a chronic sick role for the patient. As discussed in 

Chapters Two and Four, such responses are inadequate and 
" 

reflec~ the "reification" of diséase in biomedicine rather 

than the women's own experience of the illness. 

To reach an understanding of the meaning of nevra, and 

why social distress is expressed through the body, it is 

essential to begin by looking at Greek con~Pts of health 

and i11ness. The review of the respondents' concepts of 

health presented in Chapter Three and the comparative 

discussion of hea1th and illness beliefs in Greece in 
,( 

Chapter Four indicate that balance and control~of .body, 

mind, and environment are central to health beliefs a~ have 

implications for women's roles and behaviour. 

Using Bourdieu's concept of habitus as an analytical 
" tool, it becomes apparent that women's identities, body 

boundaries, social order and health are linked thrpugh the 

household and any disruption of household order may result 

in il1 hea1th for women. As ~ourdieu shows, in the case of 

the Kabyle (discussed in Chapter Two) , the househo1d becomes 

a repository of social meaning where gender roles, 
) 
appropriate behaviour and means of expression become 

embodied through dai1y practice. 

While it i5 important to consider the cultural 

construction of illn~s experience and expression, a full 
/' 

understanding,of the meaning of nevra cannot be achieved 
, 

without moving away from the "reification" of disease toward 

reincorporating the soci~l relations of il1ness into the 
.~ 
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- " analysis. In the particular example of nevra in Montreal, 

the pressured conditions of work in the garment factories, 

the double-work day experienced by women, the lack of social 

support for women i~ the Greek community, and the changes to 

family and work life upon migration constrain already 

limi ted opportuni ties for the women to expr'ess social 

distress and are thus embodied as nevra. 

5.2 A COMPARISON OF NEVRA WITH ANALYSES OF NERVES AND 
NERVIOS 

As in Lowls analysis of nervios in Costa Rica (1981), 

" nerves .for the Greeks in Montreal, as an everyday expression 

of social distress, are indicative of a "lOBS of control" 
1 

and the opposite of "tranquility" which one tries to 

maintain. The etiologies of nevra are linked to family 

problems, gender relations and economic difficulties. The 

expression of nevra may be a way of trying to improve a 

difficult, family situation or generate a support ive response 

from one's family. As Davis (1983; 1982) discusses for 

Newfoundland women, nerves can be a way of articulating the 

stress and worry of everyday life and anticipating and 
,1 

coping with day to day pressures and insecuritieB. When 

responded to positively by family members, nerves can be 0". 
viewed as a realis~ic way of coping. 

Nevra as sickness in Montreal, however, differs in 

epidemiology from Low's Costa Rican population. In Lowls 

study nervios was presented by both women and men in medical 

cli11ics, howev~~, in the Montreal population it was almost 
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exclusively women who sought medical help for their nevra. 

Neyra in Montreal bears more ressemblance to nerves as 

described in case studies of Eastern Kentucky and Latinos in 

the Northeastern united states, and current studies of -the 

expression of social distress through the body. 

The~specific etiologies of nevra in Montreal vary from 

those of nerves in other parts of the world. They are 

related directly to the social and material conditions of, 

, the Greek immigrants in Montreal, to gender relations in 

that population, to cultural understandings of the female 

body, and to appropriate means of expressing distress. 

Informants cite the conditions of work in the garment 

factories, the weather and its implications for being 

closeted.or crowded in the house during the winter months, 

the effects of migration upon the family, and the double-

work day as majo~ contributing factors. Nevra should be 

seen as a culturally constituted metaphor for distress as 

Low suggests. However, the particular content of that 

distress reflects the specifie social and material 
u 

conditions of, and gender relations in Montreal's Greek 

community. It is expected that similar distinctions would 

prove important for other cultural groups suffering from 

nerves. 

5.3 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

This thesis points to a number of directions for future 

research. An analysis of data on the incidence and etiology 
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of nevra among Greek immigrants in the U.S. and Australia, 

as well as Greeks in their homeland would provide valuable 

information on the specificity of nevra in differènt 

locales, and~hus -the r~lative importance of cultural, 

socia~nd economic factors i~ t e expression and meaning of 

ne~ FOllowing on Bourdieu's c ncept of habitus, it would 

be interesting to examine osely the link between 
~ household, order, health, and the female body in 

contemporary Greeee and regional variations of the concepts. 

It would also be a useful to follow up on the recent 

references to nerves and the prescription of tranqullizers 

to rural Greek women experiencing distress (described in 

Chapter Four) as a result of their changing role in the home 

and compare the experience and t:t'eatment of nevra in Greeee 

wi th nevra in Montreal. ;1 -",,,S'\,-.. 
/ ,.; 
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APPENDIX A 

GLQSSARX OF FREQUENTLY USED GREEK TERMS 

l have used a common form of transliteration for the Greek 
terms, however, as there is no one standardized format a 
slight variation may occur in sorne of the quotations used in 
the texte 

onxos (anxiety) , alternate spelling anhos 

dropi (shame) 

kafenia (coffee bar) where Turkish-style coffee ia served 

krasls (constitution-or character of the individual) 

neyra (nerves) 

patridha (home land) 

philotimo (manliness) related ta the ramily honour, 
alternate spelling filotimo 

steooxoria (distress) - literally means narrowness of space, 
'sometimes translated as depression (see quote for Dubisch in 
chapter.four), stress, or sorrow; alternate spelling 
steoohoria. For a detailed discussion of the term see note 
6, Chapter Three. 
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APPENDIX B 

GENERAL FAMILY INTERVIEWS QUOTED IN TH~ TEXT 

The following is a list (in chronological order) of the 
general family interviews (GFI) quoted in the texte Basic 
biographical data on the respondents and their families is 
provided after each entry to assist the reader in 
contextualizing informants comreents in the texte 

1. Garment worker, age 30, married with one child, came 
from Samos in 1970. ,. Husband - garment worker, age 44 
came from Kalamata in 1966 (GFI #10). 

2. Housewife, age 35, married with two children came from 
Epidauros in 1968. Husband - industrial painter, age 
42, câme from Crete in 1967 (GFI #20). 

3. Secretary, age 32, married with one child, came from 
Athens in 1968. Husband - teacher, age 36, came from 
Athens in 1968 (GFI #36). 

4. Housewife, age 42, married with three chi1dren, came to 
from Sparta in 1975. Husband - restaurant worker, age 
44, came from Sparta in 1975 (GFI #60). 

5. Cleaner, age 38, married with two children, came from 
Crete in 1971. Husband - cleaner, age 38, came from 
Crste in 1971 (GFI #7). 

6. Housewife, age 33, married with three chi1dren, came 
from Tripolis in 1968. Husband - owns variety store, 
age 41, carne from Nafp1io in 1968 (GFI #9). 

<' 7. Housewife, age 26, married with two ch:t1dren, came from 
Leucada in 1972. Husband - bakery worker, age 36, came 
from Leucada in 1971 (GFI #33). 

, 
8. Garment worker...t age 35, married with two children, 

came to Montreal from Rhodes in 1966. Husband
restaurant ownerjworker, age 37, came from 
Thessalonika, in 1967 (GFI #3). 

9. Housewife, age 36, married with one child, came from 
Athens in 1966. Husband - restaurant ownerjworker, age 
36, came from Hiios in 1968 (GFI #29). 

10. Teacher, age 25, married with two children, came from 
Thessa1y in 1975. Husband - accountant, age 30, who 
Cgme from Thessa1y in 1960 (GFI #56). 

Il. Unemployed garment worker, age 50, widow with two 
èhildren, came from sparta in 1954 (GFI #24) • 
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12. Housewife, age 25, married·with three children, came 
from Crete in 1960. Husband - restaurant owner/worker, 
age 34, came from Leucada' in 1961 (GFI #37). 

13. Housewif.e (former garment worker), age 25, marrie~ with 
one child, came from Crete in 1977. Husband
restaurant worker, age 32, came from Crete in 1967 (GFI 
#61) • 

14. See number 1. 

15. Housewifé, age 31, married with two. chi1dren, came from 
Attica in 1965. Husband - taxi driver, age 35, came 
from Leucada in 1967 (GFI #14). 

16. , Housewife,' age 36, married with three children, came 
from Pylos in 1969. Husband - businessman, age 43, 
came from Kalavrita in 1967 (GFI #15). 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

2p. 

Housewife, age,25, married with two children, came 
from Crete in 1970. Husband - restaurant ownerjworker, 
age 32, came from Crete in 1972 (GFI #18). 

Housewife, age 28, married with two chi1dren, came from 
Laconia in 1971. Her husband, (occupation not known) , 
age 39, cam~ from Laconia in 1972 (GFI #19). 

See number 13. 
~ 

Housewife, age 28, married with two Ch~dren, came 
Pirgos in 1970. Husband - factory worker, age 32, 
from Hania, Crete in 1972 (GFI #12). 

/ 
from 
came 

Housewife, age 40, married with three children, came 
from Athens in 1961. Husband - restaurant worker, age 
50, came from Athens in 1954 (GFI #26). 

Salesclerk, age 30, married with two children, came 
from Laconia in 1959. Husband - c1eaner, age 34, came 
from Laconia in 1969 (GFI #4). 

Garment worker, age 40, married with one chi1d, came 
f:rl:>m Sparta in 1965. Husband - works in fruit mar~t, 
age 41, came from Arcadia in 1975 (GFI #59). 

Garment worker, age 41, married with two children, came 
from Rhodes in 1963. Husband - apartment 
superirttendent, age 42, came from Rhodes in 1957 (GFI 
#2) . 

See number 23. 

26. See number Il. 
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27. Garment worker, age 31, married with two children, came 
from Piraeus in 1966. Husband - butcher, age 34, came 
from Piraeus in 1970 (GFI #ll). ' 

28. See number 15. 

29. Housewife, age 36, married with three children, came 
from Leucas in 1969. Husband - restaurant worker, age 
34, came from Leucas in 1968 (GF! #17). 

30. See number 22. 

31. See number 5. 

32. See number 27. 

-33. Garment worker, age 36, married with two children, camEt 
from Cypress in 1~68. Husband - restaurant chef, age 
37, came from Cypress in 1968 (GF! #~1). 

34. Housewife, age 36-, married with three children, came 
from Crete in 1972. Husband - cleaner, age 33, cal!'e 
from Crete in 1974 (GFI #6) • 

35. See number 4. 
, 

36~ See number 7. 

- '- . 
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• APPENDIX C 

INTENSIVE FAMILY INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

A. BALANCES AND HUMORS 

1. In what country do you think your family is healthier, 
here or in Greece? Why? 
a) In which country are women healthier? Why? 
b) In which country are men healthier? Why? 
c) In which country are children healthier? Why? 

2. Doee getting angry affect y~ur health? Why? 
a) If you are too choleric/angry can you get sick? 
b) If you are too sanguine/enthusiastic can you get 
sic~? 
c) If you are too phlegmatic can you get sick? 
d) If you are too melancholic can you get sick? 

3. le it important to have a good krasis (constitution or 
character)? Why? 
a) ls it easier here or in Greece? Why? 

4. What does it mean to say the Canqdian climate is heavy? 
a) How ie the heavy climate related to sickness? 
b) How can you guard against this? 
c) ls it good for your child to play outside in the 
cold? 

5; What is revma (drafts) and how is it related to 
sicknese? 
a) What kinds of sicknesses do you get from revma? 
b) How can you guard against getting sickness from 
revrna? 
c) What do you do when you are sick from revma? 
d) Does it happen more in Canada or in Greece? 
e) Would you ever go to the doctor for it? 

6. How, or under what circumstances do people get cri os 
(cold)? _ 
a) Are there specifie parts of the body you must be 
careful about? How do you prote ct them? 
b) How do you prevent getting crios? 
c) Are some people more vulnerable th an others? Who? 
Why? 
d) What do you do for crios? 
e) Does it have any lasting effects? Can things 
related to it show up later in life? 
f) Would you ever go to the doctor for it? 
g) What would you expect the doctor to do for it? 

7. ls diet important for your health? Why? 
a) Are there times when it is not good to eat cold 
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foods? Why? 
b) Are there times when it ia n~t good to eat hot 
foods? 
c) Are there times when it is not good to drink cold 
liquids? e;Why? 
d) Is it alright to drink cold water in the hot sun? 
e) Are there times when it is not good to eat 
heavy/light foods? Why? 
e) What are heavy foods? Light foods? 
f) Are there certain foods a woman should eat when 
pregnant? What are they? why? 
h) Are there certain foods a woman should not eat when, 
pregnant? Why? 

~DISEASE CAUSATION 
" 

B.l ~E~ (Nerves) 

1. What is nevra? 
a) What causes nevra? Why? 

2. Do men or women get nevra more? Why? 
a) Can children get nevra too? 

3. What does nevra feel like? 
a) Can you describe someone who has neyra? 

4. How-does it affect a person'g capacity to lead a normal 
life? Can they still work, do housework, look after 
children, shop, and so on? 

5. Do people get nevra more in Greece or in Montroal? 
Why? 

6. How does nevra affect family relations? How does the 
family react to the nervous person? 

7. Are there certain times of the day, of the month, of 
the year, of the life cycle, or certain occasions when 
people are more likely to get nevra? Why? 

8. Who should help the person with nevra? 

9. What should one do to heal or overcome nevra? 

10. Would you go to the doctor for treatment (therapia)? 
a) What kind of treatment would you expect from the 
doctor? 
b) Is it a frightening illness? 
c) Is it an embarrassing illness? 

Il. Do you know what a nevrologos is in Greece? 
a) Is it the same as a psychiatrist? 
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c b) What does the nevro~ogos do for you? 
c) Are there the same kind of doctors here? 
d) 'If not, who wou1d you goto here for thé same 
problems? 

B.2 PlESIS (Blood Pressure) 

12. Are you corlcerned about your piesis? 
a) What do you mean by piesis? 
b) What cau~es piesis? 
c) Why is it important? 

, 
13. How do you know when your piesis is h~gh or 10w? ~ 

14. 

a) Do you have to go to the doctor to know, or is it 
something you can determine yourse1f? 
b) What is a good piesis? 

Do some people have more problems with 
others? Why? 
a) Are some people more susceptible? 
b) Are Greek people more susceptible? 

piesis than 

Why? 
Why? 

15. Can social or family circumstances contribute to 
prob1ems with piesis? 

16. Do problems with piesis happen more here or in Greece? 
Why? 

" " 

17. Do the different lives people 1ead in Greece and Canada 
lead to differences in piesis? 

18. What can a person do to keep their piesis down? 

19. If you do not control your piesis what can happen? 
a) ls it dangerous? Why? 
b) Could it be life threatening? 

20. Do you know people whose piesis has brokenjexploded? 
P1ease describe such a case. 
a) What do you mean when you say that is has 
"exploded"?' 

21. What role does the doctor play in the control of 
piesis? 

22. Does a person's diet have any effect on their piesis? 
Why? 
a) What type of foods should you not eat? 
b) What type of drinks should you not drink? 

23. Does a person's age affect their piesis? 
a) Are certain age groups more susceptible? Why? 
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24. How is piesis linked to the blood? 

25. How is piesis related to heart disease? 

26. Do you think that people should give blood to the Red 
Cross? 
a) Can this be dangerous to your health? Why? 

27. Is p~esis related to nevra? How? 

B.3 STOMACH PROBLEMS 

28. Do you suffer from stomach problerns? Do you know 
anyone who has them? 
a) What do they feel like? 
b) What causes stomach problems? 

29. Do life circumstances or health habits cause stomach 
pr~blems? 

30. Are certain people more vulnerable than others? Why? 

1 31. What should one do for stomach problems? 
a) What role does the do ct or play? 
b) What kind of treatment do you expect to gat for 
stomach problems? 
c) Are they frightening? 
d) Are they embarrassing? 

32. Are there certain kinds of foods which affect getting 
stomach problems? What are they? 

33. Canodrinking cause stomach problems? 

34. Can smoking cause stomach problems? 

35. ls there any relationship between nevra, piesis and 
stomach problems? Please explain. 

C. EVIL EYE (kako mati or matiazma) 

1. Do you believe in the evil eye~ (n.b. Interviewer: If 
answer is yes, follow section €.1, if fiQ follow C.2) 

C.I Y?S 

,2. What does the evil eye J}.o? 

3. What are the symptoms associated with the evll eye? 

4. Who gets it? Why? 
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5. Does it happen more in Greeee or in Canada? Why? 

6. Is it something partieular to Greek people? Do 
Canadians have it too? 

7. How do you prevent it from happening? 

8. Does it always happen suddenly? 

9. ' What causes the evil eye? 
a) Is it caused by certain people? Why? 
b) Is it the same as witcheraft or sorcery? 

10. Do you need to know who caused it to cure it? If so, 
how do you find this out? 

11. How do you cure the evil eye? 

12. 

a) Would you ever go to a doetor to have it eured? 
b) Would you ever go to a priest to have it cured? 
e) Who else might you go to for a cure? 

Who causes the evil eye? 
in Greece than Montreal? 

Do different people cause it 
Why or why not? 

13. ~se define the following terms. Are they linked to 
the evil eye? 
a) matiazma 
b) vascania 
e) grusuzia 
d) dhiki mas and kseni 

14. W,hat, ~is. special 'about a pers on w~'o causes the evil eye? 
Does their behaviour differ from other people? If-so, 
how? 

15. What do you do to stop people from giving the evil eye? 
a) Do you punish them for their actions? 

16. Do you know someone who gives the evil eye? 

17. Do you know someone who has become sick fromothe evil 
eye? Please describe. 

18. le envy related to the evil eye? le this a pro~lem for 
Greeks in Montreal? If so, why? 

C.2 NO 

19. Did you ever pelieve in the evil eye? If not, why not? 
If so, why do you not believe any longer? 

20. Do you know people who believe in the evil eye? What 
do you think about their beliefs? 
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21~ Repeat question 18. 

D. GYNECOLOGY 

1. Are there differeht attitudes about women in Greeee and 
Canada? If so alease deseribe the difference. 

2. _Are there different ideas associated with menstruation 
and menopause in Greece and Canada? 
a) How are the ideas different? • 

3. Is there any ldnd of work that women cannot do at 
certain times of the month? 

4. As a woman you probably go to the gynecologist for 
pregnancies and special problems. Do you find this 
difficult? Does it make you nervous? 

5. 

6. 

a) Is it embarrassing? 
b) Does it upset your husband? 
c) If yes to any of the above, how could,this be 
improved? ' 

Are there c~~in rules for women's behaviour when 
menstruating?) . 
a) Are there certain places a menstruating woman cannot 
go? 
b) Are there certain rules for behaviour just after 
giving birth? 
c) Are there certain foods a woman who has just given 
birth should eat? Why? 
d~re there certain foods to aid in br~,astfeeding? ,( 

Sh ld a pregnant woman avoid cri os or revma more than 
othe s? \ 

7. Do you go to the gynecologist often, yearly, or just 
when you are pregnant? 
a) Have you been for any 'check-ups this year? How 
many? 

E. EARLY SOCIALIZATION OF CHILDREN 

1. Each society has special/Ways of training children to 
become proper adults. c~n you tell us ~ is special 
in the Greek community? 
a) What is the character of a newborn child like? 

2. How do you toilet train a baby? 
a) Is it alright to let a baby cry sometimes? 
b) How do you look after a baby's health? 
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3. Now should you dress a child? ls it important to bind 
a child, or protect him or her with a lot of clothlng? 

4. How do you discipline a two year old? 
a) a six year old? 
b) Who disciplines the child? Boy? Girl? 

5. What kind of punishment is suitable for different age 
groups? 

6. 

a) Should you hit a child? At what ages? 
b) Did you get hit in school? Should your ehildren get 
hit in school? 

Is it easier to bring up 
extended family? 
a) ls it easier to bring 
Why? 

children in a nuclear or 

up children here or in Greece? 

7. Do you behave towards your children as your parents 
behaved toward yeu? Hew does it differ? 

8. You and your ehildren have grown up in two different 
cultures. Does this present problems? What are-they? 
Why? 

9. What worries you t~ most about your teenagers? 

10. What do you want your children to achieve? Boys? 

F. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Girls? 

ETHNlClTY, FAMlLY AND GENDER ROLES 

Where are yeu from in Greece? 
a) Is the family very important in your villagé/city? 
b) What do the terms heneur and shame mean to you. Are 
they very important in your village/city? 
c) Has this changed for you sinee coming to Canada? 
Please explain. 

What is your patridha? Do you still use this terrn 
today? 
a) Can Montreal ever become your patridha? Why or why 
not? 

Is there a differenee in the way sons and daughters , 
- should be brought up? 

Should you keep a ~ore careful watch on your daughters 
than your sons? lS'SO, why? 

Were you raised differently than your brothers? 

In Canada the concept of virginity for women is not 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

G. 

---
considered as important as it is descrihed to he in 
Greeee. What do you-think of this? Would you pre ter 
your children to continue with the traditional bel!et? 
a) Do you believe virginity is more important for 
daughters thap sons? 
b) Does virginity of daughters reflect on the family? 

nid you meet any outsiders/strangers in your village? 
nid this affect your decision to come to Canada? 

no you feel especially close to the people from your 
village? Why or why not? 

Are godparents (koumbaros) as important for you in 
Canada as they were in Greece? Why or why not? 

GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT MEDICAL CARE 

1. How many times in the pa st year has each of your tamily 
members been to the doctor? 
a) What was each visit for? 
b) When should you go to the doctor? ' 
c) Do you feel dissatisfied if you do net rece!ve 
medication from the doctor? .... 

2. Are there any areas in which you would like to see 
improvements to health care services in Montreal? If 
so, p1ease explain. 

~- , 
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A~ ltOpPOnIA 

l~ Et lo",d X~PII 
r\.ClT':; 
CI) I:c: lo&.d 
B) El: lo&.d 
y) Ec 10&.& 

APPENDIX D - UTTENSIVE FAl!!ILY INTERVIEN 

AEnTOHEPHI: I:YHEHTEY'::/I 

VOI.I~Ç&&., 

xwpa , 
xwpa , 
xwpa 

&~val. 
E~\lal. , 
El.\lal. 

o&. YU\lII':HE~ 11.O UYEI.EL~; Ka&. Yl.lltL; 
Ta III&.ôl.d ll.O UYEl.n. Kal. yl.atL; 
01. &vôpct ll.O UYCl.lLr~ Kal. Yl.IITL; 

2 _1 CI) 0 t)Ul.lo, UIlPEdt,;EI. Tn\l UYELII OOU; rl.at~; 
ft) Av Ea\1 ELOIII. Tlo).u EllplOI.OTn/ OuuwlAl\ln I.Il0pe'; \la IIppwaTnOEl,~; 
y) Av I:Lnal. 10).\1 E\lOOUal.wôl1ç UlClPC~ \la appwotnocl.C:; 
6) A\I ELonl. lO).\1 ala&nt I.II0PcL VII IIpp~tnorl.C:; 
t) A\I ELonl. 10).\1 I.IC).IIXYO).l.Mn IAIOpc'; \la IIppwaTnnEl.ç; 

3~ E~val. oTlouôa~o va lXEl. HavcLç Ha).n HP&OIl; KaL YLa 1"0 ).&yo; 
Il) E':\lIIl. 11.& E\1HO).O va TIlV lxcl. Havc~c lbw (tnv Hpdon) n OTIl\l E)'A&ôlI; rl.a~~; , 

IfJ nO.UOL 'EHllvcC'" Al\lc on tO H).Ll-la TOU Kavab& d\lal. lO).\1 Bap\1 ~ 6U\lIIT&. Tl. 
tlIOPt': \III alll.la~"tl. allTo; 
0) nw, ouv6udt,;Etal. TO aap\1 HALlAli IA~ TIlU aoOlvcl.a; 
B) nw, I.IloPEL H!lVELÇ \la TO UlO~UyCl. aUT&; 
y) Hwc: al.o()Ô\lEOal.. av TO la&.ôL 0011 T1.ULÛl. (~w OTO Hp\JO; 

9lAoul.lc "a IldOoul-lc IEPl.OOOTEpa Yl.Ô TO pE\Jl-la Hal. lWÇ aUTO auv6uat,;Etal. ilE Tn\l '" , appIllOTl,a. 
nw, IllOpt'; \la apPWOtnOEl. Ha\lELt alO TO PCUlAa. 
a) Tl. appWaTl.EÇ I-II0P0\1\1 "a lPOHÀIlOo\1u aidto pculAa~ 
B) nw, tI.OpE~ Ha\lE~' \la 1.I1l\l appWOtnocLalo TO ~~ilJ~L_ 
y) Tl. Hd"El.'; (Yl.a \la 1.IIl\l app~~TnOEl.ç) 
6) EUl.laa~"cl. 11.0 aUX\ld OTOV Ka\laôd n OTIlU ~EÀÀaba; 

-'~) Hllya~\ltl.' 10Tl OTO Yl.aTPO 11\1 lapouol.aoTEL HaTl. tlTOl.O; 

p) 
y) 
6) 
c) 

O~) 
1;:) 

H(U, M!hw a.ô 1I01.lt OUV()nHE, \JlIOPEL \la HPUWoCl. 'Ha\lEL!:;" 
Iaw, UlÔPXOU" wpl.ol.Il"a I.IlÀn tOU oWl.laToç yLa Ta oloLa Ipl.cl. \la 
a[XTl.)(O~; Tl. ~d"cl.' Yl.aUT~; 
nw, ~IOPC~' "a .po,uÀaXTE~ç alo tO xpJwva; 
HEP~)(O~ d\lUpwlol. C~"~l. II.Ô (Ua~aOIlTOl. alO TOUÇ a~Àou~; 
T~ ~.OPE'; "a ~d\l(l.' y~aUT&; 
T~ tlll.lTWat~' ~IOPC~ va lXEl. TO Hpvwva; L~V~~ ÔV"~T&" 
a~Qo"(o\1" ut.'IÀoHl,; 
Hnya~"(l.ç OtO y~aTP& OE aUliç Tl.Ç IEPl.ITWaEt.Ç; 
T~ l[pl.~lvEt.t va MÔVE~ 0 Yt.aTP~t yt.avtO; 

E~lJaOt[ ipo-

va l~pOU-

l' 
7~ E~v~" 0Io~6a~0,va 6l.aTnpc~t bLal.TOÀoyl.O; rt.a 1,,0 A&yo; 

a) r Y.dp)~U".OTl.YI.I{' 10U TO Kp\JO ,aYIlTo 6C\I HaVEl. Ha).o; rl."TL; 
B) 'ldpxouv OTt.YI.I{t 10U tO t,;COTO ,aYlltO ÔC\I HaVEt. HaAo; r"aTL; 
y) Yldpxou" OTl.y~lç 10U Ta HPda 10Td bE\I Hdvouv~~aÀo; ~ 
6) E~val. HaÀo \la 1~"Cl.t HPUO vcpo oTav E~oa~ HOTW alo tO\l n~l.O; 
E) Yadpxov" ,optt 10U 6C\I Ha\l[l. va TPWÇ Bap\1 n c).a,po ,aynTo; 

Ol) T~ [~"al. aapcl.& ,aYnT~; Tl. c).a,pd; 
1;:) Y'ldpxouv ~pt.o~l\la ,arlll& Ta o.o~a 1.I1I0PC~ \la TPWC" I.ILa (YHUOt; _rl.aT~; 

no"d E~va~ aUTd; 
0) YldpXOU\I wp~o~lvo ,arlllÔ Ta oloLa 6c\I ~p{ICl. \la TPWEI. ~l,a lYMUOÇ; r,,& 

l''cf ÀOyo; 
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0:. A!TlEt AI9ENElnN , 

l ' 

B;1. --lfEYPA 

1. Eln~ TE1EuTo~a ~a, ouvEv1EU(n ul~pxav 10110' 01.. ololoL ~~lnoav.1Ld vEdpa. 
H'OpE~'~ va ~o, ~LÀ~acTE YLaUT6 10 ycyovds;; 
a) T~ .poNa1E~ Ta vcdpai nw~ MOL YLaT~i 

2~ E~~aL MdPLa av6PEt ~ yuva~NCt 10U lxovv ILd 10ÀÀO vcdpai 
.) HIOPc~ OHo~a NOL laL6Ld va lxovv vcdpo; 

3~ nws; O~OWVEOTC OTOV E~OH:: vEvPLaOIl'lvl); MIOPE~lC va u:pqpalJoElt H(hOLO" 10U 
lXCL vEdpa ~ IW, VOIl~ÇCTC OT'" aLo~vcTUL; 

4~ nw, cltl)pcâçouv Ta vcdpa 10V QV(}pW10 OTflV ÇW~ TOU; Hlopd va 60uAlt}EI,. va 
JtdVEL TL' 60u>..E:l.l!;; TOU OIV(LOV. \1<1 l.POO{~Cl. Ta lIlLÔLÛ. va "â\lCl" 4W"La. 

1 

5~ nOLO-: "EHnVEs; lxollv ILO 1.0Hd vcupa. AUTOL 10U ÇOU\I OlOV Kavaô& ~ OH1V '(:1-
ldôa; fLOT ~ i 

6~ Elnpcdçouv Ho(}olou TUS; OLHOYEVELaHls; OX{OELCi nw~ aVTL6p~ 1) OLHOylvCLO diav 
Md'OLOC; lXEL "Edpa; 

1 

7.,. y,dpxou" wpLo~lvc!;; 01LnH~, 11)\1 n~lpa. lI) Il.nva. lOV xptSvo, WPLOld"OL I[P~O-

1 
8,. 

9. 
1 

101. 

1 

60L HU; cwn!:' n IEPL1.TWoELt 10V )JlOPEL Navd!;; va lXCL vcupa; rLOT~; 

. 
TL Hdvn, YLd va nPEUnOEt.t OTa v lXCl.t \lEUPO; 

Sa .~yal.vc, OTO yt.atpô YLa (}epaIE~O; 
a) TL E~60u~ (}EPa1.C~a .ept.lJlvEt.~ OIÔ TOV yLaTPo; 
B) E~\Itl.L ,08epJt apptOOna; 
y) Et!'val. lJLa appW<l''tL(1 10U ne )CavEl. va aLoOaveoat. VTPOIlf; 
HEPLMO~ dV(}PWIOL u~Ànoav YLd {va eLÔ~)CÔ YL01PÔ. 10V VCVPOÀOYO, 10U auTO" 
Elt.OHE,TOVta" 01.. ~ÀÀnVE' OTI)V ~ÀÀa6a. 
ElPELt Eod tLlOTE YLa aUTO~~ ~OU!;; y~a~pou~; 
a) E~vaL &IWS; 0 ~ux~aTPot; 
13) n. "dVEL aunS!>: 0 vevPoloyos:; 
y) Y.dpxouv TlTO~Ot. y~aTPo~ E6~; 
6) Av 6EV Ul&PXOOV TlTO~Ol. YLaTPo~ E6~t oc .o~&v Oa .nyaLvcc y~d Bon6ELO' 

B~.,:"-nIEtli 

l~. 0" 'EHnh, Èf~oll' {N,paoav 1(0).1& y~& TIlV JI~Eal). 1101..& dVCXL 'l YVWIJ'l oou; 
a) Tl. fr\I\JO.E\:' 6Tav ÀE' ~~Eall; 
13) TI. .pblCaÀE~ tllV I~tan. 
y) fl:(IT~ dval. ntoo alov6a~o; , 

[' 
n~ ta a~oOdvtoal. &Ta\l n I~~a'l c-:vaL .nÀd ~ XaIJIlA&; 
CI) npl.cl. va .as; OTa" YLOTP& yLd va TO ),lIhtLS; ~ lUOPC-:' va TO HalaAdBnc 

~&vn OOU; 
IJ) nOl.d E~Val. " owotn .~COI); 
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31~ a) T~ p&Ao la~tE~ 0 y~aTp&,; 
a) T~ &EpaIE~a IEp~~lvE~'; 
y) E~va~ ,0aEp~ aoOlvE~a; 
6) A~oO&vEoa~ VTPOX~ v~xw, y~auT&; 

32. ElnPEdtouv "'EP~IHf E~6n .,aYnT\.~v _on, 6n ... ~0\)o)'~n TO" lhau,; 

33~ To lOTO EX"PE&tE~; 

35. H~).~na\.l~ xp~v y~û VE:vpa lCO~ I.!'E:O". Y.dpl<,..E~ lta\.l\.l\.& oxlon \.le ''l'arJ '(ne .~I:O,,( 
)la~ T"'V VEJpwv iOaTE va Ipolla.\o,t" TO é.\.,JCaç. 
Etny~oTE IEOLnoOTEPO. 

\. 

'J. nOLds;; E~va~ ltLO Euo.~aOnlac;; (a" 1.\0110"0",01. 'lWXOt:, O~ T\JX(PO~, r" Û1UX0I.). 
Av va~. y~a ltLO >.dyo, 

5. J:u ... Salvn ltEPLaa&TEpo aT"V t:À>.d6a ax& dn 010" Knva6&; Av va~, y\..aT~, 

6. E~val. TO ltalCÔ ... &n lCan. n6~ltd y ... & Toue 'EHnvcc n ... n.wc '(0 lxollv Ma~ 01. 

Kava6ol~ ; 
, 

7~ nw, ~.OPE~t va xpooTaTEulc~, al& TO lto"d ... aT~; 

9' r Tl. IPOlta).t~ TO ltOltÔ ... dT~; 
a) npoMa).E~Ta~ a.d ~CPl.ltoJ, av6pwlou" TOV 6EO; rl.aT~; 
8) El!va~ ... arc~a ~ • 

rl.d va Ta YLaTP{4E~'. Ipl.E~ va tlPEI.' 10"0< 1'0 IPOltd).(OE:, 
pt~, va Ta ... aOEI., aUT&' 

11~ nw, Ta y~aTPEvtl.'; 
a) IInyat!'Vnt 01'0 Yl.aTPO; 
a) nny~VEI.' aTOV laid; 
y) nnya~vEI.' OE lIovlvav &).).0; 

, . 

12:. no"a~ Ta xpOlta.\oJ,,; OTOV Kava6a; OTnV E.udôa; 

13,. 
, 

,1 

EtnYE~aTE '(1.' xapolt&"I'''' Àl~n, Ital. av lxau" \/a ItOVOUV TL.OH: ... C Ta )lall& "aTI.. 
a) H(h~aa ... a 
B)' Bao Itov~d 
y) fpouoout,;"d 

6) 6I.MO~ "'0' itaL ~lvo~ (no~oç Ta IpoltaAf.L IfPLOO&TCPO) 
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1 

TI. 'to ,,6\'O~H:PO lxf:l.. aUT&S; llOU lpo"a).d TO "a,,& ~dt\.; 
A\.a,lpu Ha6(Hou Il OU~UP\',OPQ TOU al.O TOU!; tiUOU!; av6pwlou!;; Av vo\" 1111'; 

15. IIw, ,nopdll: va olOuaT~Of:l,' TnV MvatJ~ l.oUt; 
a) HllOPt~' va TOU' T\'~WpnaE~'; 

16,. ElPtt., Hav/vay 0 OIO~O' Ipo"a).t:t: TO ,,0>16 llaT\,; 

171' Elptl.., lIoviva ul1l1o; Av \/Q\,. lICpl.Éypacj.t nIlP\..BwII: T\.. oU~60~VE\..; 

10:. tt 1I(l',,~ Ip&6Eon avd~coa OlOV!; 'EHnvE: S; TOU HcSVTpca). UI&pXE:\..; E~~ynoE IItp\..O
oc$T1:PO. 

f2,...-OXl 

19i' ntcnt::"'ES; 10Té OTO lIax& lI&t"; 
II.Otcuc:t., oc aUTdi 

n\,OtcUtt., dt\. uldpXE\. HOHn llP&OtOIl avullcoa OTOU!; 'EHnv!:!; TOU H&VTPtaA; 
E~nYl1o(; ltpt.oochtpo. ".; e" 

A./-- rYNAIKOAOrIKA 

~. Ot. 6\.a6loc\'1,; altva"n. OtO 'yuva,,"do ,"Ao E~vat. Ôl.aqJOPEtl.lIls:: t6w allcS Outl, 
Otl"l\l E~Adôa; 
Hlopc~, va IEPt.ypdcj.r:t.s: TIlV 6\..0'01'&; 

~. YIIdpxouv ttxwpt.atl, t.MtS; 10U OXtT~ÇOV101. ~E HlV EtJ~Il\l&lauon lIat. TnV Itp~060 

3. 
1 

1 

~. 

'Til' YUVOLHOI,;; 1 

cl)· Y.dpxtl. 6t.a,opd E6~ (n& TnV tUa6ai 

YIIdpxouv 6ou).E:t.tç tl.!; olOLt!; ot. 'Yuva~H[ç 6EV IpIIEt. va HaVOUV Mata Tnv 6,,
dpNtt.a TOU U~VO; &.w~ ~"~wua ~ va ,T\,UXVtt. IIpnoL; 

Iav l'uvaL"a apllt~ va Inya~VEt.' OTOV yuval.llo).oyo y\..a ty"u~oo"vn ~ Hal. âA).a 
.poa).n~ata. E~va\' 6001l0Ao aUT& y\,Q olva; Et xavf:l, va al.O ~avcan\' VtUPl.II~; 
a) At.oUdvtoal. "tPOln; 
li) E"OX},tL aut& tO" oûtuy& oou; 
y,) nl.llS; IAloPI: ~ va aE:). Tl,wod aUT&; 

hdpxoUV'1 lûP\,ololtvo\. ICavI5vt' yt.d tll!; "l'uvaL"aç TnV OV~HPl.ipOpa chay lXH tn" 
~tP~o6& .. l1I'. 
0) Y.dpxouv' ~épnl OTa Olo~a 6EV Ip{U:1. va lnyaLVE\,; 
Il) Y.dpxo\l\l )lavdVH yt.d nt YUVULHEÇ 01. OltO~(!; uoh!; {xovv 'YtVV~OE:l.; 
11) Tt. 1lIOPt~ Ha" IPlllH va 'TPWCl. tJl.ci yuvo~lIo Otav {XE\. )!; \/VnOn llpd'.o,aTo; 

1 ft.a n& .\&yo; 
6,} rt.a va aon~not" O'TO {)nÀao~a; 

nplu:t. lJl.d tyMUO!; va aIO,tISYEl. tO "pJo xot. TO PCUllO IE:pl.oo<hcpo aad &},ou~ 
'tOUt d,Uov!;; 
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tT!j-COHIKOTHTA KAI OIKOf'ENEIA 

1.: l:tI1V E>.>.d6a Il o\.lIoy{vEl.a Et.:va\. {va dncJT& YIIPOÛIl Hal.. IIPlly~cna &IIW~ 0\.110-

yCVE:l.. aHn ll..~n UEwpoÛvla\. lIâpa IIO>'Û ollov6a~a. HIIOPE~lE va IIEPl..ypa~Elc IIWÇ 
~lav la IIpdy~ala OTO XWPL.O oa~; (llWolE: 10 &VOIJU Hal.. HW IIEPI..OXrl 1I0V Bpt:o-

IIETaL. TO XWPL.& ~ n 1I&>'n). 
a) 01.. 1.6{~, yl..a TI1\1 ol..HoylvEl.a {XOUV QÀÀa~EI.. aKO 101E 1I0U rlpOatE OlOV Kava6a; 

2. no~d X~" &cWP(~laL. COE~~ YL.â lIatpt.:oa oa~; 
HIIOPE~ 10 H&VTPUÀ va y~VEL. 1I0té n IIQ1P~6a oa!;; rl.aT~ val.; r\.alt.: o XI.. ; 

6.! hov kavaÔ& fi Ô\.aT~pnOI1 TI1~ lIapOEVl.clÇ 6EV ~}(:wpdlal.. Hal.. T600 ollovôa~a 1I0U 
tlnPEaCtL. TnV TL.lJrl Tns: OL.Hoy{vE\.aç 61w, OEWpELTaL. OTnV EÀÀaoa. 

7. 

0,' 

nol.& c~va" fl YV~1J11 oas; y\.auT&i eb,cu: ~owç ta Ral..ol..a oaç va aHoÀovOnoovv 'f-! 
aut&v TOV lIapà600L.aHO lPOIIO; 
a) nl..OTtÛcTE Ol\. Il lapOEvl..d YI..U Ta HOpLlOI.Q CLVUI. OIIOUOULU; 
a) nw, EII1PEaçt\. aUT& TI1V c"OtllTa Til' OI.NOY{V[\..uç. 

~
W, al..aoOvco"Cal. y\.d TOUÇ Cévou~ 10U E:II\..OH{tpTOVlU\. TO xwp\..6 oaç; 

XI1P{OOE aUT& NUOO>.OU TIlV ClI&,aOn oaç va {pOElE OTOV Ka~aôd; 
" 

IIl.a&d" .. ota\. 1I0>'Û OTOU!;; avOpJllou~ 1I0U NalUYOV1Ul. (UO TO LOl.O XWPI.O pc EOIl!;;; 

9.1 E~val.. Ol.. vovo~ ollouoaLo\.; Eow; n OCWPOÛV10l.. 11110 OIlOUOClLOI. Oll)V EÀÀâou. 
r\.att.: ; 

Z-,-fEHIIŒE IIIHEHUEIt rIA TIIN IATPIKH TIEPIlIM'I'H KA! YIIIII'r.;l:IEr 

1., n&at' ,oplt TOV u:paa~lvo Xpovo NdOc (va },IlÀoc:: Tnl: OI.HoyÉvnaç OOU Ell.aXE,~ 
TIlJlaV TOV yt.aTP&; 
a) fl..d IL.& >.oyo lYI..VE n ,,&Oc EI~aHc~l1; 
8) note .placL. va IInya~VEL!;; oTov Yl..atp&; 

y) ALOeQVEOQI.. 6Va~PCaTI1~lvn &tav lflyaLVELç "aOc ~OPIl otov YL.atpo OOU MaL bEV 

000 ÔCVEL ,dp~a"a; 

2. Itll\l .P~TII OVVEVTEV(n [X,pdaTIINov all&cJ.E:L.t all& 10H00!; &n bEV cLVaL. tUXaPLO

TIl~lvoL. ~t TnV L.OTPI..X~ ItP~6a>'~11 10U Ipoa,{ptL 10 oÛOTIl~a E6w. 
H.OPt:~TC va ~a, IJL.À~OCTt 1I0Ô ~a OéÀaTE va r~VOUV aÀÀaye!; XOL. ~\.& xaÀuTépEuall 
lia\. oc ao~ll; V .... IIPto.:Cl;. 
Av VQI.. t ~!lt ~p""aÀw. 1I0U • • wt; liaI.. TL OHpI.6w!;. 
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APPENDIX E 

INTENSIVE FAMILY INTERVIEWS QUOTEP IN THE TEXT 

The following is a list of the Intensive Family 

Interviews (IFI) quoted in the text.' 

1. Housewife, age 33, married with two children, came from 
Crete in 1966. Husband - bakery worker, age 39, came 
from Crete in 1965 (IFI #2-27). 

2. Housewife, age 40, married with one child, came from 
Sparta in 1960. Husband - restaurant ownerjworker 1 age 1 

45, came from Sparta in 1960 (IFI #11-46). 

3. Housewife, age 32, married with two children, came from 
Larissa in 1976. (No information on husband) (IFI 
#13) • 

4. Garment worker, age 35, married with two children, came 
from Crete in 1966. (No information on husband) (IFI 
#18) • 

5. Salesclerk, age 35, married 
from Thessalonika in 1961. 
minister, age 41, came from 
#16-62). n.-

with two children, came 
Husband - Evangelical 
Thessalonika in 1962 (IFI 

p. Garment worker, age 42, married with one child, came 
from Leucada in 1973. Husband - restaurant worker, age 
46, came from Leucada in 1973 (IFI #14-44). 

7. Garment worker, age 45, married with two children, cd.~,~ 
from Piraeus in 1966.' Husband - garment worker, age '(" 
49, came from Piraeus in 1964 (IFI #4-23). 

8 .' See number 1. 

9. Housewife, age 36, married with two children, came from 
Sparta in 1964. Husband - carpenter, came from Samos 
in 1972 (IFI #3-1). 

10. See number 5. 

Il. See number 9. 

12. Housewife, age 42, married with three children, came 
from Sparta in 1975. Husband - restaurant worker, age 
44, came from Sparta in 1975 (IFI #1,2-60). 

13. See number 5. 
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14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

Housewife, age 26, married with two children, came from 
Leucada in 1972. Husband - bakery worker, age 36, came 
from Leucada in 1971 (IFI #1-33). 

Housewife, age 35, married with one child, came from 
Sparta in 1968., (No information on husband) (IFI #10). 

Garment worker, age 30, married, no children, came from 
Sparta in 1972. (No information on husband) (IFI #9). 

See nurnber 12. 

Garrnent worker, age 42, married with two chi1dren, came 
from Macedonia in 1964. Husband - owns cleaning 
business, cam~ from Macedonia in 1964 (IFI #17). 

19. Housewife, age 27, married with one chi1d, came from 
Naxos in 1980. Husband - waiter, carne from Naxos 1979 
(IFI #20-101). 

20. See number 3. 

21. Housewife, age 36, married with three children, carne 
from Crete in 1972. Husband - cleaner, age 36, came 
from Crete in 1974 (IFI #7-6). 

22. See number 14. 

23. See number 1. 

24. See number 9. 

25. Housewife, age 38, married with two children, came from 
Kefalonia in 1968. Husband - cleaner, age 42, came 
from Kefalonia in 1970 (IFI #5-79). 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

3l. 

32. 

33. 

See number 2 . 

Husband of number 6. 

See number 19. 

See number 2l. 

See number l. 

See number 16. 

See nurnber 3. 

Housewife, age 35, married with 2 children, came from 
Epidauras in 1968. Husband - industrial painter, age 
42, carne from Crete in 1967 (IFI #15-20). 
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œ 34. See number 18. 

35. See number 19. 

36. See number 2. 0 

37. Housewife, age 37, marr'i ed w i th four chi1dren, came 
from Crete in 1970. (No information on hUSband) (IF! 
#19) . 

~à. See number 4. 

39. See number 19. 

40. See number 16. 

41. Husband of number 6. 

42. See number 15. 

43. See number 4. 

44. See number 18. 

45. See number 2. 

46. See number 14. .. 

47. See number l. "'" 

48. See number 15. 

49. See number 6. 

50. See number 4. 

51. See number 28. 

52. See number 21. 
'" 

53. See number 15. 

54. See number 16. 

55. See number 14. 

56. See number 7. 

57. See number 16. 

58. See number 12. 

4\, 59. 
'4' 

See number 15. 
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60. Husband of number 21. 

61. Bee number 25. 

62. See number 9. 

63. Bee number 5. 

;C, 

l, 
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APPENDIX F 

CLINICAL INTERVIEW SCHEPULE 

A. GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

\ 

1. How old are you? 

2. What is your marital status? 
a) How old i5 your spouse? 

3. Do you .have any children? 
a) What is the age and sex of each of your children? 

4. What church or religious group do you belong to? 

5. What is the highest grade of education completed by 
e,ach family member? In Greece or in Canada? 

6. Do you have any extended family members living with., 
you? What is their age and sex. 

7. Where were you born? Is it a rural or urban araa? 

8. What kind of work did you do in Greece? 

19 • When did you come to Canada? 
1 

10. What is your occupation now? 
a) Describe your job, work hours and work anvironment. 
b) Do you enjoy your job? Why or why not? 
c) What kind of work would you most like to do? 

11. Please describe·a typical day for you. ie. time you gat 
up, go to work, lunch hour, time you come home from 
work, what do you do at home, etc. 
a) Who does the housework, cooking, cleaning, looking 
after the children, etc.? 
b) What role does your husbandjwife play in household 
activities? 
c) What role do your children play in household 
activities? 
d) Who controls the family finances? If the wife 
works, who controls her incorne? 

12. What is the principal activity of each of the other 
household members? 
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B. PATIENT'S EXPLANATORY MODEL 

13. What are you here for today? P1ease describe your 
symptoms. 

14. How does it make you feel? 

15. What do you think has caused your prob1em? 

16. Why do you think it started when it did? 

17. Do you think anything about your famiIy life has 
eontributed to your prob~em? 

,,' 

18. Has anyone else in your family suffered from this 
problem? , 

19. Do you think anything about your job has contributed to 
your problem? ~ 

20. Has anything in your life changed recently? Has this 
got anything to do with you~ illness? 

o 

21. What do you think your iIIness does to you? How does 
it work? 

22. How serious do yo~ think it is? 
a) Do you think it will Iast a long time? 
b) What do you fear most about your sickness? 

23. What kind of treatment do you think is good for this 
problem? 
a) Are you hoping to get some medication for it? 

24. What are the most important results that you hope te 
achieve from this treatment? 

25. What are the main problems your sickness has caused for 
you? 

26. Ooes being sick disrupt your famiIy life?" 
a) How does your famiIy react? 
b) Have you discussed it with them? Ooes this help? 
c) What should your famiIy do to help? 

27. Have you discussed being sick with anyone else? 
a) Did it heIp? 

28. Ooes being sick prevent you from going to work? 
a) Is this a problem? 
b) Do you get paid for time lost for sickness at work? 

29. Is this the "first doctor you have' seen about your 
problems? If not, how many others and with what 
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30. 

31. 

32. 

C. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

results? 
a) Have you seen anyone else (ie. alternative 
praetitioners) about this? What was the outeome? 

Did you use any medieation at home? 
a) Oid you change your eating habits sinee becominq 
siek? 
b) oid you change your sleeping habits? Orinking 
habits? Anything el se? 

Have you had this kind of problem before? 
a) What did you do for it then? 

Do you think this kind of siekness ean be prevented in 
the future? Why or why not? 

ETHNICITY, SOCIAL SUPPORT AND GENOER RELATIONS 

Do you describe yourself as Canadian, Greek-Canadian or 
Greek? Why? 
a) What does it mean to you? 

Do you eat Greek food at home? 
a) Do you speak Greek at home? With your children? 
husband? 
b) Do you partieipate in the aetivities of the Greek 
community? Why or why not? 
c) Do you belong to any of the Greek associations? Why 
or why not? Would you go to these people for help or 
adviee? Why or why not? ' 
d) Is it important for your children te learn about 

~ Greek culture and history? Why or why not? 

Why did you come to Montreal from Greeee? 
a) Has Montreal lived up to your expeetations? Why or 
why not? 
b) What are the advantages and disadvantages of living 
in Montreal as eompared with Greeee? " 
c) What things do you like better about Montreal? 
d) What things do you like better aQput Greeee? 

fi 
Do you still have relatives living in Greece? 
a) Do you travel to Greeee? How often? 
b) Have your ehildren travelled to Greeee? 

D37. Do you have any relatives living in Montreal? 
a) wife's side of the family? 

~ b) husband's side of the family? ( 

38. Do you see your relatives often? 
a) Would you go to your relatives for~help or advice? 
What kind of help or advice? 
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39. Are relations between husbands and wives the same in 

Montreal as they are in Greece? If no~\ how are they 
different? 
a) Do you and your spouse have the same kind of 
relationship as your parents did? How does it 
differ? 
b) Are you satisfied with your marital relationship? 
Why or why not? 

40. Is working outside of the home good for women? Why or 
why not? 
a) Does working outside of the home give women more 
freedom? Why or why not? 
b) If you,.work outside 9f the home, does your husband 
1ike it? Why or why not? 
c) Has working outside of the home changed your roI es 
within the house at aIl? I~ so, how? 

41. Po.children grow up with different values and standards 
in Canada than they do in Greece? If so, how do they 
différ? Which do you pre fer? 

- , 

42 •. Do you have any general comments or concerns about 
health care services here in Montreal? 

43. Do you have any questions or comments about this 
research project? 

~-- , 

---
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